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THE ROI,E OII AEROSPACE TECHNOLOG
MILITARY F'ACTOR

FOR NATION,{L SECURITY

Petar Gets,ovx, pavel penev**

* Director of the Space Research Institr,tte_Bulparmn Ac
x x Military Ac ademy,' G. S.Rakov ski',

Abstract

military affairs:

, In the paper, the current state of using aerospace data t
disc_usse_d. The potential application ono, oj orroplorc images
outlined. Peacetime, pre-ylar and wartime taiks are- identifiei
Centre for Aerospace Data and a Unit at the Butgarian A
established to enhance the preventive factor in national security.

^ Currently, the Bulgarian army does not have in
frorn remote sensing .Artificial Earth saterlites (AEs)
However, there is some oxperience with the use of t
satellite systems, inc.tuding ,,Inmarsat',, the slobal
system "NAVSTAR" by the Aviation and the
meteorological system ,,Meteosat', for the needs of the
the station of the rnilitary-topographic service of the Bu
for monitoring of AES by the systern ,,NAVSTAR,,.

In rhe Mititary Doctrine of the Republic of Bule
text was incorporated envisaging the futrtre Llse of the

AND TI{E

of Sciences

Bulgarian Arrny is
military affairs are

A National
re suggested to be

disposition data
military or civil.

communication
llite navigation
y; the satellite
Force; as well as

ian Arrny (BA)

ia, the fbllowing
segrnent m

I be given to the
cornmunication,

ng space
ibility with ttre



armed forces of the NATO mernber-countries
information society."

By Order No.9/19.01.1998 of the Head of
the BA, a work group was instituted to assess the
the BA. At the GS, the Ministry of Defence (MD),
armed fbrces, arohive space images from civil (

cycle. The sufficient amount of available correct dat
provides fbr the nc,rmal course of the cognitive cycle

Russian) satellites lbr remote sensing of the Earth
with resolution of 30 to 2 meters.

m Space were shown

This analysis revealed that the army needs a lt tO a0quil:e, process,
analyze, and distribute the necessary space data ng all users from the
corps. This unit is an affiliate of the National for Aerospace Data
(NCAD), which is intended to sorve all users in the y (Fig.1).

The major prospective rnilitary areas where
implemented are tlhe following (Fig.2):

space images could be

- assisting decision-taking based on modelr
- digital cartographing and Geographic

and data bases;
Information Systems

(Grs);
- digital modelling of terrain, simulation, a tralnmg equlpment.
According to current information war theory urrently, the decision-

taking process is a cognitive one. It takes place
hierarchy: strategic, operative, and tactic, through

t all levels of ntilitarv

transition to national

General Staff (GS) of
of aerospace data for
the various types of

ican, French, and

data-decision-action
at each of these levels
If irnage da1.a from the
almost on-line and the

n of the coor:dinates of

arena of rnilitary activity (AMA) is senr by a satelli
opponent does no1. have such data, a data superiori is available from the

armed forces. Theviewpoint of data provision of the actions of t
implernentation of this approach provides for a more expedient data-

f the corps and forcesdecision-action cognitive cycle. Thus, the actions
will be more expedient, too, and hopefully, they w I be used in the most
rational way.

In this direction, the unit shall have to solve
problems:

a) with respect to the potential opponent

the fbllowing specific

- revealirLg, identification, and determinat
military objects;
coliectirLrg data about the dislocation a composition of the
Infantry, Air Forces, and Navy of the nei
controlling the observation of bilateral
agreemonts on near-frontier zones;

bouring countries;
r multilateral rnilitarv



- collecting data about the military_econo
opponent;

- control of AMA equipment;
- collecting data about the accessibility and

or techniczLl directions;

iQ potential

aggfesslon;
tdrrtial aggressors;

collection of operative-technical data for nning of rnilitary

early identification of preparatory activities
monito.ring of the progress of the troops of I

of the

actions.
b) with respect to one's one troops

ity of operative

ter
lq'

and the

geodetic data to
of the,\MA;

and equipment of

effective use of

t

data and weather

ft, ships, and

superiority, the

classified as time tasks,
tasks. of the used
nature of t tasks is mostly

f a cornplex ofthe solution

control and assessment of operative rnasking;
updal.ing o.f cartographic data for the counrr
pertaining territories of the neighbouring cou
preparation and timely comlnunication of t
the troops for the purpose of study and asse
integral coordinate-time provision of the fo

rltory

the BA;
- preparation of initial data with a view to

armament and military equipment;
co ordinatio.n of s atellite cornmunication syste
coordination of AMA real-time meteorolosic
lbrecast for a couple-of-days period;
providing for the search and rescue of orews,
people in caiamitous situations;

- collection of data about the locality,s po
pollution including, caused by great indu
assessing thoir effect on the troops grouping;- monitoring of the stato of water catchments
risk of poterLtial floods;

- assessing thr: effect of peace_time activity of
on regional ocosystems ;- provision of the forces and equipment
humanitarian or peace-establishing operations.

If, however, the, opponent has alreaJy gained
effort rnay be airned at its reduction.

The above-listed tasks may be also
tasks in a period of threat, and war_time
classification, their analysis reveals that the
informative. Their accornplishment assumes



technical, organizational, and financial problems,
dedicated rnilitary staff including.

Digital cartographing based on satellite
digital maps anrl to develop geoinformation

preparation of

ases allows to make
referencing the

individual activities, objects, and plans to g coordinates. Thus,
various sections depending on the chosen sym
providing invaluable data to military activity.

om may be obtained

Digital terrain modelling allows to create affays for control of
high-precision weapons, aviation, and unrnanned ai raft. Thev can also be
used to train crews by creating virtual rnedia c to the real one thereby
providing for the accomplishment of economical highly effective staff
instruction and training.

To implerrent these tasks
BA, three kinds of satellite data
and current data.

in the stratesic
are needed:

Archive data is fundamental to assessment o
additional cartographic data etc.

operative units of the
data, requested data,

the AMA, collection of

to identify
rnasking of

Requested data (up to several days)
preparatory activities for potential aggression,
one's own troops, and to plan future battles.

Current data provides a nearly on-line

ma
to

be used
assess the

of the
monitoring

miiitary-
of thestrategic circurnstances in the region, includi

development of potential critical situations on the B
While the first two typos of information

compensation by distributing organizations, current
a ground-based station for receiving of images fiom
lxost colrntries, th,is equipment feed such data not
all concerned users related with economy, ecology,

b) through construction of stations for data
sensing AES - obtaining of current data.

In Bulgaria, image data is distributed by
Image", the Russian firm "Sovinformsputnik" and

R

and security.Albeit the current unfavourable eco ic circumsl.ances, the
Republic of Bulgaria can use data from various s

equipment on board.
with Bulgarian

Accountingl for the expanding market of satellite data. for the
needs of defence andpurpose of this data's wholesome utilization lbr

other public activity areas, two approaches are possi Ie:
a) througtr distributing organizations - regu

and requested data;
obtaining of archive

be provided for a

ata assumes the use of
ote sensing ,AES. In

one institution, but to
frastructures, dofence,

isition from remote

French firm "Spot
Greek firm "Space

he

he



Irnaging Europe" s.a, professionals are also avajlab
irnages by rnodern computer equipment, including bySur stations and develop GIS. fhis will be nefpiuii
the firsr and the ,".on*version.To l*r#;?fi:tJ
needs of the country, a sateilite data acquisition syste

1thrcli-w1ll supply iuiages to the aerospace data unit
Suitable for the purpose are the mobile sateilite datawhich appearecl recently on the market. They fecharacteristics and relatively low prices (about USSSOq
such station is the Dutch systern ,,RAPIDS,, Fi;'diagrani of the joint Brnlgarian_Dutch experiment is sh"or

^ Accounti'g for the achievements and traditior
Space use, by Decree of the Councii of Ministers (CM)
an Interinstitutional Committee on Space Studies (Fig S
accounts fbr and irnplements the inteiests and suggestlor
organizations, and private companies, among ;-ilh
central place.The choice of the prop", version lies withithe Interinstitutional Cornrnittee on Space Studies. Tl

f:li"j 1r illi'9ensable in view of thelact that the Rep
\.vll1nlng recognition ari an rnfiastructural joi't o' the I

:T1lr.ryTri?n. 
corridors, perrol_, gas_ and etectriciry_co

and a host-state to the staff of the riiultinationat corps in s
_Depending on its capacity, the prospective NCAInot only to the rnilitary, state, and piivaG nstitutloni

ieadership as well _ the Advisory 'Council 
on Nation

President's office and the council'at the cM.The foundi

ll":T 31^I^:1, :ssenliai 
prere.quisite fbr srrengrhemng

factor of national security, which U"com"s ffi;";;#i,
the. quantitative-qualitative features of the armament, m

ho process these
icon Graphics and

mplishing both
version fbr the

should be bought
the MD as well.
uisition systems,

good enough
). An exarnpie of
, 3.2, 3,3). llhe
in Fig.4.
f our country in
.462/12.12.1991 

,

as established. It
the institutions,

MD occupies a
competence of

solution of this
ic of Bulgaria is

comprising
trng network.s,

h-East Europe.
iil provide data
t to the state's
Security at ttre

.ipn of the NCATD
o the preventive

and the BA as a whole hLave dropped,

Referen ces
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UT'ILIZATION OF AEROSPACE IMA

Geographi
c Networks
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RAPIDS

WHAT IS RAPIDS?

RAPIDS is a ground-based receiving station for
receiving and processing of data from remote

sensing satellites - ERS and SpOT

SYSTEM ADVANTAGES

. Optional autonomous receiving of local data

o within an area with radius of 1,000 km.

. Easy transportation and installation.

o

a

Automatic monitoring of satellites, collection processing of data.

Processing and archiving of data from optic and
radar sensors.

. Using standard PCs and software.

o Automatic check-in, easy maintenance,

and prospects for development.

Standard data source forrhat compatible with v
technical equipment.

o Potential for system development with a view

to receiving data firom other satellites -
LANDSAT, IRS, IRADARSAT. EROS etc.

. Mission planning, education, training and simu

Joint project

Organized by the Ministry of Defence of the ic of Bulgaria

and the Kingdom of N

Ftg.3.2

us applicati,ons and

I4

ion.



RAPIDS

POTENTIAL APPLIICATIONS oF THE OBTAINED
tto

Classification of the types of land cover for the ou
updating the data from the project CORINE I-nNl

of

n mapping and
and positions.

bases.

Mapping by using high-resolution data,

tivity.

VER.

ac

Topical mapping and monitoring of forest massifs b
optical and radar clata combined with ground studies

Monitoring of naturar disasters and failures. Effectiv
identification of fcrrest fires and floods, monitorins c

o ,Monitoring of areas with seismic

o Working out of digital topogra

o 0btaining of stereo images and
of digital models of the locality.

o 3D modelling for the purpose of
lepresenting from various view

o Development of training complexes and simulation d

Joint project

Organized by the Ministry of Defence of the Repu

and the Kingdom of Netherlands

Fig.3.3

of Bulgaria

15



POJUITA HA AEPOKO CMI4qECKIITE
IrA BOEIIIJVLT <DAKTOP 34 HAUI,IOHAJI

rBnoJBBaHeTO Ha aepoKocMrrqecKa r.rHQopMarllll,fl

[e$uuupaHa ca ocHoBHr4Te Bb3Mo)KHrz o6lacr

aepoKocMr4rrecKa uuQopruaqm r4 3BeHo xru E
[p eB aHTr4BHr4s Q a.KTO p B HaTIUO HanHaTa Cr4 ryp Ho cT

Ilemtp leqoe, Ilaeen IIe

PesrcNre

B AoKnaAa ce pil3rJrexAa cbBpeM cscToflHl4e Ha

TIOJIOI]AI4 I4
TA CI4IYPHOCT

Eurapcrara apMufl..

Ha [pkrJro)KeHae Ha

.ueno. floco.reH[ Lr

Harlr4oHaneH rleFrTbp 3a

C qCN 3ACIIJIBAHE HA

aepoKocMt4qecKr4Te zso6pa;reHrzx B:bB BoeH
xlacvrfzqzpaHr ca 3aAaqvre B Mr4pHo BpeMe, B aBarJJ'trtr [eprroA r4

B:bB BoeHHo BpeMe. llpe4nara ce 4a 6l4e cb3AaAeH

16
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ONE POSSIBLE SIMPLIFICATION OF THE
EQUATION GOVERNING THE EVOL

OF EILLPTICAL ACCRETION

Dimitar Dimitrov

Space Research Institute _ Bulgarian Academy of

Abstratct

AMICAL
ON

the integrals
replaced by

= 0e/0(ln p)
ion is useful
because it

s to a more stable
to the case when the

ences that the
pproach) are not
ure. In the later
to vary with the

h9 disc are mor.e
accretion discs in

not taken into
ptical accretion

we shall use
the dynamical

streamlines and
qriori assumed

, t = Z(p) is the
gfp. They have

Observations and theoretical studies give e
accretion discs around compact objects (in the Newtonia
only circular in shape, but may also have elongated str
case it is possible the eccentri city e of the particle orbi
focal parameter p (e ,= e(p)); e€., the outer parts of
elongated than the inner ones. We shall consider smooth
the sense that the possible spiral structures into the disc
account. The present paper is based on the theory of
discs developed by Lyrbarskij et al. [1] and in what fol
their approach and notations. These authors have obtair
equatlon governing the motion of particles alone ellipticr
determining the functional dependence e = e(p) for a
viscosity 7aw r7 = /3t 

,'.Here 
ry is the viscosity coefficier

disc surface density, B and n'ate patameters independen

T]



also solved this equation (using numerical methods
power index n.

The case of constant eccentricity e (when e not depend on p and
azimuthal angle rp for all points of the accretion di ) is a particular aase of

treated in details in [2].the set of solutions of the dynamical equation. It

for some values of the

p) and sho'w that the
avoiding numerical

Lyubarskij et al. [],
u) tnstead of e = e(p).

0e/0u. The streamlines

()YtOe) - Y2 el e +

nd W (angle averaging
represented lby the

)Io+Qe+e3-4e-

(1)

In this paper we concentrate on the case e =
dynamical equation may be simplified to some e
computation of the integrals involved in it. Followi
we introduce a new variable u = In p and, write e =
Correspondingly, we denote by e the derivative e
of the fluid particles are described by the equation [1

lY (az,taq -z@Y/aql e + ly @a04 -
Y l(312)w - z - (U 2)(r - ,,7Y 1= s .

In the above equation the auxiliary functions y, Z
with respect to rp has already been performed)
relations:

(2) 3Y(e, e, n) 1Ql 2n)(p/GAtI)" '' | (3 + e2 +
2e'e)\ + (4e' - 8ed)Izl ,

(3)

(4)

3Z(e, e, n) '= (I/ 2n)(plcle"'' [ (3 + ea - 2ee
,' - 4g - 6eje - 2eae)h + (22e2 + 2ea - l2ee - 4
+ (4e* - 4e'e)Ial ,

Ze3\to + (I3e + 2e3 +
e)I2+ (I6e3 - I2e2e)I3

a+4ee-4e3e+8d2+

8ed2 + 4e3 e21r1 +- (48e2
- 24e3e + 16e2e21141

for findins the
tion (1), there arrises a

rpl-"-r d.,p ,

gYQ, d, n) = 1t/ 2p(ilgr4)n/z [ (9 - 2e2 +
4e'e")Is + (33e - 2er + et - 24e + 4e2e - 4eae
-'72ee + 8e1Iz + (32e3 - 72e2e + 24ee\I3 + (g

In such a wa:y, at the very beginning of the
dependence e = e(p) by solving the dynamical eq

11,(e, d, n) = J cosk q (I + ecos E)n-2 yl + 1e - e
0

k=0,

difficulty due to the inevitable appearance of 7 inte defined as:

(s)

18



?"(6) ls_(e, e, d = J (1 + ecos ,p),,-t 11 + (e - e)cos rpl,0
2n
I0) Is1(e, e, n) = J (t + ecos il,-2lL + (e - e)cas rpl

0

Integration ovet e describes the angle averaging a
Coefficients of the equation (1) depend on e = e(u = Iand the power index n, which is assumed to be indeper
above integrals (5) - (7) are considered for values of
satrsty the restriction le - el < 1, so no singulariti,
integration. This requirernent is connected to the conditi
the curvilinear coordin ates (1t, p) must be nonsingular ar
do not intersect. Finding the solution of equatioi 1t; isfact that the unknown function e(u) and. its derivative
integrands of (5) - (7). Substiruring expressions (2) _ (7)
equation (1), describing the structure of tn" stationary
to the following general form of this equation:

l8l I[A* (e, e, n) d + Biy(e, e, n)f Ii(e, e, n)Iy(e, e, n)
is over i and k (i, k = 0-, 0+, 0, 7, .' . ., + ), anO i is less r

f,unctions A1p and B1 are polynomials in e, e and. n.
we show that the integrals (5) _ (7) can also be exore
and exponential functions of e, e and n, avoiding i
numerical integrations during tle procedure of numerical

Using the identities 1 = cos2,p'+ sin2 rp, 1 = (1 + ecos
+_(e - e)cos rp I ; (e- e)cos rp and. integrating by parts, wwhich enable us ro elirninare (in princfte; tf," ini"g.ui,
example, for the first two integrali we have:

'.i) and e(u) whrch
; arise during the
rt that the metric in

the streamlines.

),e=d(u=lnp)
of p and rp. The

f-adjoint orbits

ion disc" leads

the present paper
as polynomials
h a way the

ution of (8).
-ecosrp,7=1i,7

find relatiorrs
12,11 and Is. For

p , where the sum
eQual to k.

cdmplicated by the
e(u) enter into the
into the dynamical

(e) (e-- e)eIa= (n - 2)e(e2 - \)r-rro- - (n - 2)e(e2 - l)e-
+ [2e + (n - 2)e(e2 - I)u-rl Ir +-(n - Z)er'-ri - fir-*

h
4 - 2)elh ,

ii .,tV:i;i{::,zr {i, |'; t';i}?',,z( ;:?+,

19



Further this approach is not appropriate to o
n) and Isa(e, e, n), because another integrals (diff
the 7 integrals (5) - (7) must be involved; i.e., eli
would introduce new unknown intesrals. It is
derivatives of these integrals with respect to e and,
andn as independent variables, because the analyti
e = e(u) are so far unknown for us. We shall write t
of these derivatives:

(11) }lol)e = (n - 2)e-1ls - (n - 2)e-tlo. * @ + t)(e -

(r2)

(13)

(14)
etc.

AIylAe - @ + I)(e -e)-'Io - (, + t)(e - e) -1Io*

0\/0e = (n - 2)e-rI1 - @ - 2)e-' Io * @ - 2)e-
+ (n + l)(e - e)-'Io - (, + t)(e - ,2)-2Io* ,

AIrlAe - @ + I)(e - e)-t\ - (n + t)(e - q-'

The recunence dependence for the derivatives of 12,

(15) OIolOe=le (7 - e\l-ti B -2(n- I)e21Is_+ (n

(t6) OIolOe- (n + t)a-t( Io* - Io.).

For 0Is*/0e and.)IoJOe we also have a linear
Is..; for brevity we shall not write it here in an expl
differentiating with respect to e and e the linear rela
Is-(e, e, n) andlo*(e, d, n) , replacing the derivati
which differ from Io- and Is.. , we shall obtain a li
for the later two integrals h-(e, e, n) andlsa(e, e, n)
enough to use not the full solution, but only the
between 16- and 16..:

(17) Is-(e, e, n) == 
po-1", e, n)Is*(e, e, n) ,

where Do-(e, e, n) ts a polynomia) in e, e and n.It
the above linear relation there is not a free term,
homogeneity of the above mentioned system. Retu
Io , Ir , 12 and I+ , which also do not include free

20

solutions far Is- (e, e,

nt from the system of
nating 16- and Is1 , ws

able then to use the
Here we consider e. d
solutions e=e(u)and
expressions for some

r-1r / ,1\z .r-l/ r0+-\n+L)\e-e) 0

Io--@+I)(e-e)-tIt

and Iz is obvious.

I)(2e2-ee)Isa-3Io),

ndence on 16 , 1,6- and
it form, Fol example,
n between Is(e, d, n) ,

and also the integrals
homogeneous system
For our purposes, it is

portionality relation

be stressed that in
ich follows from the

ing to the expressions
(in the sense, terms rn



e or e.In the later
case the result is a differential equation for 13 which simple form :

(18) dfl3 + (e - 
")a tltae= (n* I)(e - e)-, Lt, * k _ e 11 I2l - n(e - e)-2 12

for I2(e, e, n) is
lation I3(e, e, n) =

in e, e, n, and,
ve as a general

the integrals (5) - (7) are expressible through the sevenrh
we see that 6 of

(19) Ip(e, e, n) =Dy(e, e, n)Isa(e, e, n), k = 0_, 0. 1

which absent inregrals of the type (5) _ (j) ), and replaci
results for 16_ , Io , Ir , 12 , wa shall obtain proporiiorl
same type as (1'Z). There is, howevet, a gap in our soiut
integrals (5) - (7), because we have not found yet an
integral 13 . We can differentiate Iz(e, d,n) with ,.rp".i

This equation enables us to find I3(e, d, n) if the expres
already known. It may be checked that aproportionality
D3(e, e, n)Is,,(e, e, n), where D3 contains a polynomial
additionally, exponential function of e, d and n, may
s.olution of the equation (1g). Summarising all the resu

D,*(e, e, n) ne already known functions, containing pol
and exponential functions depending also on 

", i ina
equation (8) then becomes into the foim:

(2? { I[A* (e, e, n,)e + B1p (e, e, n)lDi(e, d, n)Dy(e,-0,

where the sum is over i and k (i, k - 0_, 0+, 0, 1, ,

"qlu1 
to k. Taking into account that the integral Is,,(e,'e

strictly positive, it is possible to cancel out ( Io"*)2 
"#';;

l,ilp-et t is always
write (20) as:

(21) [ I41 (e, e, n) ]e + )Bip (e, e, n) = e ,

where the both sums ar.e again over i and k, and also i is
Here A;1 and B11 are trrolynomials or exponential functi
Numerical integration of the equation Ot) aoes not al
computation of integrals (which include also the unknowr
its derivative e(u)). So, the situation concerning solution
improved ar least in order ro simplify ,# ;"-p;;;
Possibly, equarion (2I) admits applicability of mor" ,t,
order to find more accurate solution of the problem. Is it

omials in e, e, n

, and i is less or

Ioss. or equal to k.
in e, d and n.
ly requre any
lution e(u) and
equation (1) is

procedure.
algorithrns in
ible to obtain
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still an open
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EAHO Bb3MOXHO OIIPOCT.flBAHE HA HAMI4qHO:tO
yPABHEHI,IE, 3AAABAIUO EBOJITO AHA

E JII4IITI4qHI4TE AKPE UII OHHI4 CKOBE

,{uuumrp fuuumpoe

Fegronae

an analytical solution to the simplified equation
question, which is under investigation.

llor<asauo e, qe rpr4 AorrycKaHero Ha 3aKoH
q = PZ ', lrHlerpaJrnTe, BKrrotreHr4 B ypaBH

eKcn o H eHrlr4aJrHr4 QyHKrIr4 14 OT eKCrIeHTp Id[JI1lT eT A e,

= 0e/0(ln p) cnprMo Sora-unux napaMerbp p rr or

AI4HaMr.rqHoTo Ar4QepeHrlr{aJrHo ypaBHeHr4e oT

IorrycKa 
^a 

ce r436efHe qvcJreHoTo orleH,fl
eBeHTyaJrHO O6yclaBr rro-cTa6LUIHa Vifilr]uloJrr.{TeJr

pa3fnelKAaHe Ha 3AI.AqATA e OrpaHr4rreHo Ao crlwafl.,
napaMeTbpa n He ca rleJrz rlvcra.
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Abstract

SOME FEATURES OF cr D
AND AD VECTIVE-DOMINATED ACC N DISC.

SELF.SIMILAR SOLUTIONS AND

Lachezar Filipov, Krasimira yankova, la Andreeva

d{ Sciences

COMPARISON

Disc (SSD) ttnd
, it is presented

two models. The

- the advection

common view on
mena as: very high

ransforms to tore
inosity L from

and s,o.
may occur in

Value [10], whir;h
nuclei, elliptical

la - Sunyaev disc
r11ow1cz and

A briefreview ofthe features of Standard Shakura _ Sun
Advection - dominated Act:retion ntsc (iOlO) is discussed. In thi
the physical bases, which we use to obtain the parameters, desc
built theoretical systems are transformed in a suiiably for operatio

1. Introduction
The new, more functional theory about disc accre

theory [10], has appeared in the last years.

both cases of optical dr:pth - very large or very small it,
extend the volume of studying objects: active galacl

vlew

galactics, X-ray binaries and cataclysmic variables.
The conditions of'transition between standard Shak

and Advection - dominated disc are discussed by
lgumenchev [1]. They used a simple two _ dimensio
model, assuming an instant destruction of SSD by some
process at radius 16.. fhe result of their investigation s

matter from the destroyed SSD expands and forms thick d

il hydrodynamical
uirknown physical

ws that flux of
( ADAF ). The



energy, which is necessary for expansion, is su
heating. So expanded matter flows in all direction
forms a geometrically thick disc,

lied locallv bv viscous

Yamasaki [13] investigates the stability of - dimensional ADAD
against local therrnal perturbations - for optically thin discs. In rosult he
obtains that weakly unstable modes exist due to iation effects, but the

. Because of turbulentmode is stable when the thermal conduction is efflci
heat diffusion, in two - temperature ADAF thermal urbations damp.

Wu [12] proved, that in the case of very advection, therrnal

m source of matter and

in. If consider therrnal
disc is advective

are enough dates that
t on the stability of hot
u shows that only two
of them is optically thin
gas - dominated.

the temperature of
rical, define some of

flow. That is true if
ich the solutions for

instabiJity exist when the disc is geornetrically t
diffusion, however it disappears. More than if t
dominated thermal instability doesn't exist.
advection and thermal diffusion have significant effr
optically thin disc. The detail stability analysis of
stable thermal equilibria of accretion disc exist. One
advection - dominated and the other is optically thi

The farnily of sell - sirnilar solutions [10],
accreting gas is ahnost virial and flow is quasi -

o Bernoulli paramoter b ( scale changed ) is
ADAF fbr wide range of parameters, e.g. gas may s

hfinity.

is a good approxiimation to global structure of t
accretion rate is close to maximum value. above.

properties of the ADAF, a.s:

. tho angular velocity of the flow C) is
velocity,f)e,

o ADAF is convective instable, because
fiom srnall to large radius.

less then Keplenan angular

translbrs energy

ositive in sell - similar
aneously expands to

Nakamura [9] elaborates globai steady mode of two - temperatures,
advection - dominated accretion flows around
attention to transonic region near black hole.

holes, as he pays

Chen and Abramowicz [4] present optically t ADAD, described by
fir1l system of differential equarions. They obtain g transonic solutions.
As a result from this lbllows that far from sonic poi , solf - similar solutions

optically thin disc don't exist. The sirnple self-si ilar solutions nowhere
approach to cornplete solution [11].

In recent work we consider
flows. The rnainly aim of the paper

24

optically thick tion - dominated
is to show t the optically thin disc



remains geometricaily thin because of the advection [l
when cr increases the sonic point removes outward [4
advective flow is supersonic, when viscosity para
optically thick disc.

This letter is built as foliowsr It consists of two
Part I: In $ Z we present the main physically c

flows, In $ 3 is present the vertical structure. Comments
Part II: paragraph 4 describes the equations o

discs. In g 5 we have obtained the self_similaisolutions
II.

flows we
by the po

I. It is known that
is why sr.rch

is large for

acteristics of two
rI.

pvolution of both
piscussion of part

cylindrical
<p has the

standard

2, Basic equations
Accounting for the form of accretion

coordinate system. The acceleration created
fbrrn:

an use

ntial in

where V, is the linear velocity in cp.

(2.2) Vp = rDr

We shall use the Newtonian gravitational
discs:

-GM

(2.r)

\2.5)

-V, -. 
dQ

rdr

GMand pseudo- Newtonian O =

where
f - 7,

(2.4) for vbctive discs,

2GM
\z.J) rs = -j- is the gravitational radius of

G - the gravitat:ional constant, M _ the mass of
-light velocity.

black hole.

entral object, c

25



GM

The angular velocities for both discs are:

(2.6)

(2.1)

Geometrically thin discs are described bv
surface density of the disc:

H

(2.8) x= I pdz=2Hp
-n

Now we can form the basic equations of

The mass conservation law:

,sA
(2.e) ,= + i|>v,)=sot or

There is no difference in the equation for
larger for the advective one.

The momentum conservation law:

3, ^ \ n' . 1

(2. l0) r -|lLr' a) + +(rEv.rzatl = L,/t' ' dl\ ' ' 2n

0 is the momentum by viscosity forces:

(2.11) 0 ==2n1V,*12

U/,e - vertically integrated viscosity
circumference.

26

another parameter -

-stationary accretion:

discs, but V is much

per unit length of



(2.12) '1,V,v 
= j^,rdz= r>r*

-H or

v - kinetic viscosity;

(2.13) v = qV"H

V" is sound vr:locity,

0ar; is the displacement between twoor
rotation of the disc.

Thermal balance equation

rs at differential

Thermodlmamical
The discs are optically thick. Therefore,
Equilibrium exists.

(2.r4) Q* - t2-

where Q* is the heating produced by viscosity:

(2.rs) n. =i**QH and

(2.16) 0- - acTa

a - radiation constant.
T - effective temperature
r - optical depth of the disc

(2.17) dr = py:dz

1 - opacity coefficient.

is radiated coolins

27



However, if for some reason, disc tion rate increases and
inflow time becomes shorter than photon n time, the disc cannot
reradiate generated energy. part of radiation is c ght by the flow, being

the flow is directed to
balance takes the

(2.r8) Qoa,

where

(2.r9) Qoau

+Q* =Q-

radial gradient ofthe entropy,

Radial motion equations

il, N,(2.20) L++LV,\
oI dr+ -z,afr =w

thus generated, which reduces entropy gradient
the center. Thereby, advection appears and the
form:

(2.2r) '+*Ev,* >(r' _ afi), =
H

(2.22) r = lraz
_H

( co' - ,,t'^ ) - as a result of advection, disc
inertial spring is needed to keep the structure stable.

- ar, .',ds
- LrU rl -;

ar

.dsano 
-dr

zffiP *w
& t's' +G

uilibrium changes. An

), Narayan and Yi [10]
Using a similar system (2"9,2.10,2.1g,2.21

have obtained that in advective discs:

V, = -cra)or
(2.23) a) = akc2

V, = csa)?12

where c 1e2c3 are dimensionless consrants.
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3. Vertical structure [8].

/^a\ IAP(J.t/ l - =-alzpoz

/.^\ IAP(3.2) -= = -a2zpa

Equation of continuitE

a,
-= 

f.,(3.3) a
L = 2lIp

Equation of radiation transfer:

(34) +@1=-Q*JTP A.

(3.5) -2v,7'Q *:-a(or^\ = -o+'a3rPaY

and we take into account (2.23 ):

- 'S , daro\(3,6) 
--!J-V,27 

La --r- - r*- r 
= -e*,l r, dz 3fp A

where

(3.7) S=roInT-Rlnp

is the entropy of ideal gas, R is the gas

29



The vertical gradient of radiating fluctu
released in

disc:

is equal to energy

,^ n\ a2(J.d.) -- = t
az

Equation of ideal gas:

RT
(3.9) P,= p--:-

p
P
- =V.'p

7 is opacity coefficient:
y- r'to

(3.10) y 
== 

2!!_
T,

I o Thonnpson's opacity coefficient:
a,b ate constants.

The obtained differential system will
appropriate group, corresponding to the approxima

(3.11) AP - -P; Ae - e; AT - T; LZ _ H

This allows us to receive the solution in wer dependences of
independent variables or their dimensionless combi ns - that is the self-
similar solution [2].

transfbrmed by
n for a slim disc:

To obtain a complete algebraic system
specific moments in the discs:

(3.12) h* = ar'

as well as the average momentums of viscosity po
adjacent payers.

30

also include the

between the disc's



The following system of equations is obtained both discs:

Standard disc Equations holding for both
discs

Advr lt ion-dominated disc

h.= JGM, (3.r3)

h*
trur'

(3.1,4)
f - f g

(3.15) 0)= (3.16)

V, = anH e.l7)

'=*': 
(3'18)

I/-
',f @H (3"le)

W,, = kET e.z})

. 3 R
K = -7d-zp

F =wrrr' (3.2r) W,,

k'-

e. = -]w,,ro
(3.23)

Q"
1(1 )
tlt* cz)w,,at

(3.U\
atrl

t = ATo - -1!1 6+4&
ZC

(3.2s)

L1

--
{"r

2a'
f-

J

(,, - 
^)*

-Q*

I = krLo'Tb, H"'
(3.2',7)

kl
1/,L0

do.z'

r- k

kro

oEato Tbto p,Lo

(3.28)

Io
Tlto

JI



This algebraic system can be solved if in
advective case and use (2.7) v (3,12). We \

dependence of the parameters of both discs on tht
the dependence of the average viscosity moments o

A solution system for both discs is obtr
discs:

,I

'.2.12) we take y in the
ill obtain the explicit
r I and ak as well as

) and h 16l.
ned, different for both

Standard q disc Advecti n-dominated disc

Nr
^ tn

6-2b,-c,

T =Tr"c,

W
T^n - --'

R

' 2.-2 /- - /\,k | (J.J+/
I
p0

V, (3.30)

V
' .r0

v, =vlrt
(3.3s)

't(

I

rn \2'0 |

-lt)
w,q =w,rozzN'+r6u2ut (3.31)

Wrrpo="#
Wr, =w,
W,ilro = a

oza)o'r2 (3.36)

3

p = {)ry,+ran*'*t (3.32)
I

( nr"\,
P -t " Ir^ - | |" \ap)

P_

Pon

D4Sro 2

(v.-l
Dn', Q.37)

,ar)
'i,/

F = Fozohu {z.lz1
, _g 14b,_2c,

Fo =W,,po\GM ) ,"-u\=,

n _10+2a, -2b, - c,

6-2b,_c,
D 78-8b, +2c,
lJ=-

6-2br-c,

r =(zL\ft
r dh,\

- t ah )h>' (3.38)

JZ



4. Discussion
In the paper are shown the main theoretical

a development of the accretion in a standart and
formed the hori:zontal and vertical structures of the
regimes, when the geometrically thin disc approximation

We have ernphasized on the processes, w
behaviour of the disc plasma in two considered cases.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR COORDIN TE ATTACHMENT
AND RECTIFICATION OF SPACB IMA WITH TIIGH

RESOLUTION

Nikola Georgiev,' Svetlin Fo
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Abstrqct

ution (1 - 3 m) space
of GCPs of the earth cover

ellipsoid is assumed anc
nted for. Determinins the

scale between the identified points provides for precise recti of the space images.

1. Introduction
became quite topical

and remote sensins of
the Earth. Research in this spocific area gained i us impetus after
the first satellite irnages of the Earth with resolution from 1.0 to 3.0 rn were
received. The process of rapid improvement of cameras and scanner

Apparata (SFA) was
with focal distance
used. They provide

H = 270 kni) provides
the scanner systems
600 km to 680 lcm and

teaturing an image resolution of 1 rn. are sirnilar.

In the paper, a sffict method for georeference of
images is suggested, through determination of the coordir
using GPS measuements. As a projection plane a reference (
the ellipsoid heights of tlre identifies GCpJ of the cover are z

In the last decade, high-resolution space im
in the communities dealing with large scale mappi

systems [1,5], as well as of their carriers - Space Fly
triggered. Nowadays, cameras of the type KVR-I:
f = 10 m, flying at height h = 220 km (Fig.l)
resolution of 2.0 m. Camera KFA-3000 (f = 3.0 m
resolution of 2-3 m. The results provided b
QuickBird, EROS-8, IKONOSI, orbitine ar heishts r

are launched to hig;her orbits, lenses are used to insu
f = 10 m as is the case with IKONOS.

The current state-of'-the-art with satellite
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f avaiiable maps,
and research tasks
rtual position of
i8ton.

refer the
GCP) of the

orts to supply the
of great importance

to know the geometricai characteristics of the vario types of satellite
ilnages (scenes), Users have to take them into conside tipn when choosing

lmage
scene

y pays special
attention to this problern tll. He makes the conclusion t ; most of the users

for satellite image

This was confirrmed by the distributor of the n-Israeli grollp
IAVCore of the EROS satellite on a conference or by the Ministry of

stated that, with
scene by GFS

this corresponds
rneasurelnents, precision increases 3 to 4 times. Actua
to the resolution of the satellite image.

cpn only provide a

treated in a 2D-coor<linate system (the case with
aqellite images are
rlal photography),

The various companies and corporations tnake ,

users with adequate sclftware to solve this problem. It is

the program packages for processing of these images.
Prof. Gordon petrie from the Glassow Un

aro aware that the gteater part of the prograrn packager
processing are unable rto handle geomeiricil coniieuraiio

Defence of the Republlic of Bulgaria in October,-ZOOL.
immediate determining of the GCp coordinates of

As for remote sensing software, a 1ot of packages
very sirnple geometrical rnodel of the images. Often, i

marking no lieu with thoir real geometry, possible relief sl
In the last case, rectiflcation is rnade using the rnethod ofIt is based on calculation of poiynomials, aiming
generally coincide with the referent coordinate sys
removing the scene' s gr:ometrical defbrmations.

To lirlfill its modern functions: small scale t
revision of maps, rnonitoring of the environment, keep
land scene changes el.c., satellite images with higi
undergo some prelirninary processing [2J,5,6] :

- high-precision coordinate reference of
rneasurements;

- image rectification, accounting for changes
and relief palttern;

- using l.he Earth (ref'erent) ellipsoid as a project- taking into consideration ellipsoid heights;

ift or irnage slope.
"rLlbber sheet".

make the image
gf the map, not

graphic mapping,
a precise track of
iolution have to

GCPs by cPS

scale coefficients
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the aims of objec:tives of these modern satellite i

uation of the results.
ugh to correspond to

2. New mathematical model for. coo te connection of the
grouncl control points from the satelli rmage

The information which is received and at sateliite images is
versatile with respect to both the determined ele

- uslng strict methods for processing and
Under these conclition we wili have results precise

time and space. For this reason, the coordinates
refer to different orthogonal coordinate systems. as

- The coordinates of GCp X j,y j,Z j , ( j
earth scene refer to the Greenwich equatorial
system X,Y,Z, having its origin O in the

nts and their location in
f the determined values
llows:
1,2,...,k) from the real

geocentric coordinate
's mass center, axis Z

the cross point of the
pointing to the central pole, and axis X pointing t
Equator and the Grreenwich meridian (Fig. 1).

-o**

Fig. I
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Fig.2

- The coordinates of the satellite _ Xo',yk',Zk',
detennined in the inertial equatorial geocentric
X',Y',2' (Fig, 1).

- The coordinates of the images j (x,y,z),6 of
centric- satellite inertial coordinate system x,y,z (Fig.

Quite often, in mathematical processing and
precision of coordinate reference and rectification of t
are used where only the x,and );coordinates of the
determined, thereby actually handling the image rn a 2D
As stated and substantiated above, these equations,
coefficients, do not provide a crear and accurate idea
configuration of the image.

According to Fig. 1, we can draw the following
between the centric-satellite vector-radiu s F*i ,g"o."rrt
and topocentric vector-r'adius Fo, , referred to the inertial
namelv:

m) are

system

GCPs are in tl:re

valuation of the
scenes, formulae

GCPs imases are

rdinate system.
ived of scale

f the geornetrical

inate relation
vector-radius i:o

ntric systems,
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(1)

where:

€r,'*r7tn1 +(2t1 =|
au, and 6n, are the satellite,s

accordingly.

F, = (x', y,,2,)i' - coordinates of
coordinate system

in = (X' ,y' ,2,)o' - coordinates
coordinater system

where:

(3) Poi =

G,y,r)n,
irnage;
(r,y,r),

coordinate system O on the satellite image (Fig. 2).
unit vector Do o7 , whereas equation (3) will be uses

F*1 = (R, ,k

k

ia and declination.

GCP- j ininerrial

f satellite in inertial

hat

'i in

-v."k

!k

.kj

tor

:en,tI

Dkj

:e

Lnz

1

Let us ass

(Fig.2) of ground
as follows:

(2) Dnj

7 on the space irnage

al coordinate s,ystem is

(xrj-xn)'+0u-yo)'t(z r2
i ako)

coordinates of the image of G - i on the satellite

coordinates of the main point the scene Cl, obtained
frorn the perpendicular drawn fro
lens's fbcal plane.

the hind poinr ol'the

In reality, rthe main point does not coincide with the origin of the
om (2), we receive the

a norm factor:
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(4) Do *j

Formulae (1)-(4) provide the opportunity to defi
satellite irnage in a centric-s,atellite in.ertiol coordinat
coordinate reference of the images suggests that
Greenwich system defined above, in which the centric-
is as fbllows:

" cosd*r p,
F*1= Prl s cosdo, = PnllTol =

lr
l, r,j

f r f T r tr

_ lt', 1 I *l*oi-**l lx,
P*i = PrilrTr, 

I= o_ 
pnal lot - tr" l=l 

y j

lht ) "' 
l'0, - ,* I lz,

(8)

(5)

ite vector-radius

Pr1 = ,,!(X, - X)" + (Yi -Y)" + (zi - Zu)

- 
^lu 

is the star tirne at Greenwich, corresponding the moment tuot
receiving o1 the satellite imase. The inates of IUIA-
(X,Y,Z)* and of the GCp - (X,y,Z), are rn the Greenwich

the point frorn the
s:ys'tem. Eut the
be done in 1.he

Dno , which

eocentric sys,tem,

where:

(6)

coordinate system.

Using the operato r F", we can obtain the unit
points to GCP- j from the scene in the Greenwich
namely:

fioi"

From formulate

(t)

l''tl
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or we can draw the following relation:

(e),

where:

(10) - scale coefficient

l.r-'"f D,, -,1x,-xr|llri-Inl=
lri - *,) Poi 

ltl, - ;r )

o"1

b.l
;,)

(1 1)

- sin wsin f)cosi,

*sin wcosf)cosi,

Dti
mhi =

Pot

The operator

transition from the
coordinate system.

(13)

4=4' u
Greenwich

an orthogonal lX

coordinate sy to

accomplishing the

the s' atellite - c entric

which are

knLot; w -

a,, b, and c,, i=1,2,3 are elements of t matrtx Pn,
function of the Eruler angles (Fig.l): f)_ length of
argument of the pericenter, i - orbit slope have the f

he ascending
llowing form:

f linear equations to

f) - cos w sin O, cos i,
b, = stnw C) + cos wcosC)cosi.

bt = cosw tr,

c, =cosC)sini,

From formulae (9), substituting (10) and (11 , we can obtain:

_X

-Yk

-Z

- From equations (13) we obtain a system
determine the coordinates of the GCps of the imase.
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(14)

(15)

uatior

-Yo)

-Yn)

-v\rk,)

at(Z i - Z)l
- Zu))

- z)l

Equation (14) canbe also presented in the fbrm:

h'(Zi

g'(Z i

(16)

imo,N o, + xoo

mnjFoj * yuo ,

where, according to (lL4), we have:

\4Qr1-r zp"

OYui = Xi - Xo, 6Y*t =Yi -Yu u M =2,-Zu
x*j, !q, zpi - the definable coordinates of the i hges of the GCPs

on the satellite image;
xko, !b, Z1,o - the coordinates of the main

lmage;

X j, Yj, Z, - geocentric Greenwich coordinates
earth cover;

Xo, Yn, Zn - geocentric Greenwich coordinates
pomt;

ai, b,, ci, i == 7,2,3 - elements of the orthogo

Po - function of the Euler angles C), w, i.

3. Determination of the correction equations
For every point j fiom the satellite image, whic

irit of the satellite

of a GCP from the

of the "hind" lens

turns to be image

qualtitiosof GCP- 7 from the earth scens, we have tweive
according to equations (14), accordingly (15).

(17) X1, Y1, 21, X1r, Y1r, Z1r, (11r, wp, i1r, xpo,
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whersas their approximately values will be denoted

(18) x,o ,Y,o ,Z,o ,xoo ,yuo ,zoo ,eno ,w1,o

Linearrzing equations (14), accordingly
point 7 from the scene of the

coordinates j = (, y eIr; ,yields correction equat

Pn, - weight coefficient

The values Ao,Eu,e ,,fiooin correction oquat

15), for ea.ch support
pace image with

Pkj

(19) should br:
considered as partial derivatives of the coordinates , !p7, Zp1, nafnely

(20)

(21)

whereas En = -e i, the index
of satellite, and the index " i"
GCPs of the scene.

",t" is differentiation the coordinates
- differentiation alo the coordinates of the

unknown values (17)

(22)

The correction vectors dSo,din,dR,,dino of
for the approximate values of (1g) have the form:
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V,"ki

dSn

di'

dR,

(23)

,r)n'

di)n'

dz)u'

,lZ),'

dr)n"'

=('. vv

=(aa dw

=(ax dy

=(ax dy

4. Obtaining equations to determine the values

uat

43

di^ = (dx dy

For the vector of the free term Io, we have:

() 4\

where:

i ni = (* y ,)0,' - the defined values of the co

To obtain the partial derivatives, constitutins ele
(20), (21) and (ZZ), it is necessary to succesiivel
coordinates xrj, !p7, rn, 

^ 
relation to the Euler angles

coordinates of the gro,und points GCp _ j (X y
coordinates of RlfA-(X y Z)o andto coordinates (x

4.1, Partial derivatives of the value ,,4u

According to equation (22), it is necessary to d
coordinates frorn (14), accordingly (12), in relation to
only values ai,b;, c;, (i = 7,2,3) are function of the
necessary to differentiate Nn,,Fo,,0n,, according to the

along (74), accordingly (15);
i'0, = (r' y' z')n,' - the measured coordinates c

x*1 , !p1 , Zp1

the space irnage

nts of the matr:ix
differentiate the

A,w,i), the space

)7, the Greenwich

Y z)n".

rentiate the image
w, i). But since

angles, it is



(26)

,i) n

)

coordinates from (,r, l,z)orin relation to (X y )r' ana (x y z),' ,
equations (I4), accordingly (15), should be

4.2. Partial derivatives of the values B**

As statecl above, to obtain the derivat

- D,.,
scale mo, =;, rfollowing formula (10), and

Gleenwich coordinates. Having in rnind this fac
using equations:

4ol _o(mo,Fo) =* a(
0(9,w,i)o 6(Q,w,i)t "'ki 

A({r, ,i) r,

)

of the reflectance

which means both the

, On, are function of the

we will differentiate,

O\I ,I,11 )r(j)
A(D \
"\rkj/

mo,is calctlated

defonnations of
and the orisin of the

a(x,Y,z)k(j) a(x,Y,z)k(j, - a(x,Y,Z)ua)

=, 
oZoj 

-= o(moi1o) 
= 

o(moi)
a(x,Y,z)k(j) a(x,Y,Z)k(j) - Aq,Y,Z)oa)

The essential thing here is that the scale
for each available GCp fron the cover, with the o
the irnage betweerL each determined reflectance po
coordinate svstem.

4.3. Equation to determine the derivatives
(x, y, z)1,o

44
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Following equation (22) and the system of 1i equations (14),
accordingly (15), and having in mind that, according
determininE rfl*j, the clistance Drofthe irnage is used,

a function of the coordinates of the main point x*,,
Based on this, we have the following meanings for the

o equation (10), in
ula (3), which is

on picture O.

Dnoi

the origin of the

thernatical rnodel
of GCPs frorn

V, z)uj having its
3D rnodel of the
te sensing of the

iected GCP as a

the geometric
ion of the space

(28) D=

(d

\4 kj

The essential thing here is that the scale coefllc nt m*jis calculated
fbr each available GCp frorn the cover, with the o defbnnations of
the irnage between each determined reflectance point a
coordinate system.

Correction equation (19) has the form:

(29) irr, = Aoain + Ekdik + e ,an, + Dk"dik" +

6.Conclusion

As a conclusion we will note that the developed n
provides the opportunity fbr georectification of the ima
the cover in a 3D satellite-centric coordinate svstem (
origin O in the lens's hind point, thereby obtaining a
irnage. Usually, in the program packages used in rem

included,which provides the
deforrnation of the scenes and
images, accordingly.

opportunity to deter
to perform a precise

pkj

Earth, the irnages of thie GCps are rectified in a sround coordinate system
(*, y)n:. The essential point here is that we obtain the
image and it is possible to determine the shift of the
result ofthe cover pattern and slope.

geometry of the

In the obtained equations, the scale coeffici
Dri

m= ' Namo
Poi
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The ULF instrument is a part of the research complex of
This experiment is designed for measuring 4 electromngnetti Tield c

MEASUREMEI{TS OF ELECTROMAGNETI ULF FIELD
ONBOARD IIHE MAGION.4 SATELLITE: E ULF

EXPERIMENT

P.Triskal, J"vojtuI, A,Czapekr, J. Chuml, D.Teodos,
I.Shibaev'

' Institute of Atmosphzric physics-Academy of Sciences of the
" Space Research Institute-Bulgarian Academy of Scienc<

G.Gatef ,

ULF ernissions in the

3 I zu m,q,N - n u s t r on 
"lt 

aa, mv oy S c i2 ni e s,

Abstract

Magion-4 satellite.
nts (3 nagnetic

and I electric) in a frequency range from 0.1 to 30 Hz. p aw results on ULF
emissions and associated phenomena are presented. peculiarities
magneto sphere are discussed.

lntroduction
The ULF instrument provides the ability to solv

jointly with the KEM-3 and SAS instruments on bo
Magion-4 (Agafonov et a1., 1996, Galeev et al., 1996,
1998), as well as complex tasks jointiy with the instrume

apogee 792,000 km, perigeeT50 km and inclination 63o.
The cornplex of instruments ULF-IESp rep

apparatus for the solutions of the followine tasks:

is placed on board of the niain satellite INTERB 2. The orbital
parameters of the satellite Magion-4, launched on

independent tasks
of the satellite

Perraut et al.,

IESP-2M, which

st 3, 7995, are

a very convement

{. Research of global processes taking within the
magnetosphere and ionosphere of the Earth,
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*

l.

*

.i.

*

Various mechanisms of particle accel ion by non-trinear

Local processes during mutual influe
within the active magnetosphere regio

of waves and particles

Fine structures of electric currents and
aurora, zone and within the tail of masne

le flows within the
here,

Evolution and dynarnics of nonli and

tlpe,

wave
structures within the ionosphere and ma osphere plasrLa,
Mechanisms of generation and propug^i n of different types of
geomagnetic rnicro -puls ations.

Technical description
ition of three magnetic

the range of 0.1 to 30Hz This instrument performs filtration of log signals anci their

electrostatic structures like the spirals
1mp_act waves, double layers etc.

The ULF instrurnent is designed for acqu
field cornponents and one electric field component

The ULF-IDIGITAL unit provides an inter
ANALOG unir anLd the STS. Ir a;cepts fbur chan

experiment is supported only in the followine
combinations:

r electromagnel.ic
of the Allvenic

conversion into digital form, convenient for the
acquisition STS (Small Telemetry Svstern)

between
(Bx, By,

ULF signals in the range of +/_5V relative to the log ground.

n-board block of data

the ULF-
Bz, E) of
The ULF
structure

* Telemetry rate of 40 ard 20
components are transrnitted.
samples per sec.

speed - TM

- all lbur rneasured
speed is about 280

nt is transmitted at

"search coil" type for
e are attached to the

preamplifiers. The

Kbits/
sampling

* Telernetry rate of 5 Kbits/sec - one ooln
sampling rute -70 samples/sec.

* Telemertry rate of 1.2 Kbits/sec - one oo nent ({.u* =, 10 Hz) is

graphite sensors with diameter of g cm. Inside the ba

isting of twc, spherical

preamplifier, with +1 amplification, which transf
there is a low-noise
the high impedance
ellite's cable wiring.
placed on the 7.1 m

transmitted at sampling rate - 25 sample
The electric antenna comprises a dipole co

of the spherical sensor into the low impedance of the
The spherical sensors, designated EDA and EDB a
long satellite deployable booms (see Fig.1).

The sensors MSUX, MSUY and MSUZ of t
the three-component lneasurement within the ULF ra
deployable booms (Fig.1) together with the low_no
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sensors are operated by the feedback by means of m
rejects the own resonance of the working circuit, tht

gnetic field, which
;componsating the

flight

), a calibration
Thus, the test

instrument, or by

and magnetic
digitized.

49

frequency characteristics of the sensor.
Sensitivity: component E 5.10 8 y Hz-l

component B 1.10-anT Hz-1

Fig. 1. General overview of the subsatellite Magion_4 in
configuration.

To the inputs of all the sensors (electric and mag
signal may be fed through the preamplifier relay cori
calibration cycle is effected with each switching on of t
a command from the ground station"

Upon amplificat.ion, the signals from the elect
sensors are ried to rhe high_pass filter (0.1H2). Then, rhey i



Upon being added in the differential ampli ier, the output signals of
inthe electric preamplifiers, the dipole EDA and

the instruments [GM, KEMVLS and SAS.
B, are then processed

furterpretation is still going on. To analyze 1".

component lneasurefirents of the electromagnetic
have developed an universal software in DOS
friendly and provides for quick and flexible
numerous standard data processing algorithms
wave process analyses.

Below, the results obtained from measure

Measurerment results
A lot of experimental data is coliected

We have got data from 160 orbits and at this
g the ULF insl.rument.

ment their analyses and
data from the multi-
ld in the ULF band we
vironment. It is user-

analysis, applying
dedicated programs for

nts on two orbits are
th the instrument and
rent operalion rnodes,
shown. Records from

data charactefizing
ite. The results were

ments of electrons and

16 differentis+Zin

and ions with energy

frequency-time space,

monochromatic wave

presented in order to illustrate the applications of
the software. Although the instrument has three di
due to the lack of space only two examples
various orbits are also discussed.

Orbit 58121.02.1996
The first and the second panels in Fig.2 p

the magnetosphere region, which is crossed bv thJ
obtained by two furstruments:

* MPS (electrostatic analyzer for measu
ions from 200 eY-20 keV alons the

The increase of fluctuation corresponds to
sheath. It should be emphasized that, atthat mome

energetic levels) and
* VDP (Faraday Cup 120o, for

>170eV).
The third panel presents the By component

i.e. in the form of a spectrogram.
At 23:34UT, the ULF experiment recorded

packet with liequency of 7.5H2.
At 00:14UT, the ULF experiment reco an increaso of broad

band noise plus an intensification of ion flux, corresponded to the
crossing of the magnetopause and the time of its lea ing. The ULF dara is in
accordance with the data registered by MpS on the -4 satellite.

the zone of magneto-
the ULF .instrument

rneasured only the By component. The ULF measu
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nts were compared



1 by almost 40
minutes. In other words, such simultaneous measureme by two different

to the By component recorded by the ASPVMIF_M ins
INTERBALL- 1 satelhlte. The comparison revealed :

* Coincidence of the enhanced intensity at
magneto-sheath crossing recorded by several

* Crossing orf the magnetopause at 00:14 UT.
Of course we render an account of the fact

INTERBALL-1 crossod the magnetopause at different
the same orbit. Magion-4 was outdistanced to INTERB

satellites provides the possibility to study the dynami
the magnetopause. The required condition is to know tl
(Rezeau et al., 1989, Styazhkin et al.,1999).

.:iiiti:

lii:li
l:t::::::::
3:i!S::

: j : :: t.: : 
:: :: 

: 
: I I i:.: _: i:: r.::: : 

::.:: I

Orbit 38/i .02.1997

F\g. 2. Frequency-time spectrograms of the By magne
spectrograms of electrons and ions measured by tht
instruments on Magion-4, orbit 5g from Februarv 2,7. l
is perpendicular to the spin axis,

ment launched on

magnetopause and
truments.

Magion-4 and
ments of one and

and movement of
satellite's ballistics

rc component and
MPS and VDP

By component

iiii.:.:i,ii.r'i;
i::ji::(!r :: rrr.

j riJ|r r';>'t.,,
I j:. rr\'+
i ::::ri, frlr.i iii'. ,..:r '. ,.

; S ..,.,.
r ritl,
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Fig. 3. Frequency-time spectrograms of the netrc corxponent By.
and ions measured by
38 from Iiebruary 7,I99l at 17:00 UT to 18:00 UT. Bv end E are icular to the spirr axis.

The data shown in Fig. 3 illustrates the s ng correlation between
ion and electron fluxes and ULF noises in the fi y range from 0,1 Hz
to 9 Hz The magnetic component has a maximum 1,5 Hz and the electric

gain to the Magion-4
neto-sheath.

electrlc component E, and spectrograms of electro
the MPS and VDP instruments on Magion_4, or

component at 0,5 Hz. This example corresponds
satellite movement fiom the magnetopause into the

Conclusion
The ULF instrument is a part of a larger sc

3 dedicated to the VLF range. Identical magnetic a
used fbr recording of both the ULF and the VLF ba

with sufficient sensitivity. The technical arrangem
overlapping of the frequencies up to 30 Hz allowi us* Cornpare the recorded data,

ratio allows to judge the wave type
mechanisms and the place of their origin.

The presented results show that the instru nt operatecl wo11 and

ific instrurrrent KEM-
eleotrioal detectors are

nt and especially the

* Cornplement the data sets for calculati of the E/B ratio. This
and to interpret the

The knowledge of wave processes in the undary layers of the
magnetosphere is of enorrnous importance for estj n of the transnrission
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mechanism of solar wind energy into the magnetosphe
7999, and Tsurutani ert al., 1989 and 199g).
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Abstract
We propose a seismic elecfric signals (SES)

current production associated with a discharge process

cancellation. The spatial and temporal distribution of the

The electric field is intensified until a discharle process is initithemicrocra"tsurrooo'd]oil#LT;it:ffi 'ttJXl:::#T
. A current.j is spread in

OF ELEC'TRIC

,*

v

Sciences
Sciences

related to the chmge and
g in the mioocrack void,

build-up process and its
fieldrelated to the current

current oonnected

j in the microcrack void. The field is controlled by the gation mechanism. thedischarge, and the geophysical properties ofthe void.

1. fntroduction

magnetic emissions
rm of electromagnetic
have tried to explain
dipoles. The seisrnicelectric signals (SES) t5l are another form of lectromagnel.ic events

associated with lit.hospheric processes. The SES aperiodic and theirduration is from se)veral minutes to several hours I l. The registered SES
[7,8] usually have r;haracteristic bay_like, or bel curves of variabiewidth and duration. Experimental data on repetitive SES signals of puiseform with nearly 24 h periodicity occurring a cou of days before theearthquake has been reported, as well as [9, I0, 2: 8l have propose,d the

The bursts of ULF and concomitant elec
registered before and after great earthquakes are a fr
events connected lvith seisrnic processes. ll, Z, 3, t
these electromagnetic emissions by oscillating electr

nllcro-crack model of charge production and
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with the micro-crack growth. They succeeded to
evolution of the magnitude of the ULF emission pr

consecutive increases and decreases ofthe intensity of
the Lorna-Prieta eathquake [1], The currents connected
micro-cracks and the relation between the growth of
current density seem to be promising mechanism
Molchanov and Hayalkawa's model does not treat seis
(SES), aithough they appear to be also ULF emission.
lasts from several minutes to several hours t6l. The
believed to be connect.ed with erectrokinetic effects f 11
highly damped while the SES signals are recordeO ai ta
are several mechanisms of charge production. The piezr
of charge production proposed UV tl:l yields polarizatio

Here, the electric field E" emergos in the void space o
The process of an in.rease of the electric filed will I
because of the enormous electric fields produced witl
formed between separated charges. In the presence of
fields, a process like the anomalous glow discharg
magnitude of the initial electric fierd for the discharse

charges. In such discharges, the produced cathode currr
Nmz. The discharge wili stop when the dipole-like elec

rive the long-term
to the earthquake.

This model provides a qualitative estimate of the tai evidence for
LF emission befrrre
ith an ensemble of
their size and the
f ULF emission,
ic electric signals

The SES duration
mechanism is

121. The latrer are
distances. There
ctric mechanism

electric field E" of
2x708 V/m for stress r;hanges 65 of 2,00 Bar under cr conditions [l]1.

the micro-cracks.
wever be limited
in the void space
enormous electric
is possible. The

depends on
the crust material conditions. The discharge process cou be initiated by a
gas release in the void regions provoking an ionization that produces free

ts reach 10 + 102

ic field within the
separated charges is cancelled and the ionization
impossible. A widely iissumed model is that the son

process becomes
of these SES are
vski [14] used a
microphysics of
interaction and

that the seismic
ible waveforrns of
y experiments of
vealed not only
ning times of the
ikes of the orde:r

iated with the
rrent spikes are

characteristics

charges that emerge during microcrack generation. Cze
kinetic point of view arrd obtained a kinetic equation of
cracks. By exploiting krinetic and quaritative models of cr
propagation, Tzanis et al. [15] pointed out theoreticall
electric signals (sES) rray have a lirnited class of permi
arbitrary width, or durzrtion. On the other hand, Lboru
electrification processes caused by microcracks have
charge prodlction, but also current spikes. With crack o
ol-d-T 

91 
10-6"s every individual microtrack yields ;";;;r;

of 10-3 Nm'. Transient and electromagnetic emissions r

microcracks have also been observed IiO, tgl. Since the
presurnably due to rnicrocracks, various irnportant physi
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of the microcrack processes are to be sought, the
population produLction rate and their growth with t
random aggregation process with an iniection is a
currents and could be applied for bot"h the accur

microcracks and the relation between the growth of
density seem to be a promising mechanism of ULI

mechanism of the rnicrocracks) as a primary sou
srgnal and probatrly of some ULF electromasnetic
would be controlled by the electrodynamical condit
away from the current source.

2. Random aaggregation model of charge
First, let us mention that there are experime

show that micro-cracks pass through several sta
level, an initial stage of micro-craiks ernerges,
cracks are randomly distributed; ii) at the second

concentrate at a certain point, thus increasing their
iii) at some critical pressure value, the micro_crackr

is unknown, but we tentatively assume that th
behavior illustratel; the spatial and temporal changes
strain and stress prior to earthquake. Third,- t
charge/current production in both cases are the
changes. For a sirnulation of constantly increasing ,

a two-dimensional array of particles, representing

a colnmon source r:f charge/current production are s
to the random aggregation model ;191. nelow, we

According to the model we assume an enser
integer 'mass'. Tho particles could correspond to mi

micro-cracks of identical geometry. The crust is
dimensional 'lattico'. We have discrete time steps' Lrure J raPJ I(
certain nod of this lattice, where n is the number

straln at some place and tirne. The currents c ed with an ensemble of
r size and the current

we assume current production (associated with
emission. In our paper,
a randorn aggr:egation

of the observed SES
missions. These signals
ns of the crust material

major ones being crack
. We assume that the

urce of charges and/or
lation of pressure and

bie of 'particles' with
ro-cracks with certain

uction

cracks behavior under stress conditions. A lot of
tal evidences for rnicro-
laboratory experiments
: 7) At some pressure

which the micro-

sorne intermediate values of the pressure, the
tage, which appears at
micro-cracks tend to
density, or population;
evolve in a fracture of

example [17]. Second, under natural conditions the ysics of micro-cracks
tnicro-crack dvnamic
the tectonic pressure,
primary sources of

tress and/or pl.essure
onic' driving .[orces,

gments of the slidine
surface has been considered [1g]. In our studv. the onic driving for-ces as

major steps of this modei.

ggested to be identical
summarize brieily the

length. In order to obtain the micro-cracks distribu n we assume all the
nsidered to be a. one-
r the 'mass' S(n) at a
of the step, S could
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coffesponds to the mioro-crack density. Assuming a cer
the following stochasric equarion for S(n) holds [20]:(1) S1(n+1) = I\(n)Si(n) + 1,
where S1(n) is the denr;ity of the micro-crack on the i-th

probability 1-q(i-j). As follows XUL,(n) = 1 and Xq(i) =
case with q(i-j) of ll2 for i-j =0, or 1 and q(i-j) =0 or

random process,

at time n; Wii(n)
q(i-j), or 0 with
We consider the

is a random variable given by Wr:(n) = 1 with probabi ry

t.
The inil:ial

condition accordingly reads: Si(0) = l. We need to the probability
p(s,n) and the cumulative distribution p(>s) given by:
(2) p(s,n)ds - 11-12J 

s+asds,6(S1(n)-s,),

where N is the total number of sites and:
(3) P(>s) : l,-p(r,)dr,.
We define a characteristic function
(4) ',2(p,n) 

=<e-P'> = Ie-P'p(s,n).
Here <...> denotes the average taken over the stochasti variables W1(rn),
m= 0,1,..., n-1. Functions for the density Z at4,g,...i, for r-adjacent si1.es
are determined as follows:
(s)
and

(6)
"1(p,n; 

\,b,...1) ( as-P(s.r+s r*"'*t,,

17-(p,n) =<e-P 
(Si1 *si* 

1 

*"'*S 
i*r- 1)),

This process is named Sheidegger rivers [21]. eualitatl y, it represent a
process of production of macroscopic water mark fo along some tilted

ly accumulated at
rst into smallerr

plane on which initial droplets of rainfall are consecuti

rve lnteractlon
the process of

lar processes. The
macro-crack. The
pressures and the
and (6) it follows

that the distribution functions of energy release stimu by the abovr:-
mentioned aggregation process have power law form. It i worth noting that,

nsional arrays ofmodelling segments of a sliding surface as two_dim
particles [18] has yielded a similar power law distribution

model we shall
r (site) - to a one-
mention that the
ted lattice sites

which constitute a river-like cluster in (1+1) dimensional lme. In the

certam pomts mto grreater drops, which suddenly
streamlets breaking trails for the water downwards. The
fbrces are gravity ancl surface tension. We assume
fractures during an earthquake is the final stage of sim
micro-cracks gathered at certain points will break into i
interaction forces under the earthquake process are the
strength, or solidity of the lithosphere mate.lral From (5.

Without quoting all the steps of the aggregatr
mention only that the number n corresponds to time t ind
dimensional spatial coordinate, e.g. x. It is noteworthy
density of micro-crackr; is given by the number of ct
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(t) V- * r @) + (2- 4 e' P ) 7-(p) + T-_ 1 ,n) =0It corresponds to steady-state condition. In the
dependent condition, the following relationship
(8) 4 b, n+1)=e'P' l7nn(p,n)+
ln a system with continuous time and spatial coord
has its counterpart:
(e) 0Z0t= (D/D&Z\A* - pxz,

limit n J €, the characteristic function Z,(p,n)
following relationship:

expected to be a source ofcharges andlor currents.

to 7n(p,n) with the

important case of time-

)+ 7--1@,n)ll4
the above erquation

icrocrack) production p
crust material and the

ts from the effect of
the second tenrL results

distribution 7,(x,L) js

isms of fiee charses
trapped in rock pores
lds and cuffents can be

magnitudes observed

individual rnicrocrack
field of 104 V/m or
by, for exarnple, an

currents j6(x,t) that
locity v determined by
ric fields depending on
for the electric field is

where diffusion rate D and background ,particle' 
(

are determined from the physical characteristics of
driving forces. The first term in the right_hand side
aggregation due to the short-range interaction, whi
from the uniforrn input of new microcracks. f

Several auLthors have involved discharge me
to examine processes of electrification of gases
L'2'2,I6J. The magnitudes of the discharge electric
compared with the charge production and the cur
under microcracks condilions. The charge density
amounts to q = l0-3 ClmZ lZ3, 2Zl. Since any flr
generated in rock specimen should disappear after
the magnitude of the current spikes j (l = q/t) is

The orders of current magnitudes are suggeiti
discharges involved in the microcrack physics-. Her
to suggest that rhe elecrric field build_up will st
characteristic time exists even assuming another

A process of gas release is expected in the microcra
of electric fields of sufficient rnagnitude the gas is i

red in noicrocracks
ations of free charses
time t r, 10-5 .-10-7 s,

102 + 104 A/mz. Such
currents of 102 + 10a Nn? aelected irorn rock even exceed the
currents flowing in glow discharges and are com le with those of arcs.

for sorne forms of
, it is quite reasonable

at time rt6. Such a
hanism .[or charge

production, e.g. mechanical one connected with the icrocrack growth [10].
void. In the presence

nizable. During such a
discharge process, the charges accumulated at
boundaries are efl:ectively exhausted. Thus, electri
more is easily rerJuced to nearly zero masni
anomalous low-prossure discharge process [24].
emerge will flow in the surroundings with certain
the state of the crust material around the source. E
the crust conductivity are induced as well. The sou
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then dj6(t,x)/dt. The current production due to the a n mechanism of
any process of
s on the possible
mechanism. We

of the current rate
is proportional to

(10) 6pol0t = aZ(x,t),
where a is a constant. The electric current densit rate 6j6(x,r)/dr is
connected to the particle density distribution rate by the ation dj6(x,t)/0t =
v)pslAt, where v is the charge velocity. The latter ist idered to be nearly
constant for the crust material under the stress action. refore, the tirne
evolution of the SES is detennined from the coi itive action of the
charge/current aggregation rate given bV (9) and the ldis ive effect ofthe

microcracks could however continue irrespectivSly
eiectric charge discharge. In general, growth time toide
rates of gas release and the properties of the ag1rggi
assume that microcrack distribution Z(x,t) is a measu
source. Therefore, assuming that current density
distribution Z(x,t) we have

crust material between the source and the measurement
field generated by the currents produced at some artba (
time t is determined bv
(11) (L- AzlA( - peo-grustO/dr)E = pqdje t, x)|0t,
where A is Laplace's operator, z is the propal
electromagnetic disturllances generated by transieni

point. The electric

-Xe <x<xs)and

direction of the
jo(x,t) localized

-x2/2Dt7+ o1py,

proportional to
ack production

stfess, or strain
strongly on the
the propagation

rated bv transient
venience we will

y C stand for
will account fcrr

rn x direction, where
?js(x,t) / At = v 6ps(x,t)/ At z(x,t(12)

tSte
Here, v is the velocity magnitude of the c through the
surrounding in the forrm of current; O (p) i .e
p(p<< 1). Fig. 1 illusrrates rhe time envelope of rmi
associated with the random aggregation mechanism
fbrces. The current density shape with time
magnitude of the diffusion coefficient D. Let us stu
characteristics of the olectromagnetic disturbances gen(
current jo(t,x) localizedL in time and x direction. Foi co

permeabilit! ps and the; permitivity e6 t251. This

study the potential belhavior along the z axis. Hence,
solutions around x = 0, where x<<2.

we examine onlv

(13) (* t a* - weo& I Otz - 1t6o u.",rOl Ot)E 1ta (va)Z(x,t),
Thus, the equation resembles the telegraph equation of mission hne of
conductivity ocrusr, where inductance L and capac

the SES generation from a microcrack source Z(x,t) and pagation effects
ln one direction, z. The induced electric field mae;Jde determined from
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the current production magnitude of j6(t,x), i.e, a.
a straightforward way. The solution reads:
(14) E(x,t;k) = ps(va)l2lexp(y0l Z(x,r.)exp(_yt)d
Z(x,t)exp(yt)dtl,
where the characrteristic tirne y is given by
( 15) \ = -6"1t5/2r0 (1 -{(1- 4k
and k is the wavenumber of the ULF dist
propagate along z:,.In the case of sufficientlv small

k << P6o"-r/2,

y = -k2/poocxurt

ation (13) is solved in

+exp(-yt)J

')),
spectrum assumed

venumbers, i.e.:

2k and it

to

(16)
we obtain:

Qt)
The characteristic time y has real values for p6o.,,,,1
quantity for p6o.*rs < 2k. In the latter case. we

co = ./(k'c'- 1ts20 c.u"rz / 4)

have ULF
is a complex
events with

frequency at:
(1 8)
and dampingrz;te:
(1e)

Tp = -lloj" rtl2.
Fig. 2 illustrates the behavior of both quant ies, y and the frequency

f ULF disturbances: i)
2klpso.-.1 < 1; ii)

damping rateyowhere 2klpeo"-,6 > 1. It follows t
of freque:ncy c'r and

at shorter spatial scales and/or smaller conductiv
periodic sohrtions exist
ties o"-.1. The crucial

parameter is the wavenumber k. The main constrai for the spatial scales
depth. The- for:mer is

(-2rc/k) come frorn the microcrack source size and
to be related to the spatial spectrum ofthe current rce j6(x,t). 'Ihe source
depth determines the characteristic size of the electromagnetic field

m, the upper frequency
ial spectrurr is iimited

by the size of the fracture event that follows mi growth.
LF disturbances. For

it corresponds to the
inity. Then, the basic

solution in the form (provided that c _+oc):
possesses a general

ril. It follows that there are two different regions
first, a region of only aperiodic ULF disturbances
second, a region of damped electromagnetic wa

localization. For e.xample, if the sourco depth is 10
of the ULF/ELIVVLF signal is about 10 kHz. The s

Let us examine the case of aperiodic L
convenience, we shall neglect the displacement curre
assumption that the velocity of light c goes to in
equation yields only aperiodic solutions. Eq. (13

(20), E(x,l;k) == pg(va) (1/t)exp(-z2p0o.*,,
/ 4t) ) exp (2" lro o"-,t/4lt- xt I zD t) dt
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Using an expression for the integrand we arrive to the llowing analytjcal
expression for E(x,z;t) :

E (x, z;t) = pr6 (va) (p E t(p l.c d +t6 exp (-pl .c,))t- 1 / z 
exp (_

(2r)

""r,/4t)), t<to
,tical integral1261.

The principal contribution comes from the first term. exammatlon ol
(14) shows that the SIES forms are detennined from parameters D and

z2) at which the
on D and crust

that the tirne
ze of the charge

and the point of
able values of

charge localization size x6 and diffusion D conditi the sign of p is
ation of stresses

practically positive. T'he localization size of the
usually does not exceed 1 km, while for diffusion D could choose a

taken from the
SES shape for

value of about 1+100 m2ls [27, 2g]. The latter i

Under isotropic conditions, e.g. when the ce of.aggregation of
stresses is not collocated with faults, the time evoluti fbr an isotropic

t production is
conditions where

E (x, z;t) = _p6 
(va) (p E 1 @ I t) l.,h + {t exp (_p I t)) exp (_ zz 1t,),

where p = xzlzD - zr'p6o"..t 14, andEr(p/t) is the ellj

l-l0ocrust entering in p. Indeed, the distance d = r/(xz
aperiodic signal still has a non-negligible arnplitude de1
conductivity o"mst. Comparing both terms in p we ob
envelope of the signal depends crucially on the s
localization x6 and the distance d between the charge so
electric field rneasurement. under low conductivitv. r

electrokinetic mechanism model, Fig. 3 illustrates
different values of parameter p.

aggregation stress and consequent charge and cu
iliustrated in Fig. 4. positive p values correspond to rc

potentials. In such a case, they couid not be substracte
variations. Another feature of the SES events is that t
oriented rnainly in one direction, probably perpendicular
Fig. 5 illustrates various forms of the SES env-elope. A1o

o"-,1 lies in the ranges 10-6 + 104 S/m. Inverselv.
conditions, no distinctive sES signals of duration of hal
severai hours are possible. One can see that, under
conditions, e,g.o"*,,>102s/m, and a distance of about 1

could even becorne negative. We note that under
conditions, e.g. under sediment, or soil conditions. the

igh conductivity

have duration greater thLan that under rock conditions. It i
trS envelope will
quite possible for

such SES events to be comparable to the diurnal vari of the Earth

/4r)), t ) t6

under negative p
an hour, or up to
high conductivity
km, the sign of p

from the diurnal
electric field is

o the fauit plano.
the z direction,
SES amplitude

the SES envelope does not depend on distance d, t
however decreases. Aklng the r direction, the SES ch s its structure(Fig.  ), Even under isotropic conditions, the SES beha differently in the
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x and z dtrections. The SES envelope usually has
cases, the SES envelope possesses ,shark fin, prol
probably related to the fact that the aggregation r
direction. Therefore, the SES forrn will chanse
the aggregation mechanism. Recalling the l{a.
observations [8], the greatest SES event has a form

for the SES sources placed at certain depth. We d
additional effects coming frorn possibie diff'erence

not constant, as wel1. In general, we could expect q
depending on distance, orientation, depth, Eart.

The microcrack production process is res
density rate, 1psl}t. Equation (13) for the electric

down at time to due to the discharge process. 'Ihe
strains will initiate further microcrack production
signal generation process will be ,"rurrr"d. The ape
related with microcracks at great distances and in
examined in detail. The aperiodic SES has two p
known: relaxation (duration) time y and microc
duration is controlled by the spatial scales of the e
that could arrive at the Earth surface from the earth

11d_V 
shows that high conductivity conditions, o.g. o

SES signals of duration comparable with the diurnal
potentials. Therefore, ciear SES signals with duratio
to several hours aro to be formed under rock conditi
the range 10-6 + lCta 57-. Inversely, under higher c

triangle form. In other
(Fig. a). T'his effect is

ism acts also in the x
rding to the course of

hovsky and Komarov
imiiar to case b) in Fig,4. Qur model could be applied if there were isotro conditions in tire Earth

crust. Under real conditions, the Earth surface acts a reflection boundary

both sides of the fault plane (x = 0), In reality,

not consider either the
in the conductance on

characterisLic tirne t6 is
ite complex SEIi forms
surface and geology

conditions at the measurement site. etc.

3. Comments

nsible for the charce

suggest) contains on the right hand side the sourco
to the current density rate. The electric field bui

field built-up (that we
that is proportional

nical stresses and
the seisnfc electric

ic electric field sisnal
preferable direction is

ters that lhave to be
'diffusion' D. The

ric field disturbance

some depth. The diffusion of microcracks
uake center located at

on the mechanical
properties of the geological materials, the inhomo ities of various scales
and is controlled by the level of pressures and strai related to the active
tectonic procosses.

An examination of the SES shapes determi rrom parameters D
> 10-2 S/rn result in

variations of the Earth
of half of hour or up
ns where o" r, Jies in
nductivity conditions,ULF signals are pJlausible for chaiacteristic spatial ales of hundreds of

p process will break
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meters or kilometers. In our model of the SES there are other
parameters - the distance d to the epicentre of the inco
the angle 0 between the fault axis and the direction

ing earthquake and

point. 'Ihe relationship between distance d and ansle 0 a
d sin(0).

As follows from the above analysis, a funda
the proposed aggregate model of SES is the anisot

the measurernent
x is given by * -

characteristics of
of the generafed

observed mostly in
f electrodes should
the fault axis. This

the SES signals

signal. The main component of the SES signal could be
the direction perpendicular to the fault axis, i.e. the pair ,

be oriented in the direction perpendicular, or ,rorrrrul to
suggestion eorresponds to experimental evidences that
are one-dimensional. Indeed, the bay-, or bell_shaped signals are clearly
visible in one of the two orthogonal tracks of the elec ic field measuring
systems. They have usually been registered either in E-W directlon [7]

at noise level, i.e.or in the N-S direction [8]. The other track remained
undisturbed.

4. Conclusion
Our modei of the SES signal describes electric ld production due

surrounding medium and governs the spatial and temp
the electric field. The electric field built-up process wii

wave events, the gene.rated seismic electric signal (SEl
like (aperiodic) behavior. The initial anisotropy of

al distribution of
down due to

the discharge procoss. 'We demonstrate that, in addition to ULFTELFYVLF
) possesses pulse-
the stresses and

assocrated currents are the cause for an eiectric fie that is oriented

to the current density generation during microcrack
The current associated with this electric field build

perpendicular to the forthcoming fracture events.
responses at great distance from the current sources
model reveals another mechanism of electric field
connected to electric field due to charge diooles.
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Fig. 2. The frequency and the darnping rate of S
vs. normalized conductivity: oo../(2klp6c).

Fig. 3. The SES envelopes for
discharge moment to -) oc. Time
r/Ddcotg(0)/y (see text)

glven wavenuln
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0

and ULF disturbances

r k provided that the
T = yt. Parameter b =



10

4

lime, t/p

Fig.4b

The SES envelopes in z (5a)) and x (5b)) directions. Cur
to difl.erent distances: 1) 100/r/n krn; 2) 200l"ln and 3)
fbrrns of SES envelope in x directiorl are indicated. In
envelopes fbature either triangle fbrrn of different arnnli
profile.
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NONL]INEAR OS CILATOR UND EXTERNAL
ASYNCHRONOUS INFLUENCE: COMPA OF CANONICAL

AND NON-CANONICAL PERTURBATIO METHODS OF
ANALYSIS *)

Vladimir Damgov* and Petar Geo
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vibrations
to ext

of perturba
(Harniltoni

tev

uces to the problern of
periodic influence

n mgthods, two main
methods and non-

Department of Physics at the Tr caI University-Varna

Abstract

hod for study of nonlinear
rgy-angle" is presented, As

introd uced. Con sislently
ing functions, a canonical
of the same system under

the lransition, in the very
beginning, to functions with constant period and only t the necessarl fl,tnctional
malrices are introduced. The same problem is stuctied by K 's mzthod, characterized
by the opposite approach: Qirst, a functional square mairix is introduced, and only then a

rison ofthe results obtainedtransttion to functions with a constant Deriod is made. A
rnade, It is shown that the

, this conclusion is ct
contribution to the idea that there is no essential differenci n non-canonical (non-
H ami ltonian) and canonic aI (Hamiltonian) metho ds. Howev e , attention is drawn to the

the solution obtained using the three above-m.eniioned ne

of the Theory of Nonlinear
complete coincidence with

A non- c ano nic al (no n-H amiltonian) Derturb atio n ;

o s c ill ato r unde r e xt e rnal a sy nc hr o no u s a ct i o, nin v ar iabl e s,,
new vari.ables, the iteration constants of the original solution
applying the method of canonical transforrnations and prod
approach in "action-angle" variables is developedfor analy
similar conditions, Iloth approaches are chalacrcrized by

using the three aboye:-mentioned methods and approaches
solutions in the first approximation lead to esual isults. In

fact that the othzr analytical mzthods developed in the frame
Oscillations couU not give, even in the first approximaiions, ,

The analys:is of oscillations and
a nonlinear osr;illator, subjected
(perturbation). With the development
directions have _flormed: canonical
canonical (non-Hamiltonian) methods.

*') 
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The methods using mainly canonical transforma ions in action-angle
variable developed eariier. This was in response to
mechanics - see [1]. The method of Lindstedt-poi

needs of celestial
as well as other

velopment of the
ian and the

presentation of the

generating (non-
monic oscillator.

of non-linear

ves as well as a
s. In the analysis

hich based on the
the Korteweg-de-
ion etc. 126,211.
through differe;nt

averaged Hamiltonian l2].An overview and a modern
canonical methods are given in [3-5].

analysis of nonlinear electric circuits [6-9]. M.Kruskal

the non-canonical
for the purpose of
developed a non-
canonical theory

, 1 1-131.

of the asymptotic
tion with constant

period Po = 2n. A number of methods have been
purpose. In the case of non-canonical methods, the inte

veloped for this

the generating solution serve as the new variables whi
ration constants of
in the case of the

canonicai methods with the aid of a canonical transfo ion the treatment
used below). A

introducins a new

methods were developed. The second direction of
perturbation methods are the methods of the averased

In the first half of the twentieth century, mainl
(non-Harniltonian) perturbation methods were develope

canonical theory showing that it can be equivalent to t
[10], The developrnent of these rnethods is reflected in fz

In the application of perturbation and in particul
rnethods a transformation is made to a generaiing so1

is done in action-angle variables (these two approaches
third possible method is the rcgttlart-zed Euler method
independent variable Ll4-I61. After the transformation
perturbed) equation coincides with the equation of the
K.A.Sanioylo has suggested the so-called rnet

perturbation methods used for analysis of non-linear
number of perturbation rnethods based on conservation
of solution phenomena perturbation rnethods are used

transformation ernploying the transformation of the (coordinate)
as well as the independent (time) variables. In this c the generating

variable period (depenclent on the arnplitude). In this

rmonic oscillator.
ting solution has a

vanatlon equation contains secular terms which at
the solution of ttre
a later stage are

has been firrther

ifications of the

eqllation again coincides with the equation of the h
Finally, a method has been developed in which the gener

compensated. This method is by G.E. Kuzmak [1g]
developed in a number of works, j.e. ll9-231,

We should also mention a number of

Inverse Scattering Method (ISM) for equations such as
Vries, the Sine-Gordon,, the non-linear Schroedinger equa'l'he present wo,rk compares the results obtai
perturbation methods. It is shown that the solutions mg energy-angle
variables and action-angLe varrables (via canonical trans rmations) and try
Kuzrnak's method to lirst approximation iead to equiv results. This



confirms the idea that between the canonical and the non-canonical
ysis of an asynchronolls

lator described by the

: i.e. rnodulation of the
lied power etc. We will
n (1) fbr x belonging to

'ot 
trt = 0 represents the

(1)

perturbation methods used in particular fbr the an
oscillator there isn't any principal difference,

1. Generating solution
Let us consider a generuIized nonlinear

fbllowing system of equations;

represent tl"re slow change of the oscillatcir paramete
oscillator inductance or capacity, a drift in the supr
take /(0, Z) = 0. We will seek a solution of equaii
the interval satisfying xf (x,T)>0.

The solution of the system of equations (1)
so called generating solution which we will reDre.s(

dx. D =0
dr
dp dx
i,-* f (x,T)= pF,,(;,x,t,T)

where 0 < tr"r <<7 is a srnall pararneter, T is sec y scaling /slow timel,
T=To I ltt,To = con.st , dT/dt - trt. The secondary aling (slow tirne) could

(2) X ,= Xo(E,t +to,T), p = po(E,t +t"
Here E = const and to = comst are the constants of i

We introduce a circular frequency into the ge
fbllows:

AS:

ating solution (2), as

dx

r),

@(E,T) =
n(E,T)'

where [-I(E,T) = 2

I

is the period in tirne t and V(x,fl = | ,[f t*,tla*, *

4ru

J

2tr

^l2E 
-V(x,T)

the potential energy,

nstant a

at(E,T)

= cons't are
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independent of E,

blAE are perioclic,

- ')-

and

which are periodic in Y 
^nd 

0 with period p,
Therefore the derivatives )xul00, 0pul00, Oxul6E

i.e. they do not contain secular terms.

or

(5)

where

(6)

The systern of equations (1) takes the form:

Y[ol,-[ -Pt, ]=0,
La I lf (xb,r)l

The rnatrix Y is periodic as the period p o - N constant and it
satisfles the condition Ibr the absence of secular terms.

vary the constant

tem of equations,

ables

parame 
+ o' we

equival 
lbllowing s

(7) qG)

(s) 1* rl',(8,0,t,r,/Df)i '1G,,(E,0,t,7,p)l

t
wherel"'l=Y rl

LG,] 
I

L

1T



Here, the inverse matr

correspondingly detY = -ll a , i.e. t
pertnrbation approach, detY * 0, q i

We will seek rhe solution (7) i

(e) lngs 
= 8"1'

l0(t) = 9"1s1

Substituting (9) inro (g), exp
the coeflicients rnultiplying the sarne

where Q reflects the necessary corr
approxirnation for E in c(E,T ), i.e.:

It* 6 * = at(E o + ltEt +... + pk-l
Gr,k = Grl(Eo,E1,..., E1r-1 ,0o,
G,s,k = G r,t (Eo,E1,,.,, Ek_t,0o,

Herc G,,o and G,,o are differ
the obtained in the previous steps funct

The complete determination

coefficients of orcler lf+l are taken i
contains Eo. This is why we solve the

equation for 0o_r, i.e, instead of solvin
equd.tions:

In (9) we do the following subst
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= Grk(t,T)

6oQ,T) + G,,o(t,T)

where Uro = 0, Uro= 0. This representation takes into
slow variable while 0 ts a quick variable. The quantit

only when the coefficients of order pk*l are considered.
Taking into account equation (11) the perturbari

equation (10) to:

account that E is a

LH(t ) is obtained

n approach reduces

are expressed in

it follows that:

n we find U",IK'

'k /t

can use P'as an
ns (7) and (8) is

(r2)

We assume that (n
functions the form of vyhic u, ,t

From the condition U .

(13)

where < >, means averaging with respect to tirne.
From (12) Lk_1.(T ) and aoe) are derermined.

We should at point note that instead of r
independent
equivalent to:

(r4)

(1s)

variable. the case the system of equat

dt1
dY -;(

0l (t' dx

, t+ /tt-lVl.l '\a) oPu

dT

this
l[n

-aIJ



3. Perturbation in action-angle variables
Above we fbund a solution il energv-an variables (8, 0 ). The

0, T) and pb (E, 0, T),

0. Here instead of energy E we will use the action 1.

angle (quick) variable

ur goal is to transfbrm
@nsf to be a constantcanonically in such away that the new action / :

whiie the new coordinate Y = X is linear in tirne.
For the oase in consideration the gener

represented with the canonical equations of Harnilto
lng equation r;an be

(1 6) -f (x,T)

For the transition to action-ansle variables nd the achievement of
the set above goal we introduce the generating fu W(x,I,Z) such that:

n dW(x,l,T) ,v _A4/(x,I,T)P== ' u _-

zE(I ,T) - 2V (x' ,T

The descrribed above perturbation meth
analysis ofequarions (14) anO (iS).

crucial step was the treatment in variables xu (E,

having a constant period pn = 2T with respect to t

dP ar a/jt-. 

-=--=--=dt&&

Then the new Harniltonian is:
H 1t ,V,f1 = H (I ,T) = H (P,x,T) = E(T), where

E(T) = pt /2+ V(x,T) .

The period in 7' must be a constant and
frequency in the generating solution is:

can be used for the

is the energy furtegral,

to 2n. Tlne circular

2E - 2V(x,T)dx

uations (1) tak.es the

dx AI
-=_dt 4t

W (x,I,D = fl
0

aa

(r7) a4 ( I,T ) = 0 Y/ 0t = 2n / IIIE( I,T
where the period in tirne t =Y / a.

!-I(E,T) = 2o 
dI (E'T) 

= z!dE dE
We iltroduce the new fluctions:

,g) lr = r,(1,0,7) = *ofE1I,T),0,T1

lp =, p,(I,o,T) = pufEll,T),o,Tf
Taking into account (16)-(18), the system of

form:

jl
min x
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(D.Q,T) - p,(1,0,7) =g

a,(I,T) + f (x,,7)=0

or

(re)

where

z[ o ].[ -P" .l 

=o
lco, ) lI (x",f ))

Y(r) + aO,Tl
Y(r) + a(),Tl

D,TI g(t) =Y(t) + a(t)
Substituting (20) in (1) and taking into consider

We seek the solution of the perturbed system
varying the constant parameters I = I(t ) and a = q(t ) t

f equations (1) bV

) we obtain:

(21)

(22)

where dis the necessary adjustrnent of a".
We seek rhe solution of (22) in the form:

(1e

I
I

Fl^,]

The system (21) canbe expressed as:

15



d0, (t)

where Uvk ft ,T ) and Uwk ft ,T ) do not contain lar terms, i.e.

4qe=ao(r); 
ry=@t(r);

(24) (*r-(,,r)), =0, (*r-rr,,o)

I = Ioe)+ pflr(T)+UurQ,T)f+ pf
0 =?oQ)+ pfer(T)+U*r(t,lf+ p

(23)
6 = ltSr+ p'dr+ trt36r+...

Substituting Q3) in (22), developing in a

and equating the ooefficients multiplying the same

- in front of 1to
d0^G)
-; = aoo(Z), where at"o(T) = ac(Ioo,T ) the

the moment t = 0, i.e,

Ioo=I(T)1,_o

0,, (t) = I^ "(t "o,T 
+ 1tt')dt'+const

0

- in front of pt
dI_"Q)*dU .(r Tt
clT 5- = G,(I o(T),e"

zQ) +U 
"r(t,T)l+ 

...

Iere) tu *z(t,\l+ ...

- 0, k =7,2,3,...

ies in the powers of p
wers of pk we get:

ial value 1 is taken at
oo

),t,T,o)

(t,T)) - a"(I

taking in1.o account

dt

or

(2s)

(26)

and accordingly

a1r).ry+2= dr * G*(r"(r), (T),t,7,0)

l

etc.

(24)

(27)

Averaging the two sides of (25) and, (26)
we obtain:

2? = (G"fr 
" 
(r), e 

" 
(r), t,r,o ,,
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ot(T) = (G*[t" e),e,,e),t,T,of+ 6r),
,28\ l
=v'/ 7r(t) = !rre" + pt')dt,+cons,t

The different.ill equation (26) can be res
successive approxirnations and development of T in
determined by (27) quantity I"(y is then substituted in

So, we have come on the approxirnation as follo

where lao=@"lIo(T), Tl= %" + lt dt

lved, i,e. through
power series. The

28).

Uut

Then

U*t

- (G,r),h,'*

4. Solution by Kuzmak,s method in matrix
In the two methods developed above we fi t transformed to

functions with a constant period po =2fr and only then ucec matrlces

With Kuzmak's
functional ,square

to constant oeriod
t contains secuLar
compensate each

velop a version of
application to an

Y and Z. This is why Y and Z tvned out to be period
method [18] one proceeds in the reverse order: first. th
matrix E is introduced and only then the transformatio
functions is performed, As a result, E is not periodic
terms. In the analysis of the perturbed equation these ter
other and the final solution is periodic. Here, we will d
Kuzrnak's rnethod on the basis of a matrix presentation
asynchronous non-linear oscillator.

The generating solution of the system of equati
assumed to be in forrn (2).

We introduce the matrix:

*d, - (G*r+6 ),fot'+ron't

(i) when |r =0 is

&,(E,t
o(t

4t'(E,t
d(t

)

)

T

T

+t^

a
-l t-

o
so that the following variation equation is satisfied:

-t1



j

H-1Y-l.
we seek in the

11 ,

LI -1-

of

+p

+rt

^F 
(o

l:+BE=0,whereB=l 0fot la" u

Besides

E=YHft-(t+to)el,

(31)

(32)

where

form:

0lnll

(t,T)

(t,T)

dt = co(E,T) are varied,
secular tenns.

oU ro

AT
ou ro

AT

+

t-f

O (t 7 \ r" 2 \" ' - ,t

7,2 ,...

)+
)+

tain secular terms.

We

(33)
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Substituting (33) in (1) and taking (5) into acc
series in the powers of p and equating the coefficients
powers of trf , we get:
- in fiont of l-l'

dY" (r)
= a(Eoo,T)

developing in a
Itiplying the same

= 0 and when 7'=

k =1,2,3,...

(34)

(3s)

where

(36)

dr
T

dYo= Ir@"",7o t /rt'Nt'
0

where Eoo is the initial value of E" (T) at the rnoment
To,

- in front of pf

^ 79r'" 
*BrJ ort,T)= @r i K =r,2,3,.

@r = col(Qo'e nr)W = 6o(To + pt)
dt A\

t

Yr(r) =lan{r+fi')dt'
0

57rarc the necessary adjustrnents of rrt

SJT. + ltt): 61(T) = 
tlEoQ)'Tl- atlEoo'

6o(7" + ttt) = 5/T) = &@ * pEt@ + "'+ t'rt E*

u'"

(Z) +... + lto-'En_

k=2,3,4,.....
In particular, for the coefficient rnultiplying p1

Nt?'T) 
+BrJ(t,T) = (Dr;

ot
where
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form:

7,2,3r...

account we get:

t",T)Q(t',T)dt'

-lY-1q..dt'

)t'lldt'

ngh the relations:

L(T)t

2) as well as the fact

)rl-QIKz +L(t)t.o4l

in the

11 =

k=7

(31) n

(E,t'-

(38)

wher

:3e)

40)

vhere

4r)

rr K1

here

1)

t.t

(4t

wl

4

0r

(

(

w

(4

for

2

where L(t) = < K, >, and

t
f__

J 
K, [y(r, ),T ldt, _Krly (t),T I

0

^Substituting 
in (39) and taking into account

that Q'-0, we obtain:
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of)2tJ(t,r)- YH{ +- + tD- e(D - eV(O, DI +
L

Conclusion
We conclude with the irnportant observa

approximation the solution in energy_angle variables
solutio' to first order in action-anglJ variables as welr
obtained by Kuzrnak's method.

-QIo + (1-r,Q)V(0,
1)

=0 and D(T) = O
fficient to do the

) is equivalent to:

n that

and (46)
obtained

bles.

incides
with the

to first
with the
solution

Indeed if in (29)) we substitute a) = a)- =
dE(r, )

i.e. O = CDo as wel1as we obtain:

t

z=v(,i 
?) ,

forl= tro (T),

ged equation (8)
can be obtained

_ ""-c

dT
dD

df
'ith the
us concl
ttion (46

8l

F

tS



The obtained results contribute in su rt of the idea that, in
external asynchronous

ween the non-ciinonical

particular in the analysis of an oscillator u
influence there isn't any significant difference
(non-Harriltoniarr) and the canonical (Hamilt nian) methods. It is
necessary, though, to mention that a number of methods exis{. in the
theory of non-linear osciiiations which are not even to first order completely
equivalent with the solution obtained by the
methods.
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HEKAHOHI,TTIIItrTE trEPTYPEAUtrOIIHI4 ETONZ 3A
AHAJIII3

Bnaduruup fiauzoe u llemup f,

Fegropre

B crarvrtrra e npeAcraBeH HeKaHoHr4qeH MI4ITOHOBCKI,I)
[epTypoarlr4oHeH Mer,oA 3a rrccJreABaHe Ha HeJrr4 ocqlrnaTop noA

ra-g-brbr". Karo
KOHCTAHTI4 HA

B:bHrrrHo acr4HxpoHHo nrs4efrcrBae c npoMeHran[ ,,

rrEJrrrHEEH OCqUJTATOP IroA BbHrrIHo A
Bb3AErfCTBl{E: cpABHErrub un KAHorl

ce orJrr4qaBa_c o6parnlItf, [o.qxoA - nafi_nanpeA ce Bb
Marpr4r{a na SynxqzonaJra, 14 eABa cne,u roBa ce ocbrrre(

ApyrTTe Mero.qr4, paspa6oreHlr B paMKHTe Ha reopr4r
xole6aHrzg, He Monar Aa tra;1ur Aopr{ B nbpBo rr

IIHXPOIIHO
trqHI4TE I4

AJIZ3 HA CbIIIATA
paKTepr43rlpaT c

,4a. flor<asaHo e,

KBV pffiynTaTlr.
HtMa cbrrlecTBella
V KAHOHI,ITIHI4TE

ua Qaxla, ue
Ha HeJrr4Henuu.re

II)I(EHI4E rlbJIHO
HeTO HA Tplfl-e

nbpBoHarraJrHoro pertreHrze. llpluarafixu nocJreAo MeTOAa Ha
KaHoHr4rrHure rp aHc$o pMarJuLr tz nonyrraB aiaxn $y Irre, e paspa6oreH

HOBrr [poMeHnr4Br4 CA BbBe,{eHrr rrTepaqrzoHH

KaHoHI4qeH MeroA c n:poMeHJluyu,, pertctBne_lrbr" 3a
crrcreMa n nogo6nu ycnoBr{_{. finarla MeroAa ce
rz3BbprrrBaHe oilIe B tHarraJroTo Ha npexo.tr KbM I4 C IIOCTO'HCH
rreprzoA, KaTo eABa cJreA ToBa ce BbBe)KAar neo6xo MaTprrrla Fra

Synrqaonana. Crrqzx'r npo6nena e rBcneABaH rro Mero na Kysuar<, r<ofiro
KBaApaTHa'ra

flBa npexoAa KT,M

Ha pe3yJrTaTrrT,e,
flonyqeHz nppr rr3fron3BaHe Ha Tpr4Te ropecrroMeHaTr4
Qyrrqzz c nocro.f,Her{ reprroA. Hanpaneno 

" "puu"i"
qe pe[eHprflTa B nbpBo npa6lzxeHze BoArr Ao eI
Korrr<perno, ToBa 3aKJrlorrenLre e [pl{Hoc KbM vAerra, rre
pasnlrKa Me)KAy HeKaHoHZrrHr4Te (nexarrarznrouoscKz)
(xaualroHoncr<a) MeroAra. O6p:srqa ce BHr4Man 

". o6,

cbBnaAeHr,Ie c pellleHllf,Ta, [olyrreHr4 npu I,Bno
f op ecnoMeHaTr4 MeTOAa..
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In the paper, the modern tectonics cLnd geodynctmics
specification of general tectonic units, its varied inner mornhr

in_terprelation of duta obtcLined by geodetic, geophysic

are established. The following inqortant ring structures have
P levenska, Lr,tkovi tska, p opov ska, N ikopo liko _ p avli.kenska,

Key words: remote sensing, vertical movirnents, t
geonorphologl,.

1. Introduction.
In this publication, the modern tectonics

STUDY OF' THE NEOTECTONICS AND EODYNAMICS
OF THE REPUBLIC OF BU RIA

Hernan.i Spiridonov, Nikola Ge rcv

Sp ace Re searc h Institut e-B ulg arian Acadern of Sciences

Abstract

bord.ers between them ancl the recent geor)rynamics have bien inv e sti g at e d by c o rnbinatio noI two approaches: use and appliccttion of renrcte sensi

fiom the town of Lom on the west to the
Sea coast to the south. The polygon was

84

Bulgarict are studied. The
tectonic structure, the

inforrnation and general
g e olo g o - geo nto rplrclo gic

cs, geodynamics, geology,

and geodynamics of
ing (aerospaco) and

lences are Llsed.

f Bulgarian territory
Danube river as far zis

the north, it strotches
town of reaching the White
chosen in a way as to cross

observailons, lneasurelnents ancl dffirent in scale ,.rapr,- pioto and other matericLls.
Using the two approaches ring and. Iinear strudlrres the territory of llulgaria

en ob se rve d: B e lo s latinska,

B otev gradska, Ce ntral S redno g orska, S akar ska, Central

' ontanska, Ve l,ikotarnov,ska,

lineanrcnts are: South.Moesian, Maritza, Olt_Ossamska and ot
Some rnore important

On the terrixory of Bulgaria there are recent vertical movements, At present, theDa.nube plane (Moesittn platform) generctlly sinks by I_2 r along the Dautbe river.AII ring strLrctLtres have risen by about 0,1-0,2 mn/year wie as some of then like thePirin and-the Rhodopes mountains have risen by up to" 3_3,5

Bulgaria are stlldied, For the purpose, both remote
ground-based data .[rom the whole complex of Earth

The task vras implemenred oir a polygon
comprising the cen1.ra1 regiolls of the country fiom t
the Greek border. 'fhe polygon's width is 200 rn.



transversely the rnajor neotectonic units of Bulgaria: Moesian platforrn
ina mountain, the
on is known as the

or the Danube plane, the Predbalkan, the Stara
Srednogorie region, and the Rhodopes massif. This pol
Balkanprob Project; irt constitutes the southern deviat
European geodynarnic model.

n of the Europrob

iples of new global
ments in the field,

Bulgaria and the Ball<an peninsuia are considered as active outskirts
(segrnent) of the European plate. In it first-class tectoni units are outlined:
the Moesian platfbrrn, and the platfbrrn,s deformed on irts (Balkanides,

The set task was theoretically based on the pri
tectonics (platetectonics). In view of the latest achie

Stednogorie and the autohtonous parts of the Kraishte,
and Strandzha). On rthe latter two areas, post-coll

tenitory becomes essential, since it provides both
overview of rhe individual accrerion blocks with
behaviour, which underwent and are still u
paleo geo dynamic development.

aerospace (remote sensing) data as well as data liorn
sciences.,

sediment basins are identified. Nowadays, space onto Bulgarian

Rhodopes, Sakar,
paleogen-neogen

bal and regiorral
ious paleographic

classical Earth

which will be

ria was used, with
. The topographic
logic and tectonic
some geophysical
f Bulgaria.

rgoilrg varied

In the rnethodological aspect, the task was acco ished using both

2. Analysis of remote sensing, geologo-
geodetic data.

rphologic, and

2.1. Analysis of remote sensing (aerospace) da
The studied territory comprises the central band of Bulgaria, fioni

the Danube river to the Bulgarian-Greek fiontier; it is 200 km wide and
the Predbalkan,
mountain.

various scale and
tified, and with

respect to North Bulgaria, space images of scale M 1: 00000 were also

crosses well-known tectonic zones: the Danube piatfb
Stara Planina mountain, the Srednogorie, and the Rhodo

As a result of the deciphering of space images c
spectral ranges, linear and concentric strllctures were i

used. The latter allowod to outline solne new structu
considered. too.

In the course of work, a hypsometric rnap of Bulgi
height belts drawn at e\/ery 100 m (in scale M i:100000b
background greatly assists the process of deciphering.
maps were used (M 1:500000; M 1:200000) and besides,
materials were interpreted, concerning the depth strlrcture
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In the process of structural_geomorpholo
and.photograph irnages of Bulgaria, most oft"n,
are identified structures (Fig. I,Fig.2).

2.2. Analysis of linear structures.
On the neotectonic scheme (Fig. 1, Fig. 2),

divided into two Broups:

deciphering of space
strllcturesand ring

the linear structures are

deciphering indexes.
ian piatfbrrn is the

different sections of
. Among them, the

ions in the. structural

laninski, Kashanski,

ult which serves as a
the Srednogorit:.

os have no essential
Igaria.

a) geolog.ic faults known frorn other studi and confirmed bv thisinterpretation;

with great certainty by a number of direct or indirec
An irnporrtant and notable boundary of the

along the southern slope of Stara planina (S
Shipchenski etc.).

The next big fault structure is the Maritsa
boundary between the Kraishtensko_Rhodopes arc z

b) space-l.ectonic lineaments, some of whi have been identified

1ts sefmogeneity [7],
ian fault is not a deeo-penetrating in-depth fault reaching the mantle, but ls sooner an eprdermal

North-Predbalkan or South-Moesian fault [3, g].
the South-.Moesian iineament bear different
Vodoley-Draganovski segment is distinguished fo
Recently, some authors assulne that the South_Moe

trass or a monoclinal slope with various manifi
floors [7].

Another well-known fault structure is the B restnishko - Preslavska
flexure, In the southern direction, between Stara nina mountain and theSrednogorie, the Zl,adbakan fault is located, as well the series of chariase

One of the lineaments identified by interp
and outlined by ot.her authors as well is the Olt_Or

ion of space irnages
lmoarnent, which isdelirnited by the str:aight-lino collrse of the rivers Olt n Romania and Ossamm tsulgaria. Actually, it series as a tectono_ rphologiic boundarybetween the Lorn depression and the North_Brilgar an (Ludogorsko) rise,The valley of the Ossam river ranks amons the ancient river valleyscreated yet during t.he upper Eocene, the Olfuocene, nd the lower Miocene,continuing its development but for short inter ption periods untilnowadays,

The other lineaments identified on
importance for the rlevelopment of tectonic

space ph
areas in B
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2.3. Analysis of ring structures.
As a result of deciphering and interpretat of space images,

the territory of the
m, size, depth, and

combined with topographic maps of various scale, on
studied area, ring (concentric) structures of various fr
orientation have been outlined. Among these are t structures in the
Moesian platfbrrn, the Predbalkan, Stara planina mo
and the Rila-Rhodopes massif.

the Srednogorie,

y authors [5, 9]. It
inting in the east-

west direction. Most often, its formation is referred to Troas period, in

The Pleven oval structure is about 70 krn long a
depth of the structure, magma rocks with gabro_diorit

?3.1, Ring structures in the N4oesian platform
Within the platform, the following ,rr.r"t.r.",

B eloslatinska, Lukovil.ska, plevenska, Nikopol_pavliken
Popovska.

The Beloslatinska structure is mentioned by mz
has a size of 45/25 krn and represents an elongated oval

which a similar depression was formed. Within this str
oil deposit was revealed (at the town of Knezha).

revealed; whereas the positive strlrcture was formed as
squeezing of the magma body. Actually, the latter
positive rnagnetic anonnaly in Central North Bulgaria.

- Another important structure is the Nikopol_pavli
km. It is delimited by the rivers Ossam and yantra, t
being strongly eroded by the short tributaries of the
the most irnportant structures to the east of the y
Streletska and the Popovska structures, which are
tributaries of the river of Rusenski Lorn. The popovs
referred in depth to a magnetic body with gabro_diorite

(synclinal and anticiinal) against the linear chain outloo
and Stara Planina. The rnajor structural units here are:
Montanska (Belogradctrishka) and Tarnovska (Fig. 2) str

The Tarnovska rregional morphostructure is emp

can be identified:
Streletska, and

re, an industrial

up to 35 krn. In
compositions are
result of the slow
ates the biggost

sized 80/50
northern half of
be river. Among
a river are the

utlineded by the
structure may be

mposition [11].

.octonlc structures
of the Predbalkan

2.3.2. Ring struLctures in the predbalkan and S Planina.
Within the Predbalkan and Stara planina, the s ngest deciphering

indexes were the confil3uration of the hydrograph netw as well as sofiie
tectono-geomorphologia indexes, the orientation of the

he Botevgradska,

ized mainly by a
nurnber of mountain-like elevations, risings, and hilis. 'These orographic
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The rnorphostructure is about 200 km lons
average width of 50-60 krn and an area of about-l
nucleus can be outlined, surrounded by a hisher_
another, not well manifested and lower bett. ine t
sonth by the high terrains of Stara planina (Fig. 2).

Another structure of this kind is observed in
spreads to the rvest as far the Vrachanski Ba
Vassilyova Planirna, and to the south _ the Mur
Planina. In its oonter, a depression is formed,
Botevgradska vallley (Fig. Z).

stretches lrorn the Ogosta river to the river of Golya
coincides with the so-called Montanska anticlinal a
elongated rising surroundecl by depressions. To t
depression, to the south - the Mezdrenska syncli
I ukovitsko depression. The Montanska rnorphostr
long and tp to 25-30 krn wide. It is strongfu part

L3.3. RinE; structures in the Srednogorie.
Within the Srednogorie, two big regLnal c

structure whereas 1.he latter one is negative. The typi
two regional rnorphostructures is that they are 

-br

metamorphrc rocks, and that, in the geophysical
negative gravitatiorLral or magnetic anomali., (fig Z;

?:3.a, Ring structures in the Rhodopes r
Here, the most clearly outlined riire s

massif, and rnore precisely, the West Rhodop-es. Th
the west and to tho south by the Mesta river, to the
Thracean trough, and to the east _ by the valleys of
Borovitsa, tributaries of the Arda river. This is a t

rorms are part of Stara planina and the lower and eievations of
the Predbalkan and the periplatfbrm South_Moes depression.

m west to east, with an
000 krn2. In it, at central
rrain belt, followed by
ter belt is closed to the

the Botevgrad region. It
n, to the eas1. - the
hko-Tetevenska Stara

ich is occupied by rhe

Another important morphostructure is the Montanska one, which
a Panega to the east. It
d represents a strongly
north lies the l,omska
, and to the east - the

ure is about 100 krn

Botunya, Skat, and Iskar,
ioned by the rivers of

ric structures canbe outlined: the panagyurska structuie anil Sar na Gora. ,{rnong thesmaller ring formations are the Chirpanski elevatio , and the Manastirska
thing about the first

ilt up of rnagma and
pect, they represent

90 krn, built rnostty of metamorphic rocks, pa
vulcanites. The structure is u .nnrpl"^ one, with
where three depressrons are fbrrned: the
Srnolyansko, anci Vitinsko ones, The latter are
88

ure is the Rhodopes
structure is closed to

north - by the Llpper-
rivers Varbitsa and

structure sized 150-
gene sedirrents and

central part,
ratsigovo-Dospatsko,

with sediments,



pyroclastites, and vulcanites ancl nowadays represent tl
the Rhodopes (Mounr perelik, 2I9I m). Another sim
Rhodopean rnassif is the Belorechko swelling, a positi
pure crystalline rocks L3,72,l3l.

Another peculiarity of the Rhodopes massif
Eastern Rhodopes, aro the volcanic structures: Draso
Zvezdelska, Lozenska, Madzharovska, Irantepetska jc
volcanic dornes, others are typical volcano_tectonic depr

3. Study of the modern geodynamics of Bulga
The study of the geodynarnic processes is a v

since it provides dataabout the dynarnii pror.rs", tnking
body, as well as of thr', rlynamics of the lithospheric pL"a
f'acts, the horizontal and vertical movements of the E
determined with greal. accuracy throughout long peri
various radiointerferornetric, laser, or dedicated geod
Spzice methods and equiprnent resulted in a boom ofthes
in the recent years exceptionally high precision throu
lneasurerlents of the lateral and vertical position of poir
earth's surface. It is a great regret that the obtained data
couple of years, covering only a short period of time whi
to carry out reliable analyses and interpretations.

For this reason, the vertical movements [12,7teffltory are studied by data from high_precision
dating since I92B and comprising i rilatively ling
moasurelnents throllghout three epochs have been rnade.

At SRI-BAS, several annual measurernonts
neotectonics and georXynarnics 1I2,I4,151 of sorne
strllctllres on Bulgarian territory: namely: the Moes
Predbalkan with Stara planina, arid South Br-rlgaria [12,
objective of these studies was to reveal the cor.Ltation, i
modern geodynarnical processes and the relevant neotec
structures in the mentioned regions whereas each re
individually and the obtained,-.,rlt, were published.

'l'he results were united in this paper, thereby prov
map of Bulgaria for the modern rnovements of the Earth
epoch 7930-1985 with isolines 0.5 rnm/year apart. TI(Fie. 2) and rhe rnap of modern ,oou-rnenfs Fig.multiannual studies. In the next study, the obtained
Btrlgarian territory will be anaLyzed.

highest terrains in
ar strueture in the

structure built of

, in partictrlar, the
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ions (Fig. 2).
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3.1. Reliability of the data used to deter
vertical movements of the Earthrs crust.

As already stated when discussing the
movements of the Earth's crust, in the mentioned
mainly geodetic rmeasurements were used. since t
obtained by GPS measurements for middle-sized
needed accuracy to comply with the accuracy of t
geodetic rnethods,

Prior to their use, the obtained seodetic
meticulous analysis airned to identify potential e
factors that rnight defonn the measurernent resu
nstrlunentatron errors obtained with the levelling p
representativeness, the characteristics of the seo
soils, possible slides) and for the references alo
varlolls water leveis and, accordingly, the ref'erences

To enhance data trustworthiness and
systematic errors, initially, digital data was pr
compared with the results fiorn past epochs. W
fbr two epochs with one and the same ref'erences
movements, the clata fbr both epochs and the
verified.

Based on the data thus obtained, the data
maps of the modern tectonic movements of the Ea
Where deviations occurred, the references were stud
deforming the results were relnoved. And only
processed, the residual errors were removed and
results, the enclosed Appendixes were drawn.

3.2. Interpretation of the velocities of verti
In works L12,74,151, the velocities for three

1930-1985, 7930-1910, and 1970-1985. and the
with isolines 0.1 mm/year apart. The obtained gr
performed analysis revealed that the images obta
period, 1930-198:i, were most trustworthy, with
anomalies. This is a logical outcome since the availa
abundant enough to allow for occasional errors
processing. Accounting for these facts, the only dra
movements' velocities in Buigaria was for the period

90

ne the velocities of the

study of the vertical
etached structural areas,

analysis of space data
ions did not provide the

quantities obtained by

data was submitted to
rs caused by external

Among these were the
cedure, the references'

gical foundation (.loess

the Danube river, the
stability were studied.
re[1ove the possible

and then it was
the values' diffr:rences
re greater than modern
rences' reliability was

processed anew and
's cnrst were drawn.
anew and the factors

hen the material was
based on these final

I movements.
iods are interpreted:
ive maps are drawn
ic rnaterial and the

fiom the longest
the least number of
ie observed matr:rial is
to be removed with
n map of the vertical

1930-198s (Fig, 2).



Notwithstanding the visuai idea of the rnode movernents on the
whole territory one can get frorn the map, in pursuit of
reveai the existing correlation between modern movem

set objective (to
and neotectonic

tached neotectonicstructures) we shall analyze the movements of the d
structures.

3.2.1. Analysis of the modern movements of
the Moesian platform.

movements cornprising the Central part of the Danu

The drawn map of the vertical rnovernents, displays the

e Earth's crust for

Iace in the whole
that the vertical
plane confirm the

tion of the
central part of the
the Danube river,

ing cornprises the
Danube river, at
to the east. The
elongation in the

of the Danube,
fbrmed, passing

g the Predbalkan
the tendency of
over a one-year

the settlements of
-2.5 mmlyear. To
ly closer to each

locity is observed
change srnoothly,

deep into the
isted iri the IJpprtr

Neogene in ttre
observed to ttre

lsko-Pavlikenska,

rna Oryahovitsa
to +1.0 mm/year.
structure, which

plane nature of the geodynamical processes taking
northern Bulgaria. It should be noted beforehand

general tendency of continuous sinkins,
For rhe tongest period (tqlO_tgSSl of

qllantitative data, a goneral sinking (depression) of ihe
Moesian platforrn is expected in the section alons
between the towns of Lorn and Svishtov (Fig.2). fhe sn
part of the platfbrrn located between the great turns of t

sinki'g has a clearly rnarked ovar form (100-120 krn) wi
east-west direction, To the north it is parallei to the river
while to the south, ora Bulgarian territory, a deep bay
through the bou'dary south-Moesian fa,rt and penetrat

the towns of Vidin-Lom to the west and Svishtov_R

(the Balkanides), Typical of the period 1930_19g5 i
inoreasing the Earth's arust verticar rnovements' velocit:

both to the east and to the west, while to the south

period. These values are particularly great in the region o
Oryahovo and Baykal where they rea-h a velocity of Vu 

=the north, on Roumanlan territory, the isolines get qrii
other. A si'rilar pattern of trre isolines with identicai .r

whereas the aff.ected slowly-sinking area. penetra
Predbalka'. The sinking cornprises the depression that
Cretaceous and, in some respeot, continues during thr
Lornska depression. A slightly rnanifested ,,swellins,, i
north-east in the Danube plane, forrning the Ni
Popovska and Kubratska rnorphostructure.

Beyond this "swelling,,, eastward of the Nikopol_
line, ring isolines are fonnecl with rnaximal value oi .rp
This formarion correlates with the positive geologic
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comprises the whole of the Nikopol-Pavlikenska, Popovska and Kubratska

morphostructllre.
None of the ring arch-block and block strlrctures within the soope of

the Lornska depression affects the course of the vertical tnovetnents'

velocities. The well-known South-Moesian fault is not represented on the

vertical movements' velocity map, thus confirming the opinion of some

researchers that it does not represent a deep-penetrating t'ault, but a

monoclinal slope with fault manif'estations in diff'erent structural-
stratigraphic storeys 11 1,I2,I4,7 51.

3.2.2. Analysis of the Earth's crust modern movements for the
Predbalkan an{ the Stara Planina mountain.

The study of the Earth's crust vertical movements' velocities fbr the

regions of Kraishte, the Predbalkan, and the Stara Planina mountain fbr the
period 1930-1985 provides a clear picture of the geodynamic processes

taking place there. Thus, we have depressions in the region of Teteven-

Etropole, corresponding to the central part of the sinking Teteven-
Etropolska and Skravenska morphostructure. Slight sinking is observed

within the scope of the Botevgradska structure, where the valley bearing the

same name sinks by -1.0 mm/year. Eastward of these sinkings, within the

Shipchenski and Kotlenski region, two "risings" are lbrmed whose modern

movement values reach up to +2.0 mnlyear. In these regiotls, there is a

significant correlation with the neotectouic strltctures.

3,2.3. Analysis of the Barth's crust modern movements for South
Bulgaria.

The performed analyses of the vertical movements in South Bulgaria
reveal x grelt variety of "sinkings" and "risings", whereas the velocities'
positive values reach their maximum. In these regions we witness the
greatest variety of high mountain chains: Pirin, Ri1a, the Rhodopes up to the

Sakar rnountain, plains and valleys, accordingly.
During the epoch (1930-1985). The vertical tnovetnents' velocities

in the southernmost part of the Rhodopes massif reach up to +3.5 mm.iyear.

These risings begin eastward of the valley of the Mesta river where the

velocity is zrbout +1.5 rnm/year. The values in Pjrin and Rila are also

positive, but smaller: about 2.7 nnlyear 1br Rila and about +4.0 rnm/year

fbr Pirin.
I1 we trace the isolines between the three mountains (the Rhodopes,

Rila, and Pilin), we shall notice that along the valley of the Mesta river there

is a clearly outlined tault band separating the Pirin mountain fiorn the
o')



Rhodopes, whose vertical movements are independent n each other. If we
trace the isolines between the Rila and the Rhodo
identity a clearly outlined "saddle" which delirnits the
velocities of both mountains. The typical thing here is t
its "owl.t lif'e", i.e. an individtral risine velocitv.

Eastward of the P,azardzhk-Chirpan line, an iso
fbrmed whioh reveals a band of negative values, We p

blocks, we shzill
ifferent moverxent
t each of thern has

ne configuration is
int out to a feature

ration of an oval

ive risins values of
, a slight rising is
o depression ard
mm/year. Such a

gas.

f the West and the

in Northern Greece

the deciphering of
redbalkan, Stara

characteristic of the period 1930-1985, namely the
shking with great velocity (-2.0 rnn/year).

Northwards of the towns of Panagyurishte and taru Zagora, during
the sarne period, two closed ovals are outlined, with por
up to +1.0 rnm/year (Fig. 2). In the south-east directi
observed, comprising the territory of part of the Zago
the Sakar mountain, and having values of about +1.
depression is also observed southward of the town of Bu

1930-1985, a clear anii notable tendency for severing
Eirst Rhodopes. This saddle is observed on Bulgarian te

space images and photos of the Moesian platlbrrn,
Planina, Srednogorie, :md Rhodopes, on the one hand,

Here, yet another I'act deserves to be noted, name that in the period

itory, in the region
of the village of Fodkova as well as at the town of Xanti
(the White Sea region).

Southward of the Nova Zagora-EIhovo 1ine, a "si ing" starts which,
in the immediate vicinity of the Burgas bay, reaches up t -3.0 mm/year.

4. Conclusion.
This work is an attempt to bind the results from

ith the quantitative
materials obtained liorn geodetic measuretnenrs, on t other hand. In
parallel with this, the whole known data fiorn geologi , geomorphologic,
teotonic, geophysical, and geochemical data was used, well as thernal.ic

or reiect certainmaps of various scale and scope. The idea was to confl
results or to show that rihe relation between thern is not a
but various oornbinzrtions or interpretations are possible.

ays a sirnple one,
Frorn our point of

view the tbllowing more important conclusions may be

coincides fully or overlaps with the known neotectonj

of Bulgaria whioh
pared on the basis
tate-of-the-art and
structures in the

Predbalkan, Stara Planina, Srednogorie, and Rhodo Only Ibr the
Moesian platlbrrn it cannot be ascertainecl that there is co plete coincidence
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2. The drawn rnaps of the vertical move nts' velocities do notconfirm alllinear and ring strllctures obtained as a lt of deciphering. For
the Moesian platfbrrn, the existence of the Lornska depression is contirrned

inking with a maximai
presslon continues its

and that the deciphered neotectonic scheme co
cainosoic platfbnn qexJto.

with respect to its area. Nowadays, it is slowly
velocity of -2,5 mn/year., i.e, the neosene
development.

3. Linear structures can be passive or
structures ,in South Bulgaria (Marishka, Zadbz
modern activity, .i.e. they are seismogenious, and
such an effect is observed in the Vodoley_Drag
South-Moesian farult.

Bulgaria reveals the slow oscillating pattern of its
related rnostly with its foundation and iubcrust layer

ve. Al1 fault linear
ka) display typical

the Moesian platform
novski segment of the

4. The obtained map of the vertical mo ts' velocities for: North
which isgeodynamics,

ides with the meso-
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I43CJIEABAIIE HA II III,IKATA M
rEOAI{HAMI,TKATA r{A IAPI{'I

Pwrome

HATA TEKTOHIIKA U
OCHOBHATE TCK.TOHCK14

eAVHr4rJu, TrxHaTa pasuoo6pasHa BbrperxHa M A IZ TCKTOIICKLI
a3pa3r4TenHocT, fpaHaqr{Te Me}KIy Tfx, a TaKA o I.{ CT,BpeMeHHaTa aMfeoAIrHaMHKa, ce oc:bulecTBrBa rrpl4 Cbqera HA ABa froAXO.{a:

Ha (aepoKocMr4vecrca)

AAHHLL noJryqeHr4 oTteoAe3I4qHIzI, reosasz.rHn, feoJIOfo_reoMop na6ntogeuux,
lrcMepBaHr4fl,v pa3nuqHrr rro vralla6 KaprLr, cHrrMKa Ep. MATepuanv.

{ucraHqaoHHr4rr (aepoKocMrEqecxz.flr) tro oA Ce ocHOBaBa Ha
pa3ll.zr rro prarua6.

(ruu, craHepHu
Ta aepoKocMr,rqecKa

HArr Karu{o HHr4.fl M eTOn

4o6pe rr3rBeHrrre rro

rJraBHrr p a3noMHr,r tFrapyrreHr4r.
a pa3Aen_srqlcTe frz

Bropaxr rroAXoA e KJracr4qecKa u |IOCTIDKEHPI,STA L1

BaHI,]s., teonofo_
MIdqHI/., xIr,4poJro)KKr4

u 4natpaMn. Tyrc ce
yqeHz, ny6nnrcaqnu.

B ny6tnxaqttnta ce r{3cJreABa cbBpe
reoAr4HaMVKa Ha. Ernrapax. vroqn_f,naHero Ha

IA3frOJBBaHe u npznolKeHlre Ha Ar4CTaHIfr{or
znQopvraqvfl. kr KoMrrJreKcHa rrHTepnp erauuq, Ha

r43froJBBaHeTO Ha aepoKocMaqecKlr AaHHI4: DA3.
pa3Aenirrenna cnoco6Hocr 14 cneKTpaneH 4"uar*or,
nso6pax<euux v MafHr4THa JreHTrr. llpa Harrll
o6esne.reHocr Lr npz npaJro)KeHrre Ha JraHArrradrno_
Ha aeuzr$pzpaHe ycnerrrHo ce oKoHTypBar Ha
pa3Mepv z nnoru HeOTeKTOHCKT4 e.4r4HLrUu. a TaKa (

pe3ynraTr4Te or BOAeHVTe reoIe3I4rIHI4 v3
reonaopQono)KKIr, TeKToHcKIr, reofrzsnvnn, feorel
AaHHr4; naolro,qeHut n ny6tuKyBaHa Kaprn, cxeM
I43nOJr3BaT KaKTO MaTepr4anr4 Ha peAr{r{a BeAOMCTB
TaKa v co 6cre eHl,r zr3cJrerB aHrr_,r.
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SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL ANALYSIS OF E LANDUSE
ON TWO TIIRRITORIES IN RAKOVSKI CT

Eugenia Roumen.ina

S p a c e R e s e arc h Instit ut e -B ulg ari an Ac ademy of

Abstract

- Tlrc paper is dedicated to land.u,re moni.toring on the ter
s his hrnant si v illag e s, Rakov ski distr ict, To ac c o ntpli sh rile s et o bj e ct t
and ntethodologies frorn R.ernote sensing, GIS-and randscapi sc
Jbllotuing tasks were set; d.eveloprnefi ;f GIS databnsr, ,ortoini
dynamics, soi.l differences, geologt and rcpography; monitoring
multichannel intages and the developed GIS daiabasi; cornpositioi
landuse stnrctLrre aM d.eterminatioi anrJ analltsis oJ'the spatial
vs. 1978.

EnvironrnentcLl cortditions antl tl.te prospeclJ.for thei.r re
preconditions lbr agricultm.al u,se of the land, Ei|orcinrenr o7 rhe

'itory of Belosem a.nd.

s and.tasks, concepts
nce are applied, 7-he

data of the lcLnduse
tf the land.use, usi.ng
lnaps, presenting t:he

dtrtnanics for 1995

provide good
w on Ownership and
Heirs rnay restLlt irL cL

r rnonitoring of the

use oJ Agricultural, Lttnd ctncl ktnd Altocation to its owners or Thei
cltcLnge in landuse sr.ructure ond envirowtxental stcttt,t,e. This calted
terrttory, nsing tlLe GIS database developed in this study.

Key words: renxote sensing, GIS, lanrl.use

An issue of present interest for modern societ is ensuring and
sllpportmg a sustainable landuse, consistent with the
socio-economic characteristics of the respective regions.

This called lbr periodicai assessment of the uti

modern technologies fcrr rapid a.cquisition of accurate s
The necessary data can be obtained by development of

tion and use of
territory in ciose relatio' with the processes of its transfi mation, applying

nvironrnental arrd

tial inforrnation.
gional and local

study is monito ing of landr-'se on
villages. Here,
ofaGISd

Geography Infbrrnation Systems (GIS), which use multi hannel images au
inlbrrnation input.

The main objeclive of the current
the territory of Belosem and Shishrnantsi
have to be resolved: 1. Development

fbllowing tasks
abase (GIS-DB),
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containing inforrnation lbr landuse dynamics, soil
topography; 2. I\donitoring of landuse, using mul
developed GIS-DB; 3. Composition of maps, prer
and 4. Deterrniration and analysis of spatial landn

iffbrences, geology and
nel irnages and the

nting landuse structure;
dynarnics .for 1995 vs.

ovski District. l'hey are
at, north-east of Piovdiv
sem) and 1,980.3 ha

tasks, concepts and
ov V., 19951, GIS

,1990; Popov A..,19891
ls is perfonned in Arc
he study is presented in
ypes of input data and
the generation of new
rnaps, composed using

of development of the
maps are presented on

t918,

Materials and methods

the obtained results i.

Table 1.

The object of the present research are diffr landuse types on theterritory of Belosem and Shishrnantsi villages, R
situated in the North part of the Upper Thracean

!9y.r: 
'Ihey occupy area of 4,Ill.4 ha (Be

(Shishmantsi).

To accornplish the set objectrves and
methodologies from Remote Sensing (RS) [Vr
fMitchell A., 1999] ancl landscape science [petrov
are applied. The development of the disital mo(
Yiew 3.2.a envfuonment. The structural diagrarn of
Fig. 1. It shows the relationship between diff-erent
ther processing and transformation into GIS_DB;
thernatic layers using the database and the thernatic

The infbrnation sources used in the procesr
GIS-DB and the r:nethods of cornposition of digital
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The analysis of the rnonitoring results ar
provides to identilrT the fbllowing riain rrends
Shishrnantsi and .Belosem villaees.

The landuse strllctllre established on the ter
is of agricultural type. The relative part of arable
crops, pastures and meadows), compared to the tot
9!.1 1: for 1978 n , displaying a slight trend fbr de
(Fig 2). For the teritory of Belosern-this indicator
% tor 1978 and j9.j % for 1995). Second cor
shows sorne increase fiom 5.6 Vo (I91g) to 7.lVo (l
no change fbr Belosern with g.7 7o for both years. .1

which increases fton4.2 % (1glg) to 4.g % tor (l
fron 4.7 Vo (1978) to 5.3 Vo (1995) fbr Betosern. T
lor the territory of Shishrnantsi are fbrests and water
3 5 .Vi accordingly, which have experienced no c

Results and Comments

period.

100

composed digital rnaps
n landnse dynamios m

itory of the two villages
land (fields, per-manent

area of Shishmantsi is
rease in 1995 - 78.6 To

ns unchanged. (80,1
build-up area, which

5) for Shishrnantsi and
ird rarrks infrastnrcture,
5) Ibr Shishmarrtsi and
other types of landuse

catohments - 4.7 7o and
e during the study

). In 7978, vineyards
able 2.). The industrial
% n 1995. The reason
f the lirnestone hills,

reatest change is also
vineyards occupiecl

(Table 3.). The sarne
3I.9 Vo of the total

able.3.).

For Belosern,.. the fbrth place is occupied by
5.4 Vo, fbllowed by ibrests wittr O.q % l97g\ and r

occupred by industrial and rnining waste and lini
1.37o of the rerritory of Shishrnantsland oriv 0.04 %

category on the territory of Shishrnantsi (Fig.
occupied 73.4 ha trnd decreased to 6,1 ha ur 1995
zones rncreased their area fiorn 0.6 % in 19ig to 2.1is building of a (lfable 2.) sreelworks in the foor
which are situated eastward of the village.

For the territory of Belosem 6ig. S.;, tne
observed in the permanent crops catogory. In 197g,
50.4 ha and in 1995 they were completely clearecl o
trend is observed for rice crops. fn lgZS ih.y n...rp
area and in 1995 thr:y were grown no longer (Fig. 3.,

water catchments with
.3 Vo (1995). The zirezr

stone-pits amounts to
of Belosern.

The most significant change is observed fi the permanent crops



LANDUSE IN ,1995 VS ,1978

LANDU{]E DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SOIL

ASSESSMENT OF THE LAI\DUSE DYNAMICS

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the srudy

Belosem is the biggest village in Rzkovski Distr
the local population with lields increased frorn 0.3 (197
per person. This can be explained with increase of the fl
cornes l-rorn an area, occupied by rice and pgrmanent cro

The provision of the inhabitants of Shishmantsi
fiorn 0.9 to 1.0 ha per person fbr the two years. The
replacement of permanent crops for fields.

The provision of
to 0.6 (1995) ha

s in 1995, which

fields increased
n is again the

ins practically
indicator fbr the
s lbr Bulgaria as

The nurnber of people in the two villages
unchanged fNational Statistics]. The provision-with-fi
studied villages diff'ers essentially tiorn the overall
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tJ'Table 2. Area (ha) changes of land-cover catesories
Shishrnantsi Villag

Com-fields,
Dirt Roads,

Industry iu:rd

well as fbr Plovdiv rregion. The value of this indicator
0,5 ha per person fbr 1990 [M. Ilieva at aI,79971.

The diagrarn 1br Shishmantsi, (Fig. 4) showi
of soil types towardls the total area of the fields, revea
distributed soils are Calcixerollic Xerochreots _

Haploxeralfs - 21 .!j To. They are suitable fbi eror

Haploxerolls, These: soils feature with srnall depth,
great active carbonates content. They are ofpoor eco

Rakovski distriot is

the relative portion
that the rnost widely

12 2 Vo and 'Iyprc
iriB grain and fbdcler

crops, vir-reyards anrJ orchards.
Second rank Fluventic Xerochrepts - 19.6 To. y are suitable fbr

vegetables, permanent crops ancl meziciows. pastures w maurly on Entic
y composition, and

rmportance.
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Table 3. Area changes of land-cover categories (ha )fbr

1. Forests, 2. Bogs and Marshlands, 3. Ravine, 4. l?astures, 5. Vi 6. Corn-fields,
11. Raikoad,7. Rice-fields, 8. Water catchments, 9. Drain Channels, 10,

12. Highway, 13. Roads, L4, Dnt" Roads, 15. Transport Ten 16. Agricultural
Buildings and Terrain, 17. Urban Area, 18. Plants Terrain, 19. I
Terrain

y and Mining

Conclusions
As a result of anthropogenic activities, now

structure of the studied areas is highly disturbed and
influence increases over time.

Rice and permanent crops cultivation exhibit a
decrease in 1995.

ys the landuse
anthropogerric

ar trend of area
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21 51

E 1. m2.

32 24

m3. za4. trs. m6. n

Fig. 4. Relative portion of soil types towards the to
1995 r. 1. Typic Xerofluvents, 2. Fluventic Xerochreprs,

working force will influence sienificantlv olant-
necessary to grow less labor-consuming cultures
potential.

reclamation provide good preconditions fbr agric
Enfbrcement of ttre Law on Ownership and Use o
Land Allocation to its Owners or Their Heirs rnav

The GIS database provides the opportunity
unbiased thernatic information from multichannel in
regular landuse monitoring of the studied areas.
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atterrs & Relationships,

TIPOCTPAHCTBEH IT BPEMEBI{ A
3EMEIIOJI3BAHETO

HA

B NBE OEJI,ACTU IIA PAI4OH ''PAKO KVf'

Eezeuun Pyueuuua

PesrcN,re

Cralusr.a e nocBereHa Ha MoHrrroolrHfa Ha BAHETO HA

Tepr.iropr{rra Ha ceJrara Eelosevr u TlTuurrraaHrlr4 - O6III Paroncxra. llpz
peanv3auwflTa Ha nocTaBeHIITe 3aAatII4 14 rJenr4 ca a3 Hr4 KOHUeIrUI.JI.J kl

MeroAr4Kr4 oT Ar4CTaHqr{O}rHr{Te v3}ne!.BAHprfl, fLIC n ta a$rosnaHuelo.
sa |LIC 6'asaflocranenra ca 3a pelraBaHe cneAHr4Te ga4arrr4'. c

AAIJIJLT 3a AI'rHaMI4KaTA HL seMe[OJrSBaHeTO, LrTe pa3lrr4l{rIfl)

r.Bo6pDKeHrrrr r4feoJrofrrfra r4 TolofpasvflTa c noMorrlTa Ha MHoro

c63AaAeHara 6asa AaHH]1^; cbcTaBfHe Ha Kaprr4, r43o6p crpyKrypara

Tr.I0Tr.rqecxu ]ilIcTI.iT)'T,

cTpaHcTBeHaTa

1978 roluna.
3A TqXHC}TO

aHe Ha 3eM.sra 3a

HOCTTA 14

HA HEIIHNTE

AO rrpoMflHa B

Tona nopaN:4a
ulTa Ha 5asara

r07

HA 3eMe[OII3BaHerO V OnpeAen_flHe A AHAIrtl3 HA

ArrHaMr4Ka Ha 3eMerroJr3BaHero 3a 1995 foAHHa cpaBHeHa

Eroloruqnnte ycnoBnfl 14 Br,3Mox(

Blbso 6Ho BrB aHe cb3AaB ar,qo 6pr4 rrp eArro craBKrr 3 a r43no

rleJrr4Te Ha 3eMeAeJrr4ero. llpu,naraHeTo Ha 3aKoHa

r43froJI3BaI{eTO Ha 3eMeAeJICKaTa 3eMq U EpbrIaHeTO Ha

CO6CTBEHuTJT4 vI TeXHI,ITe HacJIeAHI4IIH MoXe Aa AoB
cTpyKTypaTa Ha 3eMerroJr3BaHeTo r,r eKoJrofr4rrHr{.{ cT

Heo6xoAr,IMocrra or Ha6nroAeHrre Ha replrroprr.flTa c n
AA]H]/^vt, pa3p a6oTeH B r8cneABaHero.
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LAST PLANT EXPERIMENTS IN THE
GREENHOUSE EQUIPMENT ONBOARD

STATION

Tania lvan.ova, Svetlana Sapunova, plamen. Ko

S p ac e R e s e ar c lx I n stit ut e -B ul g ar i an Ac ade nty Sciences

Abstract
Unique restilts from the plant growtl.t research und.e

with a new wheat variety. This m.ore resistant variety t
d.evelopnrcnt and. even producing seconcl generation ,,space',

there were no obstacles to grow the crop that is most inxport
Life Support Systems (BLSS) during long-lastins misiiont
conducted experirrcnts with dffirent leafl vegetables in t
sarnpl.es were retu,rned to Earthfor analysi,s while the rest we
coslnonalfis to taste their flcLvour qualities.

1. Introduction
The research on plant growth under trl

lmportance since plants are a maior element of
Systems (BLSS) fbr future long-term space missions
the astronaut food and scrub the carbon dioxide in
metabolism, thus regenerating the atmosphere.

during the last experiments in the Bulparian SVET reenhouse (SG). It was
launched onboard the MIR Orbitat Station (OS) in 1990 and s lhe only equipmznt forlong lasting plant experiments in the world tiII the end of M A total of 680 days of
experiments witlx different plant species were carried out
1989-1999 two Russian crews condr,tcted the most nroducti

ftrll hfe cycle plunt
@s. So, it was proved thal
Jbr the fttture Biologicctl

ihternational programs, In
S,ev e,r al -mo nth e xp e r ine nt s

ro gravity were achieyed.

last OS Ml'R crew
SG in 2000. Plant

en wi.th pleasLtre b1, 1l1s

vity is of great
cai Lif'e Support
s can sLlpplement
air through their

, taking care of a
hological e11'ect on

astronauts' psycho-

garden in such extrelne conditions has a sienificant
the crew's emotional status, rapidly enhancing
physiolo gical condition.

The SVET Space Greenhouse (SG), an au ted facility fbr plant
growth under microgravity, was designed in the S
Bulgarian Acadern.y of Sciences. It was tested and I
joint project with the Institute of BioMedical prob (IBMP), Moscow,

rce Research Institute,
nphed in space under a
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within the Krys'tall module, docked to the MIR OS on Ju

those times, SVET SG has been a regular equipment onl

till its plunge into the Pacific and was used to accommod

680 days plant space experiments on different scientiflc
2000 (Table 1). Unique scientific results in the field of S

obtained from these experiments.

Table L. Main plant experiments carried out in the
onboard the MIR OS

in 1990-2000.

ll 10, 1990. Since
rd the MIR OS

a series of total
grams in 1990-
e Biology were

ET SG

)

)

S

No Year Start-end Day
S

Plant variety Program

I r990 16 Jun-8 Aug 54 Radishes, Chinese Cabbage INTERCOSMO
S

2 t995 10 Aus-9 Nov 90 Wheat Stner Dwarl MIR-SHUTTL,E

3 r996 5 Aus-6 Dec 123 Wheat Super Dwarf MIR-NASA-3
A 7996-91 6 Dec-17 Jan 42 Wheat Suner Dwctrf MIR-NASA-3
5 1991 31 May-30 Sep i15 Mustard Bra.ssica Ranct (3 vt MIR-NASA-5
o 1998-99 18 Nov-26 Feb. 100 Wheat Apos.ee RUSSIAN

1 1999 9 Mar-17 Aue 130 WheaL Ap o,q e e (2"" gener aLio RUSSIAN

8 2000 21 Mav-15 Jun 21 4 lattice crops-genus B ra s s ic RUSSIAN

Total time: 680

The first successful 2-rnonth experiments witl
(radishes and Chinese Cabbage) carried out in 1990 provr

Bulgarian hardware and technology 17,2).In 1995, Amer
the Utah State University (USU), USA and NASA/Arnr
designed the American Gas-Exchange Measuretnent Sysl

was added to the SVET SG basic Bulgarian equiprne
environrnental factors to which plants are exposed. T
(Sr.tper Dwa.rf variety) plant experiments were carried
GEMS equipment. The physiologioal and chemical analyr

space plants, grown in these two experimonts, though lo

been exposed to significant moisture and nutrient stress

direct our ef'forts to equiprnent optimization in order

adequate environment for the plants - light intensity
substrate (soil) moistening.

A set of the SVET-2 SG equipment (a gree

generation) with considerably improved technical c

designed by Bulgarian scientists on NASA's order and

n

l

)

t

vegetable plarils
the efliciency of
.n scientists fiorn
Research Center
n (GEMS) [3], It
to rscord more

ee-month wheat
rt in the SVET-
; showed that the
dng healthy, had

11. This made us

o provide mclre

Ld spectrurn and

of

nched on board
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t expenments on the
IMBP and carried out

in the SVE:|-2 SG equiprnenr on the MIR-NASA fogram in 1996-9i l5l.The specific goals of these experiments were w plants through a

Ithy plants of Sttper-
fe cycle during the
ASA-3 program frorn

Shannon Lucid and
heat seed.s were not

the MIR OS in early 1996. A succession of p
"Greenhouse" Project were planned by the USU a

complete liie cycle in space ,,from 
seed to seed",

dwarf wheat wore grown through a complete
"Greenhouse 2b" experiments conducted on MIR
Augnst 1996 to Jfanuary 1997 by the U.S. astronr
John Blaha. Unfortunately, in these experlmonts
produced in space. AII 291 heads harvested on
sterile - not a single seed was detected. It was fou
the cabin atniosphere of MIR OS had caused the s

Another plant species - mustard plants (Brt
short life cycie were used in the next iGreenhou

were planned by the Louisiana State University
conducted by the ?rstronaut Michael Foale on the M
MIR-NASA-5 prograrn [6]. For the first rime, a fu
seed to soed" was completed and seeds produced
germinated and developed. A total of three sn
Bras's'ica Rapa plants were grown and harvested.

Notwithstanding the indisputable success of
complete lifb cycle "Iiorn seed to seed" achieved u

ber 6, 1996 were
the ethylene gas in

y ofthe heads"

a Rapa) with a very
" experirnents. They
SU and IBMP and

OS in 1997 under the
life cycle "frorn

space were planted
sive generatlons oi

experlments - a
r rnicrogravity - the
lelt open. ScienLists

re impofiant 1br the
10ns.

problern of producing wheat seeds in space was
directed their attention to wheat plants again as
ltrture BLSS and crew fbod during long-term spaoe

under the Russian national space research program
purpos of these experiments was to continue
reproductive function in rnicrogravity and to grow
generations. The trast experirnent "Greenhouse 6',
carried out by the crew of the last MIR OS in 2000.

2. Results from the Last SVET-2 SG Experiments
The plant experiments in the SVET_2 SG we

with another wheat. variety Apogee. This variety w
fiorn the USU under the direction of prof. B.
greenhouses and has the ability to form seeds in
ethylene concentrations. The Apogee wheat reaches a
important fbr the conditions of a space flight. The
plant experiment was carried out between Noveni

h,xperiments "Greenhouse 4 and 5" were rjmed on the MIR OS
in 1998-99. The main

studies of wheat
ps of several wheat

ith leafy crops was

the MIR OS
ntinued in 1998-99
igned by scientists

bee especially fbr
conditions o1 high

e height, wtrich is
ouse 4" wheat

1998 and February
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1999 by the26rh Russian crew. On November 18, 1998, t space "farmers"
Genadiy Padalka and Sergey Avdeev planted 50 wheat , but only 8 of
them serminated due to insulficient initial substrate moi ing. New seeds

were sown again on November 30. In the beginning December. thev

started to germinate and grew good sprou1.s. Latet, about 27, plants
sclentlsts were

in space, The

crew confirrned this at the tirne of video observations on 2 (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. A photograph of the Apogee wheat
plants grown during the "Greenhouse 4"
experiment in the SVET-2 SG on the MIR
Orbital Station taken in Februarv 1999.

AII72 plants with 29 ears had seeds [7]. On :uary 26, the life
ears were put mcycle was cornpleted and the plants were harvested. A11

a bas and sent to Earth. On Earth, each ear with the was packed

separately and sent fbr detailed analysis. A total of space-produced
getting no moreseeds were counted althoueh the investisators antici

than 100. The preiirninary report said that the "space" had sirnilar
strllctures to "earth" seeds and that they looked viable. y 10 seeds were

generation spacekept onboard fbr firrther sawing in order to produco seco

seeds. 45 of the seeds that slipped out of the ears were p and put aside

to be nlanted on Earth. Fresh seeds usually require a rest period (of
way in order toseveral rnonths) befbre planting. The scierrtists used anot

save time, On April 1, they soaked these 45 seeds fbr day. 40 of thern

gerrninated and were put into afreezer. On April 5, the s were taken out

and, on the next day, a1l40 seeds were planted and fu

started to form heads, which seemed flrl1 with seeds,

excited. For the first time wheat seeds appeared to be o

1999, the next '(Greenhouse 5" wheat plant experirnent
27th Russian sDaco crew. The cosrrlonauts soaked 40
produced and 30 earth-produoed). Al1the seeds germi
day, they were put into a freezer for several days. On

were planted in the SVET-2 SG. Unfortunately, at this ti
in the MIR OS was about 29"C while the wheat plants

soil temperature of 1Z-77"C. For that reason, only two

The same procedure was applied onboard the MI S. On March 3,
as started by the

routed.

(10 space-

and, on the noxt
rch 9, the see:ds

the temperature
uired an optimal
of the ten space
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plant developed and produced seeds. Nevertheless,
For the first time second-generation space s(
microgravity. In April, the new ,,space,, 

seeds were
They endured the landing and launch loading well
vacant places in order to use the sowing area

seeds sprouted. Iiurther, one of thern died and nly remaining wheat
was a unique result
were produced i;

rned to the MIR OS.
were planted in the

thore effectively. The

t the piants, were not
harvested because of the risk of rotting. The equip.
till August 17, when the plant samples were collec
fbr lirrther detailed analysis. A1l the 5 second_gene
planted on Earth, gerrninated and produced heal
experiments gave further evidence that wheat sro
microgravity fbilow the same pattern as on Earih.

expenmerts wefe conpleted on June 7, 1999.

as a whole was not extended. Neither were the ind
development. Experirnents ,'Greenhouse 4 and 5,'

continued operating
and returned to Earth
ion space seeds were

green plants" The
and deveJoprnent in
period of vegetation

phases of wheat
a total of morethan 1000 "space" seeds and seoond-generation ',sp

in the "Greenhouse 5" experiment. Table 2 presents
analysis of two space generations wheat plants [g].
second-generation space plant was not morphologir

seeds were obtained
a lbr the comparative

the whole, the only
ly different frorn the

first-generation ones and the ground experimental sa les (control),

Table 2. Characteristics of Apogee wheat in experi
"Greenhouse 4 and 5"

Flight experiment
"Greenhouse 5"

Period of the full
cycle of vegetation,

3.0+1.0

Plantheight, cln 35.3+3.1 27.1+7.1

Number of seeds per

rt2



This exoeriment was a sreat scientific success. lant with a long
life cycle was grown "from seed to seed" in space. M ver, this was a

wheat plant - a plant of great agricultural importance.
the "Greenhouse 4 and 5" experiments wore received t
microgravity on plant development was debatable, Now
conclusion that retarding of plant development in space

re the results of
ing eff'ect of

logists drew the
caused not only

n cyole (.[eaves

mpleted on June
the cosmonauts

e raised for 26
nsis), Mtzttna

and mustard (8.
he space-grown

rNon between
and 2000 space
5 times higher.

the SVEI-2 SG
114r tJ

by the lack of gravitational force, but also by the co existing in a

closed space where there are many environmental llutants whose
concentration. thoush admissible fbr man. is harrnftrl to ts.

The MIR OS was renewed after it had been emot r 223 days and
the next "Greenhouse 6" plant experiment was carried o in the year 2000

rent species of
on May 21by

xander Kalery)

under the Russian national spaco program. Seeds of 4
lattice crops - genus Bra,s'sica were planteclin the SVET-
the 28'" space crew (cosmonauts Sergey Zalyottn and
which grew normal biornass (Fig. 2).

The plants were chosen fbr their short veget
mature rn2-4 weeks after sowing). The experiment was
15, A sample of each plant was brought back to Earth, w
tested the rest.

In the 2000 experiment, four leafy vegetables
days, in<;luding Chinese cabbage (Brassica rapa var. p
(8. rapa var. nipposin.ica), broccoli (8. rapa var. utilis'
jttn,cea). The growth and development characteristics
plants did not diff'er fiorn their ground analogues. The
the Chinese cabbage crop dry mass grown in the 1

experiments demonstrated that productivity in the latter

Fig. 2. A view on the green plants (4 lattice crops) grow
in June 2000.



In the 2000 experiment, cosmonauts tested the
received leaf vegetables and concluded that any of
be a signiticant enhancement to their diet, and a
production greentrouse, as they gave preference to

3. Major scientific results
More than 400 experiments were conduc

its 14 years in orlbit. And the "Greenhouse" experi
rank among the rnost irnportant and successflrl ones.

The scienl;ific results obtained during the
experiments answered a number of questions conc,

Light cornpletely replaces the gravity vector an
light as they sprout. The plants which are in t

microgravity ari they do under normal gravity co
The results obtained during the biological

environmental variables in a human space habitat
irnpact on plant growth and development und
determined.

The rnain lesult from the series of experir
SVET-2 SG on the MIR OS is that there is no "
growth in microgravity. The research conducted in
scientists nearer to the possibility to grow plants fr
proved the feasibil,ity of BLSS developrnenr if appr
desiened.

mrcrogravity [9]:

nts turn towards the
of the sowing

area turn upwards while the others turn aside of the reflecting
surface (rnailar) put on the walls within the cham
Seeds must ber orientated before sawing becau
grow towards the light, the plant will die.

the root begins

o The roots fill up the entire substrate volurne and are orientated not
to the gravity vector but to the areas with rnore n and moisture.o The nutrients flow away towards the tuber and is is not because of

ishes were grown).gravity but due to the capillary osrnose (in 1990,o The space plants take the same time to flo produce seeds in
10ns,

ht experirnenis are
fundamental. Reiteration of the "seed-to_seed" cyc as achieved and the

vour qualities of the
four varieties would
y crop for a space

una and mustard.

the MIR OS durins
are considered to

ET and SVE]]-2 SG
growth underg plant

OS) having an
mlcrogravlty wefe

if

L]

tr

t

pel
.yl
1S
qui

the
ppe
Lity

inr
equ

'-s
and
lant
the
hey
was

l'I an

r plar
ght th
. The
nt want
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The successful
showed that the lack
developrnent in space.
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the second and third generation space-produced seeds

plant size and yields is possible to be found on a cellular
The vegetable plants grown onboard the MI

"Greenhouse 1" (1990) and "Greenhouse 6" (2000)
another important plant group that deserves spec

experiments were conducted under severe water stress
caused by different reasons. A f'ew months before the
the Pacific (in March 2001), the crew tasted the green
SVET SG fbr the first time.

4. Prospects for the ISS
The new International Space Station (ISS) will

opportunity for conducting flrll life cycle plant experime
including moasurelnent of more vital plant parameters du
years. Now, many countries (Russia, USA, Italy, Japan,
plant growth facilities for scientific research based

operational principles, scheduled for the ISS.

conduction of so many successful experiments make
preferred partners for ftrture international collaboration
fbr plant microgravity research on the ISS. The
equipment allows diff'erent international teams of bio
experiments planned on their own programs. There are
fbr ioirit projects, but the most perspective is the Brazilia

between the SRI and BRAZSAT (Brazilian Cornpany i
research and cornmercial space services). According to

Two governmental institutions were involved in the
Space Research Institute (INPE) and the Brazlhan

experience and "know-how" is being developed [10].
diff'erential nlant chamber air Darameters and some
parameters will be rneasured and processed on-1ine. U
photosynthesis rneasurement datzr the controller will eva
and perfbrm adaptive environrnental control in o

case
,1
tL.

OS

of normal

during the
ents are of

attention. Both
atter that it was
OS plunge irrto

grown in the

rovide a perfbct
in microgravily,

the next 15-20
c.) are designing
the SVET IIG

ran sc1011t1sts

desisn faciiit:les
rsality of the

sts to use it 1br

he area of space
both parties will

t: the Brazilian
Itural Research

absolute and
nt physiologioal
transpiration and

the plant status
provide niost

The desisned biotechnolosical and technical pment and the

nt proposals

In October, 1999, a Memorandum of Under ing was signed

work together on the development of Equiprnent for tural Research
in Microgravity (EPAM) using Bulgarian space Lrse experlen()e.

Cornpany (EMBRAPA.). In 2000, a Feasibility Study tract was signed
and now we are waiting for financial support for the
Project's development.

stages of the

A new Concept fbr a new Space Greenhouse, on the Bulgarian
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f'avorable conditions fbr plant growth at every stage plant developrnent in
autonomous mode during plant rnicro gravity experit

The Bulgarian and Brazilian Governments s rt the negotiiUions -

visit of the Bulsarian
e is scheduled for

2003-04 and will be probably connected with the fli of the first Brazilian
astronaut. The aiflr of the experiments will be to effectiveness of the

a bilateral agreement was signed in 2000 during
Foreign Minister in Brazil. The EpAM launch ir

methods lbr fighting plant diseases and to srow
species in the conditions of rnicrogravity. EpAi4 wi
Braziiian allocation and will be accommodated in a
in the upper half of rhe NASA developed EXPRESS

$ore productive plant
pe mounted in the ISS

diouble rniddeck locker
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Taun lrleauoqa, CqemnaHa CanyHoBa, IIraMeu Rocmoe, faudonoa

PesrcN{e

YHraramrz pe3ynrarr4 B r43cneABannflTa, cB:bp3a pa3Br4Tr4e'ro Ha

fro BpeMe rrapacreHr4rra B ycJIoBI4r Ha 6e3TernoBHocr, ca nocrl4fH
nocJreAHr4Te eKcrrepr4MeHTr4 B 6urapcrara KocMu.recra x(epr4r (KO)
CBET Tx e nscrpeJrrHa Ha 6opAa na Op6uraJrHa craH OC) MI4P npes
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Aerospace ald Envilonmental medicine, 33, 1,999, 1 , 10-16.

1990 r. u 6eure eAVHcrBeHara anaparypa 3a A:bnrocpoq
pacreHar B cBera Ao Kparr Ha cbrr{ecrByBaHeTo Ha oc
rrpoBeAeHr.{ o6rqo 680 4Hra eKcfrepr4MeHTrr c piBnHqHr4 B

Me)KAyHapoAHr4 nporpaMr. B nepr4oAa 1998-1999 r.
Ha OC MLIP ocbrllecrBr4xa Hafi-pffiyJrrarHl,ITe
eKcnepprMeHTH c HoB copr nrxeHr4rla. Tosu no-ycro
ocbrlecTBrBaHeTo Ha IIlbJreH rIr4K6JI Ha pa3BrrTr4e Ha

noryqaBaHero Ha BTopo rroKoJIeHZe "KocMI4.IecKu"

AOKa3aHO, rre HrMa nperrKu Aa 6r,{e oTrnex(AaHa

6esrerrosuocr r4 Hafi-BDKHara KvJrrvoa 3a 6r4onorurq

pa3nr4r{HH Br4AoBe caJrareHz KynrypH B KO CBET npes
pacTeHr4-flTa 6xxa nrpHaTu Ha 3eNaqra ga v3crel.BaHr4fl.,

A.Levinskikhet.
Orbital Complex MIR.
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coordinates witlt bontb casting. The basic problems are forn.
resol,t,rtion are di,scussed. Unique methocl. ind equipment forcoordinates of bornb- or builet-hit target are'proposrd. A

improvement of fight training in aviation require to
the crews' results with firing at ground_based tar

control of bornb casting and firing at ground_
oxpress analysis, and result assessment.

.The problern fbr automatic expross identif
shell-hit target can be resolved using various metl

shortcornings, but some of thern rnight be irnplerner
time, when the neuz type of components needed for t

The idea for using a seisrnological system
targets with various types of firing is boosted by its r
perlormance, and cost eff'ectiveness. Such syste
automatically the position of earthquake epicentres.

OPTIMIZED SYSTEM FOR COORDINA
WITH ACCURACY FIRING AT GRO ND TARGETS

Garo Mardiross'ian., Boytch.o Boytch.ev, Boyko R

DETERMINA'TION

t b,f Sciences
o{Sciences

Abstract
The paper is devoted Io an automated seismological rn deterrnining the target

and the options for their
ic determination of the

optimization analysis ismade, based on which the optirual block diagram oI the implementing theproposed method i.s syntlrcsized.

1" Problen
The enhanced requirements for inte flcation and quality

ve objective data fbr
ts. Such data can beprovided by high-perfbrmance methods and instrn ntation Ibr objective

targets, automatic

2. Problena resolving options
n of a bolnb- or

s: seismic, acoustic.
Iocation, infiared r:tc. [3,13,14]. All of thern featu me advantages and

effectively at alater
purpose will appear.

identify explosion
ive simplicity, high
allow to identify

y-made elements
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and units Ibr construction of such systems are already a

the related software [7].
In l4l, the optional rnethods lbr identificat

epicentres are discussed, using directly the recorded times
seismic waves. The most popular of thern are the S

Method [8] and the Hyperbole Method [1,6].
Since the task lies in determination of fire-hit w

wo can asslrlne the source of seismic waves as beine
surf'ace, accounting only fbr the propagtrtion of volum
waves. This allows to consider the oroblem in olane co

3. Proposed method
In [4], a copyright-protected [5] rnethod and

proposed, providing to identily automatically the epi
earthquakes, explosions, bomb- or shell-hits eto., fbr epi
is negligibly small compared to the epicentre's distance.
are the recorded times of the first seisrnic waves arrived
Pt, Pz, Ps ,.,,.Prr.

In Fig.1, a plane coordinate system XOY is

exemplary arbitrary position of three recording stations,
their respective coordinates, 'd.1b1, x2b2 and a3b3, and t
bomb or shell's hit-position) with unknown coordina
arriving tirnes of the first seismic waves, generated by
hitting epicentre E at trne to are t1, 12 rr /: at the th
accordingly.

For basic geometric considerations, a systern of 3
written, where y stands for seismic waves' propagation
the earth's surf'ace. Obviouslv. this velocitv can be assn

the firing-grouud, where the surfzrce ground Iayer is act

(1) (^ - a,)'+ (y - br)' = vz(t1 - t)2

(* - at)t+ (y - br)t = v2(t2 - t)2

(* - ar)t+ (y - br)t = f(z - t")2

able, as well as

of earthqual<e

the first arrived
ive Iterations

olygon tighting,
on the ground

r"rs longitudinal
te system.

equlpment are

tre position of
res whose depth

> t1,> L2; 1.3 > . . "t.t

recording sites

own, wittr orre

t, Pz u Ps, with
picentre E (the
x and y. The

bornb or shell's
recording sites,

uations rnay be
ity throughout

constant within
homogenous:
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Should the recording stations be positioned: or
the other - in the origin of the coordinate svstem (

thtrd - on the x axis (be =0), then, the system o
simplified:

x2+(y-br)t=v2(h-to)z

*'+f=vz(tz-to)2

(*- ar)' -br' = f 1t1- t.72

b

E (x,y)
l.o

+

the y axis (ar = 0),
= 0, bz = 0), and the

uations (i) can be

recording stations is
ing the times of the
's overall spoed of

Pt ....Pu along the
shown.

(2)

r20

Since the clistance from the epicentre to
relatively smnll, a trigher resolution is required fbr
tirst arrived seisrnic waves, as well as for the sys
operation.

In Fig, 2, the position of the eight stations, p1,
firing ground's periphery and the central station Cp a.



Fig.2

4. Optimization analysis
A simple assessment reveals that, with assumed ge velocity of

seismic waves propagation of 3 km/s and acquired y of hit target
coordinates of the order of 10 m. the resolution at the ti of recording the
arrival of the tirst waves is of the order of 0,003 s,

recording accuracy is no problern lbr modern chrono
ugh such time
ic systems, the

possible dilferences ln sersrnic waves propagati
instrumentation errors in threshold blocks' activation

velocity and
the recording

stations might result in incorrect determination of the 's position. This
the numbor andcan be elirninated by software means and bv i

optiniizing the position of the recording stations t121, T reased number
of recording stations produces an overdetermined sys equations, thus

minimizationeliminating the influence of locai minimums with
procedure and increasing significantly the accuracy determining the

system can beunknown coordinates. Here, overdeterrnination of
achieved by about 8 registration stations.

A rnajor problem here is the choice of seismo vers. Depending
seismoreceivers
or piesoelectric

on operation conditions, the problem can be solved usi
with magnetoelectric transducer. capacitv transducer
transducer [4]. The analysis criteria are sensitivity, ncy bandwidth,
damping, and calibration options. Magnetoelectric t ucers feature
highest sensitivity and best damping potential, but they relatively large-

t21



current malntenance,
not decisive. T'he most
uency characteristics,
t the sensor's output,

maximal high-frequency bandwidth, and own frequency eutside
the frequency barrd of the processed seismoreceiver ric signals.

Accounting for the above, and mindin the cost andoperation condit:ions (temperature and rnoisture the first place), aseismoreceiver w:ith piesoeiectric transducer is su

th under the earth's
ted, such as acoustic

airplane including.

reduced.
morsture etc.) is also

sized, require adjustment at the tirne of assernbly
and are relatively expensive. Here, high sensitivity
rmportant criteria are salneness of amplitude_
maximal increment veiocity of the electric sisn

Since the sensors are positioned at sonr-e-
surf'ace, the disturbing influences should be elirn
waves, generated by various sources, the bomb_cr
The influence of clirnatic factors (ternperature, wi

The manner of discrirninating (cornparing)
first seisrnic waves at each sensor is essential. The

tirst option requir.es taking lneasures to preserve
pulse, which in its turn necessitates coordination
precise wave resistance. The second option rneans tr
actual analogue signal from the seisrnoreceivers z

arrival tirnes of the
ilable options aro two- discrirnination at each station or discrirnination a tfe central station. The
fiont of the electric

aird using cables with
mitting the amplified

,, Yvruvll 41l' JLlljPllgu
rits. In the dedicated

amplified, and disorirninated. The first seismic wa
are received, filtered,
liont, propagating inthe firing ground's surface layer, activates the se rs m a succ9sslon,

sensors is collecter1. Upon comparing, by the 1ag tin
intervals are transformed into lag_equivalent dlgi
through a standard interface to ih"- cornputer ir
interface module, the electric signals from the senso

depending on their. distance frorn the hit point. As
seisrric wave arrives with tirne lags of +A/1, +Lt2t
are firnction of propagation velocity and the relevant
lags may be observed with several sensors positi
away from the hit point (as with the case in Fie.2),
sensors etc. Thus, fbr instance, with g seismosensors,
relative time lags with respect to the first activated, ,

instrumentation cable to the central station,
at the input of a dledicated analogue interface

"0"

122

of pulse fronts, time
which are supplied

ted in Fig.3, the
accordingly), which
tance 51. Equal tirne

at equal distances

is assumed to be

s well as with pairs of
the system measures 7



In the dedicated interface module, the elect
sensors are received, friltered, arnplified, and discrirni
wave tront, propagating in the firing ground's surface
sensors m a succession, depending on their distance
illustrated in Fig. 3, the seismic wave arrives with ti of +4t1, +At2

locity and the
several sensors

with the case in
instance, with 8

ith respect to the

etc., accordingly), wtrich are function of propagatio
relevant distance 51. Equal time lags may be observeO ,

posrtioned at equal distances away fiom the hit point (
Fig.2), as well as with pairs of sensors etc. 'Ihus, fc

signals fiorn the
The first seismic

yer, activates the
the hit point. As

seNmosensors, the systrern lneasures 7 rerative tirne lass
first activated, which is assumed t0 be ,,0".

s', k
;:, 5

Fig. 3
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The optiLons for transmitting an electric s
stations are also two: along a wireless (radioc
Undoubtedly, the lags over a radiochannel will
size, and their cornpensation will be more difficu
length difference AL = l}00m between the closest

.--l--------'-___-_---_-__-_--1--._----l--_---..1.----_--l_--__--i_..-----J..-.

0-2 0,4 0,6 0,'l

Fig,4

al from the peripheral
or along a cable link.

and of various
rus, a maximal cable
the farthest station,

Si tn

order of 3.10-6 s, i.e.
ingly cornpernsated
various peripheral

ground, lbr distances
of Ar = 0,03 s. with
relationship r = f(S)

With an assumed maximal difference of Av 0,1 knr/s in r;urface
seismic waves' propagation velocities within the fir

will produce a time difference in passing this Al, of
within the microsecond range. Cables should be a
for or harmonized, accounting for the time iags o
stations.

of the order of 0,5 km, time error will be of the o
respect to overall tirne, this amounts to about 6 %.
for three difl'erent veiocities y is shown in Fiq, 4.

5. Technical implementation
In Fig. 5, the overall block diagram of

synthesized based on optimization analysis. The ma
synthesizing were l.hat in IBM pC, the internal tirne

r24



directly because they f'eature but a short-time accuracy
Their appearance, irrespective of the operation system,
of to dozens of milliseconds. To provide fbr accurate
times At; with suftlcient resolution, another accurate su
needed, with sufficiently high frequency. For the purl
frequencies of the bus of the IBM pC may be also us

processed by the computer, using adequate software
already proposed, For such purposes INTEL and so
propose the integrated circuit BZ54 (3 timers), whic

correct discrirnination. This takes place in blocks HpF (
fi_!er), V (amplifier), and LpF (low-frequency filter)
elirninate the possible direct-current level (which beais
fiorn the sensors' arnplifiers. HpF elimi'ates the noises

2, Because of the fact that the initial phase of t
supplied by the sensors is unclear, the provi-ed compi

mean and pezrk value of the signals obtained at the ou
detectors control the activation threshold of comDarers
control of the activation threshold makes the systern ad
signals, prevents false activation, and may enhance meas

time resolution.
ies frorn a couple

urement of the

fiing generator is
some supportmg

simple work algorithm (used in fiequency-rneters), the t
nder a relatively
intervals Atl are
pulses may be

filled by the frequency fa, whereas the number of
the algorithrn

other producers

intervals; it is a part oi the hardware set and it is como
signals of all IBM PCs.

n process tilxe

The structure and work algorithrn of the SDS
proposed structural diagrarn is as fbllows:

1. Filtration and arnplification of the sensor_

aocording to the

plied signal lbr
y-high-liequency
F is included to
data) originating
side the sensors'

useful liequency bandwidth and is conjugated with them.
analogue signals

(K) are of the
window type, with symmetrical cornparing threshold h respect to the
zero line, cornparing above the noise level of the in
variety of such integrated elements is available.

signals. A great

3. An essential element in the operation of su a systom is the
tion is possible
threshold. One
adapts itself to
detectors of the
t of LPF; these
. The adequate

comparing threshold. Depending on its level, false ac
with low threshold and missed activation _ with hi
possible solution is the floating activation threshold, wh
the input signal. For tho purpose, the circuit is supplied

le to the input
ments aocuracy.

Ie with the ollice
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Fig, 5

orefront of the. first
hannel. To simolitv
uld be transfbrmed
rried out in blocks

4. The usefirl infbrrnation is contained in tl
pulse at the olltput of comparers (1 for each individu
the operation of the next logic L, the pulse sequence
into one, wider pulse, preserving the iorefiont. This
M1i , which are, in fact, rnonovibrators.
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5. To elirninarte the error resulting liom the
from the sensors to the module,s input. blocks
compensating for the rlifferent time lags of the signals a

6. The pulses obtained at the outputs of M21
fbrefio't) contain the whole data needed for aocurate

t cable length
are introduced,
the cables.
particular, their

r"rlation of the hit

and the result ol

coordinates. By the control logic L, the forefront of t irst arrived pulse
activates counting at all timers f,., whereas the arrival f the fbrefionr of

counting at 1.his

started the counting this number is 0.
7. The digital clata containing the channel,s nurn

the timer having

counting is s'fflcie't to calculate the hit coordinates. It
is transmitted by buffers (B) to the bus of the pC.

Iy this data that

Another version is also possible, where the w above-described

mlcroprocessor system, consisting of microprocessor (pJ
comrnunication interfirce, say RS232, parallel port or

m. In it, the whole

li t" bus of rhe

requires additional povyer-supply, a box, and own softwa

)l ROM, RAM and
I[SB. This option

each subsequent pulse at whichever channel stoos
channel's timer. Each tirner counts one number, wher,

module is part of a PC)-independent microprocessor sys
data, instead of being fed to the bus of the pC, is fe

On the structural diagram, both options are r

option, the rnodule is positioned in the pC slot, prov

A hit-rnatrix may be created, containing the
differences fbr each sensor and corresponding to each
ground. Discretization depends on the needed recordins

accounts for a'd eliminates the errors resulting frorn pos
the seismic waves' propagation velocities at different r

ground, the fbllowing algorithrn may be adopted.
identification of the hit position, the computer recilcula
this tirne correcting velocity, and accordingly, the ti
wave's arrival from the hittargetto each pp.

provides grounds fbr the systern's technical design. Expr
will verify the operability, accuracy, and applicabilit

wn. In the tirst
with adequerte

soflware, while in the second option the mi r system
communicates with the PC through standard interface.

lhtive actual tirne
int of the liring-

Here, no cable cornpensation or coordination is need
clcuracy of the hit.
. The matrix also
ible diff'erences in

of the lrirrg
ground.Knowing these different velocities at different s of the fuing

the initial
the coordinates,
fbr the seismic

The synthesiz€,d block diagrarn of the radioeiec [ic section of the
COK-2, jointly with the determined basic technical_o on parameters,

ts in the field
f the proposerd

system.
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OTITI{MII3I4PAHA CNCTEMA 3,{ O
KOOPAI4TIATI4I|E frpl4 TOqHA CTpEJIEA Irr

fapo MapdupocnH, Boiluo Eofivee, Boilxo p,

PesrcMe

B cra:rz.sra e onvcaHa aBToMarH3IrpaHa cet3
onpeAeJrrHe Ha KoopAUHaTr{Te Ha rleJrprTe npu 6oM6oM'
ocHoBHr4Te npo6neMrz r{ ca pa3rJreftaHL B1b3MO)KHOCTATe

u

)l

loe,L Comupoe

IIa CI{CTe]V{a 3a
OopnaynnpaHr ca

TrxHoTO perrraBaHe.
flpe4noxeHlr ca opr{r,r{H,ureH MeroA v anapur;ypa ga HO OnpeAeJrrrrre Ha
KOopAEHaTr4Te IIpI,I 6ou6ovrsrane 14 xBbpJrrHe Ha Hanpanen e KparbK
onrklMlr3ar{HoHeH aHaJILr3, Bb3 OCHOBa Ha KofiTO e CI4HTe3r4 OIITI4MAJIHATA 6JIOKcxeMa Ha aflapaTypaTa, peaJrkr3r.rparqa npeAJro)KeHr{,
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MAN AS AN OBJECT OF GEOCHEMICAL AND YSICAL
INFLUENCES

Irina Stoilova

S o lar Terre str ial,hfluenc e s Lab orato ry -B ulg ar ian

Abstract
There are on increa.sing number of papers in the la,st that eyidence of a

health parameterscorrelation between geochemical and geophysical factors and h
and hunmn behaviour. The basic factors that could affect hurnan Ith and behaviour

y of Sciences

are: the geochemical composition of the geographical envi
processes; the geonmgnetic fieldvariations (GMV), the climatic cl
of the solar activity as well as the fact that aII o.f them could
other. The subject of this paper is the theoretical basis of
geophysical influences on human health. The bioloBical mechanit
the geonxagnetic field influ,ences the psychological and behavio

; the tectonic
es and the changes
nce mutucLlly each
geochemical and

according to which
reactions of people

suggestions and
this area and the

rnan from the

that evidence
tors and human

129

are not highlighted or identified yet. We present sorne of the
theories trying to explain these mechanisms. The studies Tterfo
obtained. result,s will be veet useful in developmg measures to
harmfitl influence of geochemical and geophysicalfactors.

Introduction
There are an increasing number of papers in the last

of a correlation betweon geochernical and geophysical
health parameters and human behaviour. The data co
of this correlation becorne much ffrore convincine. The
groups of investigations: those confuming the correlatj
not prove it is approxirnately 4:l..,The eft'ect of
geophysical f'actors on human behavior is not an a



event, but it is usually so complex that it could
process of lirnited observations during the perfb

The basic factors that could affect numan

the changes of tlre solar activity as well as rhe
influence mutually each other.

geochernical cornposition of the geographical ; the tectonic
processes; the geomagnetic field variations (GMV), clirnatic changes and

easily ornitted in the
vestigations" l 1l.

and behaviour arel the

that all of thern could

the iodine content in
which is a result of

n could cause the

f urnan constitution is
it$ quantity in soil. A

Geochemical Influences

on hurnan health and

;ion of the soil and the
h the quantity of rock

with regional variations are integral ingredients of
mical cornponents

, DNA and DIINA as

, There are a nurnber
ionship between the
and human health as

in all these cases, the
exlstence of such a relationship is considered to be orically proven. For

The influence of the geochemical oompo
behaviour is deterrnined by the geochemical cor
waters of a certain area; it is in direct relationship
formations present in the same area, A number of

well as of most of the human constitution enzymes
of well-known cases dernonstrating a close r(
geochemical cornposition in given geographical are
well as other cases known only to the speoialists. B

exarnple, there is a well-known relationship betl
human food diet and the development of enclernic
iodine deficiericy.

The change of the copper (Cu) content in
considered as a consequence of the deorease of
disturbed copper rnetabohsm in hurnan constit
appearanco of the Wilson disease (hepato_lenticular
the symptoms of the Alzheimer's disease and ol
Copper is part of the content of some enzymes th
Central Neural Systern (CNS) cell activity (dopamir

ration) as well as

ople dernentia [4].

cytochrome oxidase, etc.).

are related w:ith the
monoamilre oxidase.

The high molybdenurn (Mo) content of unde und rocks in some
Norwegian areas is considered as the main reason f
cases of Multiple Sclerosis (MS) observed in these
copper (Cu) and nickel (Ni) content in the enviro is much less than the
existing standards. It is considered that both rnetals
respect to the great Mo content [5].

a balancing eff'ect in

Aluminum (An) is another soil, water and the fi component related
with the development of degenerative processes in
(Amyotrophyc Lareral Sclerosis - ALS). The freouen

130

N the great number of
aireas. Sirnultaneously,



some geographical areas are explained by the great
in the soil [6].t

It is found that the low zinc (Zn) content callses
and psychological derangements [7],

The heaiing eff'ect of lithium (Lt in the cases of
and psychological probierns is well-known.

Selenium (Se) is; used successfully in the cases
derangements as well as for potency improvement. This
close relationship between environrnental geochemical
health and psycholo gical activity.

Tectonic Process;es
The tectonic processes are a f'actor that could

psycho-physiological prooesses. It is found that p
activity could be observed days or even rnonths l

phenomena. Unlbrtunately, the phenomena usuaily o
behaviour perturbatiofl$ are accounted for only retros

nnusual events has increased. For example, various li

health problerns. GMF variations and especially low freq
Hr) variations penetrate easily live tissue, thus i"

surprisingly in areas located even at distances of several ndred kilometers
away from its epicenter. Such precursors are: the eiectri field changes, the
low frequency variations, the specific smell of unde gfound gases, the
Geomagnetic Field (GMF) changes and the low and hi ftequency acoustic

rved and hurnan

frequently established fact is that the nurnber of the va

ively. The rnost

Lrm contont Ibr_rnd

ry disturbances

-vascular diseases

rmmune system
a evidences of a

t and human

influence human
rs of tectonic
the event and

us mysteriolrs or
effects are often

qualified as meetings with UFO. The cases of extr
abrlities as well as the appearance of poltergeists
fiequent. These strange phenomena are quite often
activity [8], The progressive increase of the nurnber o
could assume epidernic character, which in its turn mic
scale public panic [91.

Geomagnetic Influence
Geomagnetic (GMt) variations could involve so psychological

y (less than 100

organisms, including rnan.
ing ali living

I The review of the investigations conceming the influence of composition on
human health in certain areas i' Bulgaria is the subject of the presen ublication.p
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50,000 gamma or 50
ies ilr the clifferent

geographical regions. It is appr:oximateiy 25,000 at the equator and

aa, Dst, etc.

titative expression of
of indexes - l(p, Ap,

GMF chanses and
y and their direction.
about 0.1 gauLss/rnin.

Earth GMF is about 0.5 gauss that correspon<
microtesla. Of coarse, it is not constant. but

about 70,000 gamma in the polar regions. The q
these GMF intens:ity variations is presented by a vai

Men possess varying degree of sensitivity to
perceive thern in respect to both GMF waves inter
There are people who can identify GMF changes
Some people even react to changes of 0.01 guu.r/r.

Biological Mechanisms
The biological mechanisms after which

psychological and behavioural reactions of people

tirnes, the magnetic fbrces were imparted a my
divine sonso. In the Middle Ages, parcelius used
influences fbr rnedical treatrnent of various diseases.
the 18th ientury (1j66) F.A., Mesmer launched the
universal magnetic gravitation as well as of its
explained ail rna6;netic properties by the prese
magnetism. He even asserted that that fluid could
but it accounted fbr vitai origin and it came fro
spreading over the planets and the earth and being
passed it along to each other. He said that this fluid
feeJings and the viabiJity. Nobody could explain the o
really existed [10],

polarity between the CNS and the peripheral rr"ru", o
could work like a priniitive sensor in respect to the (

albeit the various proposals and theories that have ifbrwarded. In ancient
Lls, supernatural and

fuliy the magnetic
ter, in the rniddle of

of the existence of
on man. He

of a fluid causing
be seen or measured
the universe clepths,

by the people who
vided the leason, the

igin of that fluid, but ir

MF influence the
not highlighred yet,

as well as could

A rnuch more real mechanism asserts that a ve

change perceiving

The electrical activity of some CNS structures the endocrine slands
N very sensrtrve to small changes of the GMF. Sor

ti 11.

gland, thymus, gonads, thyroid gland, etc. These fbr
the cyclic recllrrence of the psychological processes
..."the circadian periodicity could influence basicr

sfiSht difference in rhe
zi degree of 15-29 mV

LQ of them are: pineal
r4tions are involved in
o['live organisrns and

increase the psychological malflrnction" [1].
The presence of biogenic magnetite con bioorganic iron

compositions could be accepted as one of the possible ys for perceiving of
tJz



GM changes. Magnetite has been discovered in a numbe
fishes, birds, rnamrnals and also in the human organism.
the biogenic magnetite structure is dffierent from
compositions of inorganic origin [12]. Magnetite has
adrenals, in the area over the eyebrows, etc. The cond
that rnagnetite quantity increases proportionally with a

organlsm
penneabili

I mlcroorgalusrns.
crystal latticer of

other ferrous
found in the

ted studies reveal
The presence of

the problems of
well the idea of

rmportant role in
their evolution"

ffian constitution's
tic waves and

rnal influences of
. The last

endocrine glands

in GMF
i4 the frequency of
his field are abour

by 1 Hz [13].
re manifested by

the respiratory

inues) and lPi

or example, the
nds to the heart

involves in a

magnetite of biological origin...,'allows us to regar(
magnetic perceiving fiorn a new point of view initiatins
the existence of the so-called ,,Sixth 

Sense" which plays
the behaviour of organic world representatives as *"li ,
Lrzl.

There are sorle assumptions that the occur
geophysical changes influence the cells of live
by changes in water molecules, rnernbrane
supporting homeostasis.

There is an interesting theory, which considers h
neural lines as antenna.s perceiving the changes in ger
solar irradiation. It is na'rely in these antennas that the
certain intensity and frequency are transformed into neu
ones influence the functions of the internal organs and
in human constitution by the vegetative neural system.

The electrophysiological studies reveal that the
ilrtensity influence the Clentral Neural System by a change
the background electrical brain activity. The changes in
0.002 V/rn and they change the frequency of brain rhyt

Modern Investi gerti ons

There are also changes in the vegetative functions, whic
changes of the heart activity, the blood pressure values
paramoters.

muscle shortening frequency. The appearance of ions couJd
essentially influence the activity of the biologicai system.

The GMF pulsations such as pc (pulsations c
(pulsations irregular) could also have a biogenic meani's
Pcl pulsations have a period from 0.2 to 5 s, which co

The continuous acrtivity of the changed geomagr
colnlnon reaction the neuroendocrine and endocrinolo
This is proverl by the identified changes in the hypo
system as well as in the adrenals. Some chanqes occur i

gystems as well.
I{mus-hypophysis

[n the peripheral
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biood and oxidation processes, Some
attempt to reveal the influence of earth
talents and humarL genius [14].

lnore r11g mvesl.lgatlons
magnet on creative aativity,

and brain electrical activity, The intensification
procosses during GMF changes were most cleariy
and central areas of the cortex [15]. The ,yrr.L
considered a part of the total stress reaction in
hormonal variations,

While trying to highlight the influence mech
CNS, Belov D. R.. et al. found a positive correlati

Nikolaev Y, S. et al. noted the influence
lluctuations which, in their opinion, are a rnain eco
the biosphere. Their efl'ect can be identifiecl in both

v1119

n processes are
biochernical and

f short-period GMF
ical factor influencing
amplitude increase as

isappearing t161. An
CNS activiry. An

could result in

ii,l role in the flrnction

on the health efl'ects
91. In spite of the
well as the results
res protecting man

GMF changes. It is proven that the syrnpathetic
>ms is also sensitive to
$etative neural system

roacts mainly to slighter GM variations. The more a t and more intensive

well as in the oase of the fluctuation,s complete
optrmal level of the GM activity is necessary fbr a r
abrupt GMF increase or its decrease to complete dis
various types of brain rnalfunction [17].

The vegetatirze neural systern, playing an esser
regulation of a number of human organism and svs

GMF changes cause a reaction of the parasynpe
system Ii8]. The duration of the activity of the GM
essentral irnportance to all live organisms and es1
idea of the need to determine the ,,dose,, of GMF
system is exposed originated. The need to desisn
regarding the cumulative exposnre to unstable o-r
changes was pointed,

necessary as dilficult to conduct because geophysic
are hard to isolate lrom the nulnerous physicaifacto
well as from the social and public cause_effect

tic vegetative neural
amotef changes is of

to man. Thus, the
ions to which a live
"dosimetry" method
pt GMF parameter

The investigations airning to identify the in of the various
geochemical and geophysical factors on human nd behaviour are as

solar phenomena
f the environment as

relations. "Further
toxicological studies are required to assess the contrr
of environmental hazards in different populations,,
objective difficulties, the investigations in that area
obtained will be extremeiy usefirl in developing rne
fiorn the harmfirl efl'ect of geophysical factors.
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IIOBEKbT KATO OEEKT HA TEOXZMI4q
Bb3NEVCTBTIfl

tr[puna Cntounoect

PesrcMe

llpes nocneAHr4Te foAr4Hrr 3Harrr4TeJrH
ny6naraqur4Te, .[orBbpxAaBarrlr4 Kopenarlrr_f,Ta
reoQasrzuHzre $arcropri c napaMerpr4 Ha qoBerrr
OcnosHu Saxropz, Kor4To Morar Aa n:ssnefi(
rIoBeKa r{ HeroBoTo noBeAeHI4e, Ca reoxl{MI4TIHVfT
cpeAa; TeKToHrrrrHr{Te npoqec[; Bapvar\vkrTe Ha
KJIIIMaTI4TIHLITe [poMeHr4 14 [poMeHr4Te B CJrbH
B3ar,rMHo Blrprflfl.t, eAr4H Ha Apyr. llpe4rvrer
npeAcTaB{He Ha HrrKorr TeopeTr4qHr4 floc
reoxHMAqHOTO BlrtrflIlLte B:bpxy 3ApaBeTO vr rc
Eaonorz.IHl4re MexaHI43Mr4, [o Kor4To feo
feoxvMrzrrHr4rr c'bcraB BIrLrflflT nlpxy f
peaKulrr4 Ha rrolleKa, He ca n3flc]HeH]rr rr
cbqecrByBar pa3nkrquLr rrpeAnonox(eHr,rr. flp
rrpeAno)KeHriTe B nrrTepaTypaTa Teopvrv H MoAenrr
MexaHrr3Ma. Zscle4naHVATa B Ta3a HacoKa r{ pe3

MepKrr, npeA[a3Baru4 r{oBeKa oT Bpe.4HOTO BJrrr.flH
reoQzsu.rHzre $artropz.

Trx, ilIe o:bAaT LI3KJIIOqT4TeJIHO nOJre3Hr4 3a pil3p HeTO Ha 3aIIr{THIZ

l,t fEooI,I3I4rIItn

HapacrBa 6poxr Ha

|COXI{MI4I]:HKITE H
3ApaBe 14 rroBeAeHr4e.

Bbpxy 3ApaBeTo Ha

Ha reorpaScKara
AIHZTHOTO IIOJIE.

aKTIIBHOCT, KaTO Te

vflTa e o6sopuo
IeOMa|HIITIIOTO LI

AeHIIeTO HA x{oBeKa.

I4THOTO IIOJIE LI

ILTE V TOBENCHIICCKI,I

wpaHl,l) B'bnpeKrr qe

eHn ca HrKOtl oT
o6-f,cuenze Ha Te3r4

, loJlyr{eHr{ oT

HA FEOXI4MLLITHUTE U
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OPTIMIZATION OF THE F'UNCTION INJE
IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE

Pavlin.a. Ivanova

G e o p hy s ic al I n st it ut e - B ul g ar i an Ac ade rny of S c i

Abstract

Introduction

known in experiment planning).

The carried out research on function injection is oof the International programme STEP (Solar_,
Programme). The thorough study of this problern is of
the present decade (1995-2005; Z3"t Sohr cycle). The
Kopetckiy has qualified this decade as a ,dangerous 

de
lhat, during it, an extrernely high geomagnetic activity is

HavinS h rn{{ rhi,s fact, we optimized six 
"rirr.ginjection F, described in literature, JFeldstein et all., 199d,

et all., 1990, Ivanoul p., 1992, M:urayama, 19g6, Bargad
19811, using one of the numerical -"ihodr, narnely the"sir

Six function injection models in the magnetosphere are
of the fimctional (Ieast squares of the differenci bem)en experi
by diffe.rent initial coefficient values o7 iie studied mathematicatl t
exarnples of the moder yierd one minimumwith the optimar coffibat

zed. The minimunt
data and rnodels)

ls are found. Some

of the main tasks
trial Energy
importance in

astronomef
" dlle to the fact

els of function
989, DremuhyrLa

1986, Akasofu,

fex 
method (well

by a lot of
ion equations
y to the ring

s of the Solar
. The highest
the correlation

Models of the function injection F have been
authors. For example, in [Feldstein et all., 1990], linear :

for a are obtained, which connect the velocity oi entering
current with various combinations of geoefiectiv 

" puro:,
Wind (SW) and the Interplanerary tilagnetfu nieiO (n
correlation coefficient is equal to 0.& and it is characteristic

TJ /



function injection in the
ana its *"o"iii"r.

between the magnetic lield of the ring current of
magnetosphere Fu*,, calculated by ground observat

Estimation method
We have studied six rnodels of function in

1990, 1989, Murayama T., 1986, Baryadzel. F. et
19811, which are shown on Table No l. whe
coeflicients. SW and IMF take part in the
designations are V and D - the velocity and the
are the module, the azimuthal and the vertical co
power ftrnction of Akasofu and t is the rine current

We have irnproved the rnodels by optimi
this task we used the sirnplex rnethod [Nelder J.A.
the simplicity and sylonyny of its rnechanism:
Let's take lirnctior.rat (1)

(1) U= ),:, (DR-DRM)2 , where DR are t
the ring current, where DRM is the mathematical
M=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. M stands
optirnized rnodel.

The essence of the method lies in the fact t
sirnplex (a body with N+l pecks, k=7,2,..., N+1, N
the computed value of flrnctional U.

Further it changes under the influence oft
a) reflectiorn P*=(1- cr)P-crpL, where cre (0.

the simplex, k=1,..",N+1 ; U1=pn1(U1) for p1,, where
of the fiurctional in pecks p1. p is the centrai point
reflection coefflcient, P1 is the sirnplex peck with

xperirnental values of
ion of the rnodel

the number of the

we make a random
the parameters) of

Pp are the pecks o1'

is the maximal value
the sirnpiex, c{, is a
inirnal value of the

1) is the contraction

lthe sirnplex extension
global minimum of the

in one point, which

tion models in every

fttnctional U or we have the condition Ur=rnin(Ur) L.
b) contraction P**=0p*+(1-B)p, where Be

coefficient.
c) extension P*'r.=yp*+(1-y)p, where ye (0,1)

coefiicient and P is its center. The sirnplex goes in tt
tirnctional U with these operations, where its pecks
gives the optirnal values of our parameters.

We consider DRM-ring current fbr the in
iteration by the folowing expression:

DRMj = (2 FiVl-r+DRNal_r)12_ (7/,c: )ul2+(7/r,i ))
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Further the
process continues to
in our case.

consideration proceduro goes to
the accuracye that we are exl

The iterational

I.U = 0,1.10-2

1959 I4UT.

of Table No 4 ,

is seen. In all
the ones obtained

Results
The results and the optirnization proceses are s

2, 3 and 4. The experimental vaiues fbr DR_ring curr
August 197814 UT,30Augusr I97g 2rJT uod, ZZt

On Table No 1 the investigation models are
coefficients are X1, X2 &rtd x3 , the values of which we
4. The value of the fuLncional U is shown in the last co
fiorn which the significant irnprovement of the studied
models, the value of the functional U is equal to 105, but
using a new coefficienl; the value of U is 10-2.

present studies is in the eff'ective application of the opti
this sphere of the space physics.

Bfven. Given three
axr see in Table No

Therefbre, the obtained models are si
specified and they rnodel the ring current functio
magnetosphere with really higher accuracy. Another ntribution of t.he

tion methods in

Table N0 3 illustrates the results of the method. examples begin
the optirnizationfiorn difl'erent i'itial values of the parameters, In the end

they yield the same value fbr the point in which the si 15 contracted.
This represents the solution of the task.

Conclusions

2.

l. , all numerical
producing the

bY Fn-.,
ximation of F"*p

3. The new rnodels funprove the coefficients of the c tion r between

From the result.s we can draw the following cc,nc
Using the algorithm and program suggested in this
models of the ftrnction injection F in the magnetos
magnetic variations on the Earth,s surface can be optir
The optirnal rnodels produce the best rnathematicaf ap

F"*p and fl'oa (fbr exarnple, rr = 0,91 rl opt= 0,97 by F1).
The author wonld like to express her gratitucle to I f. Dr. Feldshtein

for the discnssions and the analysis of the resurts, due to ich this task has
been solved successfulllr.
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Table 1

Optimization models
F1=x1,10-'BzY + x2; if B,, V<1 mVm and
F1==-x3.103(V-300); if B,.V>-l mV/m;
F2=-x.1.Br.v.sin'(e/2).10-t - *z ir@
F2=-x3.1y-ro0). 10r if 81 .v.sin2 @ 12).rc 3, 

10-3<0. 1 mv/m
where @=arcth B"/B": B, =( B.z+R..2\1/2

{, 'm,

r-J=-xl.ru ..trrilu _ xz; 1I t;ru>10"
F3=-x3(V-300).10-3; if B">0 where
Rour=Brt'oe,V2'06,D0'38' where B'=B"4Q.
D is density
F4=-x1.10-'.Fr * - xZi
where F5*=(D.V2; 1/6.V. 

81. s in| @ / z) ;
Br=(Br2+Bu2)1/2; Q=arcts(B,,/B-)
-| J=-xr.lu --e - x'Z; whefe
x=2.L01 a 

.B2 .v. sin4(@/2) ;

F6=x1.V.8,.10-3; if B,<0; anO 1n,+oi<O;
F6=x2.V. (8, -o) /2).10-3 ; if B,<0 and (B,+o)>0;
F6=x2.V((B"-o)12).1.0-3; if B,<0 and (B,_o)<0;
F6=x3; if (B,-o) >0; B">0;
o - dispersion of the IMF
V, D, Bx, By, Bz - par-ameters of the SW and IMF.

Table 2

F1=&&10'trJ/ - 16jI BF.ffiffi'3'gq4
F1=63,9,1U - 300).).002:if B-V> -1 mV.
f z=- ru,r,ljr. v.sm-(e/Z).10 '+5,0; if BrVsin,(o/2).10-r>0.1 mt
F2= 1 1 3. (V-300). 1 0-3 ; if Brvsin2(e/2), 1 0-3<0, 1 mv/m.
F3=- 10,3. 10o.F,nur+5, 1 ; if R*>106
F3=112,(V-300).10 3; if B">0
Frnur=Brt'09.V2'06. Do'38

r+=- I,L,IV ,fgry-JU,4i
Fg*=(DV )VB sin(4e/2)
r)=-Z,L.e.I|.J'+9,'/;
e=2.101 4 

.B2 .y. sin41q/z ;
F6=10,7.V.B,.I0-3; if B"<0; and (&.")<0;
F6=9,1.V.((B,-o)12).IA-3; if B,<0; and (B,+o)>0;
F6=9,1.V.((B,-c)12).7A'3; if B,<0; and (8,-o)<0;
F6=0; (B,-o)>0 and 13,>0,
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Table 3

Examples, illustrating the optimization process
initial and optimal values of the model coefficier s

x1 xZ U

Initial values example 1 for
M1

10,9 1Q al 0,27,10"

Initial values example 2 for
M1

10,0 0,9 1 5 0,5,10.

Initial values example 3 for
M1

Optimal values
for all three examples

8,8 -16,0 -6 0 0,3.1.0 "

Initial values example 1 for
M2

19,4 0,4 1At1 + 0,46.105

Initial values example 2 for
M2

15,0 0,8 I3 l 0,5.10'

Initial values example 3 for
M2

19,0 1,0 15 ) 0,15.10"

Optimal values
for all three examples

10,3 -\ | | -11 .( 0, 1 , 10-'

Initial values example 1 fcrr
M3

5,8 tt f t4 0,1.10)

Initial values example 2 for
M3

5,0 0,8 13 0,3.10"

Initial values example 3 for
M3

4,0 1,0 14, 0,5.10'

Initial values example 4 for
M3

4,4 1,5 15 0,6.10'

Optimal values
fbr all three examples

10,3 -5,1 11 0 0,3.70-'

Initial values example 1 for
M4

6,4 1,4 0,9.10'

Initial values example 2 for
M4

5,0 4,8 0,7.10'

Initial values example 3 for
M4

4,0 5,0 0,2.705

Initial values example 4 for
M4

8,s 4,0 0,4.10"

Optimal values
for all three examples

1aL,L 30,0 0,4.\0'

Initial values example 1 for
M5

6,4 1,4 0,8.1 0"



Initial values exarnple 2 for
M5

\ tl 48 0,1.10'

Initial values exarnple 3 for
M5

4,0 \ tl 0,7.10'

Initial values example 4 for
M5

8,5 4,0 0,4"10'

Optimal values
for all three examples

,) a1
0,2.1,0

Initial values example 1 for
M6

6,8 7,5 '7,5.10"

Initial values oxample 2 for
M6

50 0,2.70',

Initial values example 3 for
M6

\4 \{ 0,3.10'

Initial values example 4 for
M6

r0,4 45 0, l, t0'

Optimal values
lbr all three examples

10,7 o1 0,3.10'

Table 4
uoerftcrents of the old and the new (optimal nLodels

Old coeff. x1 x2 T]

M1 8,9 1,0 I4 1000,3
M2 19,8 0,6 74 0,5,10'
M3 JI 0,4 14 0,3.10'
M4 J6 2.8 0,6.105
M5 7) JI 0,4.10'
M6 5,4 \4 0.2.705
New (optimal) coeffrcient

M1 8,9 -16,0 -68,0 0,3.r\-'z
M2 10, l -5,1 112,0 0,1.10-
M3 10,3 -5,1 172,0 0,1 .10 "
M4 1'.) ?o5 0,5.10''
M5 ') ,) o?

0,2 0-,M6 10,1 o1
0,3.10-'
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OBSERVATIONS OF OPTICAL MISSIONS ANDMAGNETIC FIELDS ABOARD OF INTE LL.2 SATELI,ITE

Kun.yo Palazov, Stefan. Spasov, Alexander , Petar Baynov

S o lar -Te rre strial Infl ue nc e s

Abstract

e INTERBALL-Auroral
in the ultra violer (W)
(IMAP-3 magnel.ometer),

during the October 19,1996 geomagnetic storm are analised.
units, the obse,rvations

The BulgzLrian experiments aboard of t NTERBALL-Auroral
probe sarellite (briefly INTERBALL_2) include i igations of optical

the rnagnetic field
closely related to

re. Magnetic fie1d
ich are generiited in
rrents flow in the

In the r.vork, the Bulgarian experiments aboard
probe satellites, namely the investigation of opfcal emisr
range (WSIPS spectrometer) and the magnetic freld experimr
are described. To ilustrate the common analysis of data from

emissions in the IIV range (UVSIPS spectrometer)
(IMAP-3 magnetometer). Optical emissions ar
precipitatod electrons and ions, which ionrzehigh atr
disturbances are irLdicative of field_aligned currents
the magnetosphero boundary region;- their closu
ionosphere.

The physical bases of optical and UV_
ionosphere is as fbllows: auroral ;lectrons and io
which precipitate fiorn the magnetosphere, as well as
produced by them, excite atoms, molecules and ior
which begin to ernit light qual1ta. By rneasuring
emission distribution in the visible (VIS), UV and X_
at least in only one of them, and using the relation bet
and diII'erenrial energy distribution oi precipitaring cl
obtain the distributions of precipitating electrons,
and energy flux Oe (Frank et al., 19g1).

s of various energies,
he secondary electrons
ln the arnbient rnedia

tics of auroral

intensity of auroral
spectrllm regions, or

emission intensity
ge particles, we may

afacteristic energy Eo
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VIS range, as UV -radiation is absorbed by the underlvi yer of molecnlar
oxygen in the region of Schurnann-Runge contiluum

The major advantage of space experiments
measllre these parameters on large area, detennined by
and the satellite's height. Measurernents of emission in
the vacuum UV region have advantages compared to

background of the dayglow of the upper atmosphere vari
spectral lines and, as a rule, exceeds their double value (X
This is an advantage of the UV rnethod, which became
implementation of the IJVSIpS spectrometer aboard of I

The INTERBI\LL projecr is an inherent part of
between several space missions in the fiamework of the

an orbit with apogee (perigee) 20,000 (g00) krn respecri
deg and period 6 hours. The spectrometer UVSII
INTERBALL-2 was designed to measllre in three soect
to wavelengths 1304 A', 1356 Ao and l4g3 A.. The soe
fir'ction is 32 A', whioh is a' important advantage oi tl
first channel measures the most i'tensive emission of ato
1302-04-06 A'). 'Ihe socond spectral intervtrl of the spect
is centred to wavelength 1356 A" (line of atomic oxr
donblet with wavelength 1356-9 Ao), excited in the pola
of the atomic nitrogen 1492,6-1495 Ao, radiated fiorn ler

he possibility to
unit's view field

ity distribution in
urements in the

ecisive factor 1br

RBALL-2
rge cooperatlon
rnationai Solar-

1493 A'.
of the satellite.

meter scans

Sun. Based or-r

field line 120
e fbllowed a

perfbrms 36
0. 15-0.6 sec

in 6 blocks of

components
contiluonsly

nufactured by a

Qval. The doublet
tN1(2p) gers inl.o

efI'ect creates be'eficial natural conditions to observe au
the dayside of the Earth. The contrast of the emission atr intensity at the

with the di1I'erent
in et al., 1985).

This atmospheric
qa fiorn satellite in

Terrestrial Physics Program. The INTERBALL_2 was hed in 1996 to
ly, inclination 65

aboard of the
intervals centred
meter apparatus
experirnent. The

oxygen (triplet
er (channel 2)

sprr-fbrbiddon

the third spectral interval (channel 3), centred to waveleng
The spectrometor was mounted on the outside surl

Due to the rotation of the spacecraft, period 120 sec, the
m the rotational plane, perpendicular to the direction of
the locatio' and attitude of the satellite, a construction w
to direct the device towards the fbotprint of the iocal mag
krn above the Earth's surface. The control of the operatio-
cyciogram, frxed by radio commands. The UVSI
measurements (36 pixeJls) for a given exposition which
and sends 20 bytes per pixel, i.e. 36 x 20 = 720 bwes s
digital arrays.

The flux-gate magnetometer IMAP-3 measures the
of the magnetic field along the satellite,s construction
throughout the whole orbit. The device was desisned anrl
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misaligned fiorn the nominal rotation axis. That is
particular UVSPS and IMAP-3, needs adequa
provided by the satellite systems. Apart frorn the

proprietary technology in the Scientilic Industrial
Sensors and Systerns ("SDS" Lab's), Bulgarian Ac
Sofia, Bulgaria, and the Solar-Terrestrial Influe
BAS, Sofia, Bulgaria (Arshinkov et al., 1985).
transmitted by the satellite telemetry system with a
per 3 sec or 8 vectors/sec depending on the o
controlled by ground comnrands. Upon its receiv
telemetry data is distributed via Internet by
respective P.Ls.

It is known that under small perturbations, t spacecraft spin axis is
y data processing, in
attitude infbr:rnatiol

Ia from the scientilic
equipment, the following attitude parameters are istributed:

(1) Coeflicients A1, A2, A3, ,A.4 and 81, 82, , 84 which delure rhe
with respect to theellipse along which the kinernatics momenr rora

norninal axis of rotation (towards the Sun); wl _
satellite rotation around the nominal axis, period - 1

velocity of rotation of the angular rnomenturn relat
angular rnornentuln relative to the satellite is movi zfong the surf'ace close
to the elliptic cone), period - 68 sec.

(2) "Top of spin" the tirne instance when t
Pole of the ecliptic passes through the Xy plane of

Based on lboth the geographic position of t satellite and attitude
data, foot point of local magnetic field lines, and vi field of UVSIPS with
respect to the local rnagnetic field line, the c

flirection to the North

gular velocity ol' the
secl- w2 - the angular
to the satellite (this

ngnts of the measured

$eophysical coordinate

ximateiy 2,000 krr
that this arr: is at

conclusion that at

magnetic lield in field-aligned coordinates and other
systems are determined.

To illustrate the common analysis of the da both units, let us
exalnlne a geomagnetic storm registered on 19.10.1 (orbit 216 - Ftg.3).
UFSIPS has perfbrrned a scanning at 22:49 UT (Fi ,2,3) wtth registered
intensive emissions. The ernission profile displays a igh intensity zone in
1304 A" line with width of 3 sec, reaching more t
part of the profile is like a chord throush the oval.

10 KR. (Fig.1). This

long (Fig.3). By geometric considerations it can be
least 150 krn wide. The profile analysis leads to
eqllatorial direction from the arc there is a weak s whose width is of
the same order. According to the expectations, such tensities are possible
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with precipitating particle energy fluxes
erglcm', observed durring polar aurora.

field. At the moment of optical emissions scanning, t
through the main zone of the field-aligned current lay

E
.!
h
tt
E
(D

E

carriers are rnainly low-energy (E-1 KeV) electrons.

with ener

0,1

L2

8

22.49.DD,729 22_49.06,45

Fig.l. Intensity of lines 1304 A. and 1356

The magnetogram begins with a cahn inter
continues untt|22:45 UT. The magnetic disturbances o
be connected with curront layers crossing. At the near_eq
22:45 UT until 22:50 UT, changes in the field up to 10 ni
might be treated as small-scale layers. The 'ri'irn''rstructure may be of the order of 10 krn. In the near_noie
untt|22:56 UT, the fielcl change is two times greater whi
a large-scale current structure crossing. The width of suc
about 130 krn reduced to atmospheric altitudes (at
comparison is made of the optical emissions measu

of about 50-100

h1304 A
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by energy at altitudes, higher than the atmospheri
observed optical effects. Here, we pay attention that a

titude, generating the
before the encounter

the magnetic field is
a re-stricted current

the intensive emissions

I oval discrete arcs in

field of UFSIPS
that the intersection
the deviation of the

rg section out of the
2.49.03 UT for H =
9.3),Hshade=647

line where the satellite
r forced geomagnetic

poleward edge of the auroral oval and that the rnai
was observed at the

urrent region occurred
polward of it. Our observations suppoft the view that -aligned current region

with this region, i.e, at 22:45-22:46 UT an incre
observed of the order of several nT, correspondi
stmcture, It is namely this interval that conesponds
zone, We conclude that a locaHzed discrete auroral

m solne cases can be displaced poleward fi.orn the
the night-molning sector of the auroral oval.

scan projection is marked by two arrow vectors. T
crosses the auroral oval through the chord in such a
goes liorn the morning to the night section. Because
axis X-satellite-SurL, the footpoint occurred in the rno
field of view. The r:oordinates of the footpoint are (
150 km) 74.3" Latitlde,32.J" longitude, MLT=3.04 h (
krn.

F S.2,The northern hernisphere seen by the
moasllrelnent. The synbols +, . , and O co
northern geographioal pole, the point of intersecti
Earth centre, and the footpoint of the magnetic forc(
is at that nloment. The auroral oval is shown f
conditions with index Kp=5+. The position of the t shows that the
Iarger part of the auroral oval is situated in the The position of the
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Aurorol Probe
(THTERBATT-21
Orbir 216
19 Octoh. t996 .

Fig.3. IMAP-3 magnerogram. It begins with a
22:45 UT. The disturbances observed after that mav be
layers crossing. At the near-oquator half from 22:45
changes in the field up to 10 nT can be seen which rnisht

interval urrtil
with current

lunttl 22:50 UT,
treated as small-

scale layers. At 22:45-22:46 tJT. an ilcrease of gnetic lield is
observed of the order of several nT. It is namelv his interval ttrat
corresponds to the intense emissions zone. The main
region is poleward (22:50 -22:56IJT).

-aligned current

lmERBf,rt-z lllf,P-3 19.10.1996

Fig.4.
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BRIGHT SPOTS SELECTION IN TV.

Valentina Tzekova, Emil Tzekov

S p ac e R e s e arc h I n stit tile - B ul g ari. an Ac adenry of

Abstract
The ain of tlrc pre,sent work is to propo.se a tec:hni.c1ne

spots inTY-itnage bcLckground a.t low object. si.gnal to buckground
Ihat selection can be effected based on the front. d.tLrntion, tLsinp a

ratio, even when this latio is less than 1. The obiect
lhree parameters and czrn be aocornplished quite easily.

According to [tr], the television irnage is desori
(x, y), which expresses the irnage brightness in a point
y). In television systems, brightness is represented by
videosignal u1(t).

If in the television transmitter, progressive mo
used, the videosignal of one series of the monolayer
pulses fiorn dilferent bright objects ar-Ld look as shown in

In television control systems it is necessary to ate some obieots
frorn the surrounding background. Sornetinies, they rep t bright points in
the teievision irnage. Quite often, these objects are separ
of arnplitude selection. The rnethod is accomplished rat
a high object-signal to background-signal ratio.

In the paper, an approach is suggested for selec
objects in television images with small ob.ject-signal to

I ra.Iio. It. is sltotvrt
re nl i ctt. in g c' i r c' u i t.

tion is based on

1.51



U1

u1

Fig. I

1 - bright point object; 2 _ obiecr with fu
obiect; 4 - point obiect of small briehtn;ss.

Let us assulne that the pulse is obtained
given its duration r,,, fiont duration 16 and arnolitude
conditions:

Tpndl(Tp(Tpmax,

Tfiri1 ( T1( T64y 
,

Up > Up,ri,r.

(1)

fronts; 3 - large-size

a bright point object
p satisfy the following

may be selected by
2

tion was deterrnined
by sorne specilic
rmation contained

- amplttude selecto.r; 3 - pulse duration selector.
rlt duration selector;

Lr1 (t)

Fig.2

According to conditions (1), bright point obj
applylng the .flow chart shown in Fig.2, where: 1 _ fi

The assumed sequence of parameter sign ins
by the lbllowing reasons. In the process of seler
parameter, the input signal is converted and part of t

r52



rhost difficult, it isin it will be lost. Since front duration selection is the
reasonable that signal processing starts with it. In
duration selection does not require information about t
therefbre it can be done in the end of signal processing.

Front duration signal selection oan be most easj
sirnple differential RC circuit. Ler us define the conditio
with predeterrnined time constant of the RC circuit
shape. With practically sufficient accuracy it mav
videopulse lionts have exponential forrn:

(2) u1(t) = Ur( I ur(t) - 
"-ttrr) 

when t > 0.

The output signal of RC cell will be:

u2(t) = U,( 
"-u"t 

- e-Pu" ) / (

where:0=trlRC*1.
With B = 1, the output signal is determined by

ast to it, pulse

videopulse fiont
sumed that the

| 1l

(5)

(6)

(4)

From
signal:

(7)

(8)

u2(t) = IJr e-u" t / tr when t

Function uz(t) has maxirnum at:

r=trtnFl(p-I),8+1

t=Td, whenF=1.

(3), (4), (5) and (6), we shall obtain the of output

Uz = Ur(e-rnB(P-1) - 
"-FtnPr(0-t);

(B-1),B+1 ancl

Uz=Ur/exQ,379,,0=1.

The dependence of mtio IJzlIJt on B is shown in Fi

i53



Utl
0.

Fig.3

Let us denote the background signals maxim
these signal., Bt t B-u* = a1,o,u* lRC + 1.

Then, when the background signal is fed up,
differential circuit will have the arnplitudel

amplitude by 1J11. For

output signai of the

us frnd the minimurn

(e)

krUrr.
Uzr < Urr( 

"JnPmax(Pnrax-1) 
- 
"

t')l(o-u*-1)=

Frorn inequality (9) it is seen, that the liont ation selection task is
reduced to the easy-to-perform amplitude selection o gnals at the output of
the differential circuit after the rule:

(10) Tr(Tr,u*, npu U2 < k1

Let us assulne that RC = Tfvi,r, i.e B.,i,. = 1 and
ampJitude l_Iru,i,, of a pulse with front T611, provi for satisfaction of
condition (10). According to (8) and (10), we obtain:

fJ2-in=IJr*in/e=krUr
IJr rnin - kieUrr.

From these equations it is possible to frrd the
to background-signal ratio for selection ofbright poi

r54



(11) IJt n'i,' / {Jrr = kr e.

It may be shown that, by increasing 0^.i., the r object-signal to
background-signal ratio slowly decreases, but sirnul lusly with it, the

enough arnplitudeoutput signal arnplitude decreases, too. To obtain a
Uz, it is reasonable to assume RC = Tr mi..
signaVbackground ratio will be:

videopulse have differont polarity, which should be acco
rule (10).

In the cases where the minirnum amplitude Uo
object videopulse should be greater than IJ1,,,;,, rule (10)

Tf ( Ttuo* and Uo > Ur a

Thus, rule (12) provides for a simultaneous
duration and by amplitude.

Videopulse duration selection is no oarticular

IJt -i" / Urr - 0,68 wit
and

IJr ,ni, / Urr = 0,53 with

It should be noted that the sisnals from back fiont fronts of the

the rninirnal

Pmax - z

Fnt^* = 3.

for in applying

bright point
anger

Uz 2Uo I e.

selected. The
ting additional

may be

with a

$lection by liont

(12)

accornplished by any of the methods described i'literatn
aflenge; it may be

ht point objecrs,With satislaction of condition (1), except for the
bright vertical or slanting lines in a T'V irnage rnay be
selection of such objeots is a rather difficult task,
pulse analysis throughout several adjacent series ofthe

Conclusions:

2. It is shown that the fiont duration
accomplished using a differential circuit.

Iayer scanning.

1. Conditions fbr selection of bright point obj by videopulse
within one series of monoiayer scanning are fbrmulated.

3, Rules for selection of bright point objects are
4. It is shown that bright point objects can

signaVbackground less than 1.
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AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF VIDICON S

II\{ THE TELEVISION SENSOR
OF AI}ROSPACE CONTROL SY

VaLentina Ts'ekova, Emil Tsekov, Georxi, S

Space Research Institute - Bulgarictn Academy of

Abstract
In the present work a flow chart of vidicon sensitivity

produce. The other sigrrals are noise signals preventing t

ITIVITY

S

sensor is proposed, which provides to achieve the maximal ible
identification of bright point objects. The major system
ensure systenx stability and speed.

tlrov

iances

tc

are

control in W-
accuracy tn

defined which

ln televisioll coordinators determinine the coordi of bright point
objects, the useful infonnation is contained only in videosignal they

4chieve rnaximum
accuracy in determining the objects' coordinates. In app
with a view to more preoisely transmit brightness relatiot

ion TV calneras,

yidicon sensitivity
is regulated based

Uu" r*

Uva min

I

I

I

Uss min

Fig. 1

rJ /



on the average illurnination of the vidicon target. I
the brightest objects are restricted, i.e. with this tvo

coordinators was based not on the average target
tnaxirnal amplitude of the videosignal in each frame.
working area is a linear function of the signal slice
Fig.1 [1]. Therefore, the maxirnal arnplitude of t
bright spot object may be preserveO by changin
vidicon's illunination E, as shown in Fis.2.

The ACS system rnay be synth-esized alter
F,ig.3, where 1 is the optical system projecting
vidicon target. The videosignal obtained at the

coordurates of the bright point object are det
videosignal is fed to the peak detector 5, whose cha
srnall, as a result of which the output voltage reac
shorter time interval than the duration of the vi

Since the discharge time constant of peak det
its voltage Upa does not change essentially *ithin on.

vidicon sensitivity (ACS), the useflrl_signal to noise_

:his case, the signals of
rf automatic control of
nal ratio decreases.

Therefore, it would be more reasonable if icon ACS in television
minatie4, but on thc

on sensitivity in the
Itage U.. as shown in
videosignal frorn the
,* depending on the

Ilow chart shown in
object irnages on the
tput of vidicon 2 is

amph{ied by videoamplifier 3 and and is f'ed to c inator 4, where the
From 3, the

tirne constant is very
its maximum within a

object.
from the point

U., r*

Uss min

ELmtn

Fig.2

Tna is big enough,
Tr. This voltageis amplified in the clirect-current arnplifier 6 by the g coefticient K^
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and is then averaged in the low-frequency fllter 7, who
big enough (Tr>> Tu).

In the considered flow chart, the arnplitude of t
the peak detector in a stable mode wi11be:

(1) Upa = UuiaKn,Ka

The voltage ampJitude of the signal slice will be:

(2) IJ* = IJ*,,^u* - UuiaKuffuK4 = fl.",ou*

U..r*

Fig.3

From equality (2), the maxirnal amplirying co
current amplifier in the ACS rnay be determined:

UuuK.Ka.

nt of the direot-

In the cases where Ku is bigger than the coeffi
formula (3), the ACS system will be'unstable. Then. its

13) K^-u* = ( IJ*nu* - U*-n ) /

t obtained liom
tions could be

removed provided only the time constant obtained froni f (15) is very
big (2 - 3Tr). In this case, the system becomes so j that it can not
respond to possible rapid changes in the object's lumi y (e.g., changes
within time interval3 - :5Tr).
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If ttLe regulation characteristic of the telev:
video arnplitier), shown in Fig.4 is assunied linsar,
the fbllowing way:

(4) K:Ito6+o(U* -

where: K - the transmission coeflicient of
o- the steepness ofthe control ch

n sensof
it can

1S10n sensor;
ristics, and

a:tge:(K,,n*- / ( U..*u* - {J*mh ).

(vidicon and
be written in

r5)

K-^"

Uss min

Fig.4

Usually, the transmission band of the
greater that the transmission band of the ACS. The

r60

that the arnplitude Uuu varies sirnultaneously with t
amplifying coefficient, which is determined by IJ*, v

, it rnay be assumed
hange of the sensor

fJ*,nin < IJr. ( l].r.,u*.
operatng range Is:

In practice, in prelirninary calculation, wmg paralneters
should be assessed: the transmission coefficient of levision sensor. the
range within which it should change, and the ness of the control

i

il

i

characteristics. Here, the following initial data is used
illurnination of the vidicon target by the bright poir
exceed the illurninal.ion's work ratlge, indicated in the
the range of voltage variation of the signal slice (also
certificate).

ision sensor is much

possible change of
bject (it shouid nor
icon certificate) and

ated in the vidicon



The output arnplitude of the video

[Juu : KE,

where E is the target illumination in lx. the maximal and
the rninirnal value of the transmission coefficient, accou
the ACS, will be:

(7)
(8)

This coefticient will change within the range:

(e)
E ro*Er'r;t

with changing the object,s brightness, the voltage of t
expressed as follows;

!K:K,.u*-K,in=(Uuu

Provided the .frame frequency is great enou o that the ACS
regulation time T,", is much greater than the frame ti

(10)

way:

(11)

(r2)

where n = 1,2,3...
illumination by AE.

K,ou* = IJv^,nio / En,ir'

Krrir, = IJuor.o* / Err"*,

tpaa:&T6, tr=bTn.,

AU*(n) : K.KAEe-'uu( 7 - e

is the number of frames

U*(t) = IJ.",o^* - -vtPad( I -eut).

for the work of

s' Tros >> Tt [2],
ignal slice will be

he discharge time
in the followinc

the signal slice

>0,

pon change of

Since in television sensors the frarne tirne is presr
constants of peak detector and filter may be represen

where a and b are arbitrary positive constants.
From (10) anrl (11), the voltage variation o

corresponding to an illumination change of AE will be:
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The values of a and b are chosen bv a , The greater the
value of a and the smaller the value of b, the more ly will U,, achieve its
stable value. With very great values of a the ty of the ACS system
decreases, and with very small values of a, it unstable, whereas
within one frame, the following inequality is ftrlfilled

(i3)

From (6)
satisfied:

AU*, ( KaK^AUuu.

and (12) it follows thar rhe follo conditions must be

(14)
(1s)

a<- 1/lnKa,
b>1lln(l -Koe'/').

So that the ACS system might preserve its stability suffrcient adaptivity.

Conclusion
1 A flow chart of the automatic control s of vidicon sensitivity

ystem may be used inat maxirnal illumination of the target is proposed.
television coordinators to determine the coordinates

2. An analysis is rnade and the major system
transmission coellicient and tirne constant;.
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A.B TO MATI4qHO P EIYJII{PA
IIYBCTBVTEJIHOCTTA

rrA BrrAr{KoHA B TEJIEBI43I,IOHE
HA ABIIOKO CMI{qECKI4 CI4CTEMU

Baneuntuua lfercoea, Etvun lfercoe, f,

PesrcMe

B uacro-arqarla pa6ora e [peAJro)KeHa 6nolcosa
aBTO MaTr,rqHo p eryn[p aHe qyB cTB r4TeJrHO CTT A HA BprA
AaTqr4K, KO'TO no3BoJr.f,Ba AocTr4faHe Ha MaKCrrMaJIHa
npu o[peAeJr.flHe Ha KOOp,4r,rHaTr4Te HA flpK]/. TOqKOBTT
ca ocHoBHr4Te rrapaMeTprr Ha crrcTeMaTa. KOTZTO
ycrofiuunocr u 6tpso21eficrnze.

EHA
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A VARIATIONAL PROB
FOR TIME OPTIMIZATION OF CUMU E CHARGE

F'OR PSEUDOMETEORITB PAR LES

Hristo Hris,tov, Viktor Baranov*, Ivan, Clets'ov**

Abstract
A yariational problem with unconditional

forming shaped charge pseudometeoritical cloud.s is

inside Lining is obtained.

of pseudoneteoritical clouds particles is used as iiput parar,
derived and an interrnediate iitegral for the varied para)netur

Defence Advanced Re se arche s Institute.
xTula State University, Tuta, R

* xVazov Engine e ring plant s, S op ot,

I

for tirne ntaximization oJ
'. The maximnL tirne aclion

The high performance and the sma1l
cumulative charges Llsed to form pseudometeorite
their low prioe make them a perspective tneans to

probiem_is studying the options for enhancing the e
charges by optirnizing the irnpact of the pseudomet
thern. One of the optimized parameters is the tirne
craft's protection barrier. Here, two paralneters
original defbrrnation with the cumulative linins,s

Using hydrodynamic cumulation theory [1],
metal lining's plane-radial scheme of explosive defr

various spacecraft in laboratory conditions. In this $onnection, a topical
ipiency of cumulative

ite cloud fbrnred by
f cloud impact on the

accounted fbr: the

subsequent doformatton with the cloud's ,oou.
adequacy of the selected physical model.

pse as well as the

shall analyze the
ion for the cases

where cumulative c.harge cloud is formed, whose try can be desc:ribed
by the following equations in a Cartesian coordinaje s tn yOx L2l: y=P1y1.

r64

r. An Euler equation is
profiIe function of the

11 dimensions of
icles combined with
body robustness of

which enhances the



y - Afu); y = e0) and y=f(x) for the
accordingly. A1l, functions are continuous,
have positive first derivatives,

body, char

The foliowing expression is known for the
a fixed charge section, as a firnction of charge geometry

P: P(a):
orFzlz+ o"F2rpz + orea + ooe2

ouFt Qt + ct.,Fz y'2 + ore'rpz + ooe".1t t one

Let us consider the original (with collapse) and t
the cloud's movement) deforrnation of the lining _ Fi6
launch an inside surface element of the lining y=f(*) \
distance x fiorn the origin of the coordinate sysiem (

angle's value [3]. For this time, .B point is passes distance

BB, = (t o, - *lf*re) + clWoe)D"
being apart from axis 0.r by the distance:

B,C'=f+df_BB,
and fbrming angl<> a(x):

a(x) = arctR 
B'C'

-dx
where

B'C'
I B'c' =

Wo@) + dWo@)

smooth, t
and line couple,

fast two flrnr:tions

A

osQ

orret J'' * orr.f o

is fbrmed, with

,

where o7, ..., o12 - sofire ratios of the densities of the
lining materials.

y, explosive and

subsequent (with
Points A and B
length dx, to a

of lining). T'he
coliapse veiocities of this elernent,s both ends are 'x) and Wo@) +
dWo&), accordingly. In tirne:

t- f (x)

WOQ)
point A reaches axis 0.x and the element forms with
o(x). The cumulative cloud's compactness and veloc

With the elernent,s full collapse the cut_ofT
length (to sirnplify the expressior-t (x) ii ornitted):
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,

where W{x) = Wa/tg(x)- the elenient's launch
us demand that: tga=K=const, where K is the
one fiIay purposefully influence the cloud,s co
41.

TherL, the initial relative deforrnation in the
be:

(1) € o(x) =

The cut-off K'C' is deterniined by e

dx

K'C' (x, t) = W,, (x)t (x) - W, (x

/\lvf\But t(x):t-l:-t l.(d wo)
Then, the defbrrnation rnay be expressed as:

e(x,t) =
KoC'(x,t) - tldx' - df

l* f 't
2

where [e] - the r;tress-load deformation's rnarg
material.

t(x)-#)-t.

f'2
- " -2,

2(2)
= ["],

value for the lining

Then, the general time functional of r:um ive lining collapse,
accounting for the allowed lining material deformati will have the form:

(3)

r66

H

T == Is(x, f , f ,)clx
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where

d/.?r. 12
J(X. f .l )=-+-_'DD J'FQ+ b- fF' _r f'' - p"B'( B)+ B''0- p)

f ,lFQ+ 0 D

'fr')*(- B).fp''l-ffi'r**(r+pe1 )lBQ* B)(r'B'-

-z(z"fuDIF,,B(2* p)- p,,(t_ B)
With the adopted symbols, Euler,s equation will

s; - t;ir, - s,; + - s,i,, 
d 

,' 
.;L: o,

4x dx'
f (o) --f0; f (H) =fH,

[5]:

(4)

(5)
where Il is the cumulative lining's altitude.

Since in the right-hand side of (3) x
immediately, in the left-hand side of (4) tho second

missing, and we can write the intermediate integral [5]:

l1ot participate

'' (1- B)
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(6) .t-s",df -c,.'dxL'
which yields:
(7)

.;;r{{tF(F')' r,-{2. oftn,) r,F,* 8,,(8,)' ,,1+2t B) )' ,'jF'' -zlB'' -

-*'*fr+bt)(2+AWffi-rl



- rFQ* F)* B'0- F)lr@| ,]-|,rf,|*r,
1-I tt , ,l .l

^llAz+ 
f) f'\F) r'-pL

-(n'* t'@')' ,)f.G 4fl" +zf f'(f'| ,,)jf,, + P)U'B' - J'f')+

- 0 - P)J'B''lB'(p')' ,, * |tr |{z*cl)
lff / |

;11 PI2+ F(F\ ' -P LL\2+
2+F

where C7 is the integration constant;

F', f', (B')i,, @'),r,are derivatives of the s

- z(r- p)p,(p,)' ,,1F," - zlB,Be+ B)- p,, - p)lp'@')',j=c,

uncondltlonal maximum of ftrnctional (3) with ed

As a result, the variational problem for
pseudometeorite cloud cumulative iharge effect
interrnediate inregral (7) is obtained. The proble

vaned parameter is the flrnction describing the insi
It rnakes no problem to change this varied paramel
ot the cumulative charge geometry. The problern i
functionai (3), there is an option to control the clot

-load coefficierrt.

optimization of a
formulated and an

requires locating the
conditions (5). The

urI'ace lining prot'ile.
r another parameter

ting in that, in
digitization rate by

ive Chalge Jets. Problem of

ial Viscosity il the Pr.ocess of
Combustion aDd DetoDation.

Moscow, Science, 1967.

varying parameter [a].
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f(x)+d

Wdx)+d

C'

Fig. 1. The scheme of the initial and subsequent
cumulative lining.

3AAArrA 3A OtrTr4MU3Aqr{rr rro BPEMETO rr
AEfr CTBI,IEI]O HA ICEBAOMETEOPT{TE
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Abstract

soLtrce of energy. flls
produclion of elecl ricit.y

tnyoLves great dfficr.tlties, the major ones being the low of solar rndiation on the
Earth's surface and tlrc impermanent nature of that racliation skies, nighttirne). A

Solar radiation is a renewoble and ecologically ,
anxoLtnt of solar power is huge but the use of that power for

certaln way to overcolne those obstacles are the already de
and the comhined solar-thermal energy systems, as well as tl
pow,er and increasing its density. Unfortunately, these soh,tti
and are not competitiye to conyentional electric Dower J
ground.-based solar electric power stations and placing them
equatorial orbit would produce essentially dffirent results.

1. Introduction
In 1958, P. E. Glaser [1], Head of the T

of the lirm ArthLrr D. Little Inc. (USA) pro
development of a solar power satellite (SpS) on a
solar power satellil.e transforms solar racliation into
of semiconductor photocells ancl sends the el
microwaves [2].

energy accurnulators
vrces concentrating solar

not wi.dely applicable
. However, giving up

geosynchronous or low

ientific Departrnent
a project fbr the
hronous orbit. The

tricity with the help
to the Earth as

The SPS in Glaser's project has a number o
the increased density of the solar radiation stream, di

registration of
of the thermal
of the Earth),background in space (ruling out any danger of heat ,

lack of contact with the Earth,s biosphere.

10n

Lltion"
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n tons of fuel and
ilrg countries which

with those in the
a use of electric

Veloping nations is
213 of the global

utinugs, the total
year 2020 it will

r generation is very
r[h and irreversible
ith the growth of

wer: oil, natwal
's crnst are .not

lund to dry up in afew hundred years's time. Besides jhat, these fbssils are needed by the
nuclear fuel. I'he

of deuterium in the
llpd therrnonuclear
els enumerated on
tftion, pollutes 1.he

2. Current relevance

, Currently, rnankind uses annually about 10 bil
this figure is constantly rising - primarily in the develo
seek to provide to their citizens living conditions on a
highly developed narions [3], In the USA, the daily per
power is 10 kWh [a], The consumption level in the d
tens of times less while these countries account fb
population. If the tendency to close this gap
consumption of energy will grow several_fbld und bu
reach 34 billion tons of fuei [5]. The sreep rise of po
dangerous: it could cause therrnal ,,pollution', 

of the
clirnate changes. Mankind's need of enorgy grows
technology. At present, fossil flrels provide theluk o
gas and coal. .But their deposits underneath the E
lirnitless. Given the cuLrrent rate of explotation, they are

chernical industries. Fossils can partially be replaced b
deposits of uraniurn are not rirnitriss, either, while those
oceans are huge. In spite of that, no profitable con
reactors have been developed so far. The use of all
Table 1 [6], except for the solar and geothermal power
environment and harms Nature.

The solution of the global ecological and power
pure energy is a serious and difficult task. One of tl
opportunities is the devel0pment of a project for buildi'power sateilites. These discussions arise from the

problems through
topical modern
system of soiiir
wing needs of

n1

If alance sheet of the output of

llherrnal electric power stations
coal, oil, natural gas

Hydroelectric stations
Nuclear power station
Geotherrnal electric station
Solar, wind electric stations



3. SI'S orbits
Powell [7]l proposes launching of a platfo with photocell paneis

onto a geosyncronous or solar-synchronous orbit, 3 km away from the
iiptic, the puurels will
of the SPS [8, 9]. A

consurners. Cilaser's

ecologically pure power at the expense of
which endanger the ecological balance.

Earth. At an angle of 23.5' between the orbit and
be illuminated by the Sun, which is the prime adv
key problem is the location of the SpSs and
original idea [1] was to launch geosyncronous
actively controlled SPSs, containing solar panels
antennae; these would constantly face the Sun, se
rays to ground-based reception srations (Fig.1)

lonal powor sources,

ial orbit (cEO)
equipped with relay
directed miclowave

use of a iow-earth-
nlty of transporting

relay statiorN can
in this way it is

hronous orbit which

nl
3I

A number of authors [10, 1 I, 12] proposo
orbit (LEO) instead of GEO, This reduces the di

inherent to GEO, and on the other, the technolosical
easier to predict. 'Ihe orbit of the ,,Molniya,, 

type

for the transmission of energy (Fig.2). The slight
provides an opportunity to ernploy mirror relay stati

operate on geosynchronous or high elliptical orbits
enough for an SPS to be launched into a low solar_sr
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Fig. L. 1 - solar radiation; 2 - photovoltaic ; 3 - transmittine
antenna; 4 - microwave beam; 5 - receiving ion; 6 - Earth

materials fiorn the ground. In recent years, most i ve consideration [13,8l was given to LEO and to orbits of the ,,Molniya,, ightning") type, the
marn problern being to deal with the economic t. On the one hand,
LEO is a compromise as to the reduction of the dl ulties and expenses

economic risks are
a Russian satellite
strongly eccentric

ween two ground

system of communication, which uses satellites
orbits designed to establish radiocommunication
stations [8]. Anothrlr widely discussed orbit is the using a laser system

of the ray

size d. In this case of transmitting power to the gro
of not big rnass of



will allow to substantially
establishing the station [8],

reduce loss during t ion while

ptical orbit of
ly station; 7 -

15 GW or more)
and the space

Fig.2.(Lukuanov). 1-Earth; 2-SpS orbit; 3 _high
the relay station; 4 - consumer; 5 - laser radiation; 6 _
SPS.

3.1. Relaying reprocessed energy from an SpS

ni

With the help of SpS's, enormous power (up to
can be generated and relayed to any region of the
around it.

The concentration of power,
possibility to transmit power from an
various places along the way of a rapid
considerable increase ol the economic
LI4].
Types of systems fbr relaying power:

obtained fiorn
SPS to reception

SPS, and the
ions situated at

n concentrated
the generator by

reorientation of ray, allows fbl a

efficiency of the und-based grid

1. Relaying power through microwave radiation.
2. Relaying power through laser radiation.

l. Transforming solar power on the basis
( ac c ording to Grilihe s )

Firs't vers,ion. Solar radiation is directly received the surtace of a

microwave rays

converter, which generates electric power; this power is
using an electric commutation system and is trairsferred ,

| -aLIJ



Second version. Transfbrming solar pow
gonerator of raclio-frequency ernission, *ii.t,
concentrated and is then brought to the receiving s.

Third version. Contains concentrators of so
i) transfonn it first into electrlc power

monochrome rav:
ii) transfbrm it directly into radiation within
Advantages:

- high efficiency of energy transformat
- minimal losses in transmitting rnic

the atmosphere.
Shortcomincs:

the great wavelength (10-12 crn)
divergence of the ray which requir
large-area grouncl receiving statioirs;
impossibility of transmitting energy

a monochrome r.ay, and fiorn there, via fiee
system.

as satellites, orbital transporting devi
radio frequency interf.erence is a real
has become clear that SpSs witl radi
no colnmunication system could
secl,or at a distance of several kilo
antonna on the ground [16].

range,

to the transmitting

o electricity using a

ugh waveguides is
-antenna.
iation which:

then into a directed

optic or radio range.

radiation through

presLlpposes great
the establishnient of

moving obiects such
, etc:,

blern facing SPSs, It
so much energy that
te in the 2.45 GHz
s fiorn the receiving

lasers
f solar power into a
iation in the outer

irf the power ernitting
of the stream of
2 and is insufficient

2. Transntitting energy on the basis of powe
The specific peculiarities of the transibirnati

laser beam have to do with the low density of sola
spaco, which prosupposes the use of concentrators

1 Adrnitting optical purnping and radiating i
2. Perrnitting purnping by visible light and r

systems. But the theoretically attainable densit
concentrated soiar radiation does not exceed 16 mV
fbr.effectively purnping rhe lasers [16]. An analys
various substances to be used as active rnedia for
pumping indicates that these substances can be divi

aJ.

In
HgBr and

n4

Pumping and radiating in the infrared rang
the first group are rnolecular substances

he visible range.
iating in the infiared

Na2, Br2, Te2, L4,
the lasers with solutions of organic dyes. I second group are



CF3J, Br+CO2, I;2+CO2; in the third are CO, CO2, N2O F, DF, GzIb. ot
greatest interest are the substances of the third group z

CO2, N2O. The examined substances of the first and
considerable disadvantages: the former necessitates
density of the radiated stream; and the larter f'eatu

in particular ClO,
nd group have

excessively high
[nacceptably low

transfbrmation efficiency because the energy transfo
pumping exceeds considerably ernitted energy. The
molecular cornpound (JF3J, which is regarded as one o
media [9]. At the same time, the cited results cannot
because the search for suitable working substances is goi

Advantages:
- srnaller ray divergence (1_10 rniorometres
- possibility of using mirror relay stations.

Shortcomings:
- high level of laser absorption by the Earth

4. Modern projects
The USA is a historical leader in experirnenting

cableless energy transmission. Developrnents in radio in
to discussions on the development of microwaves in
[16] from Rayton Corp. with the assistance of the US Air

rnosphere.saI

ahd
rhc

considered flnal
on.

dernonstrating
1950s have 1ed

ion. G. Brown
fce was the first
a demonstration
vehicles (FV).
ted because no

the first trial
ASA plans the

to construct a series of electrically powered helicopters t
of the advantages of microwave driving and directing flyi

Nevertheless, the SPS projects were not imp

cated and the need of electricity needs is outrunnins a
According to NASA's plan (www.sel.noaa.eov/in-fo/

power transmission. Besides, it is planrred that at the sar
electric station of 100 kw sho'ld be built. Bv 2011-201

state was yet ready to fund such stations due to rnili y estrmates which
indicated that such programs wouid be inoperable [16].

But the recent power black-outs in California r
fiesh look at the power suppiy probie'r. Now the situatio

d the USA rake a
is rather cornpli-
ilable resources.

QlarMax.pdl), in'2006-2001, the International Space Station will be o test cableler;s

launch into outer space of a platforrn which wbuld be ly a rnegawatt
r both to other
electric statlon

20 years it will

t[on Plan - Earth
sphere through
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d in the process of
l{ exception is the
the possible active



I
).1

iq

the so-called carbon sinks. The program seeks
photovoltaic systerns based on the Earth and in sp

l'his biueprint [18] envisages the install
could provide po'wer fiom space to the world elr
earliest.

The ground plan envisages a series of solar
which will tralsmit 1GW of electric power ro gro
satellites will use microwave radiation of 2.45 GHz

e electric power to

of systems, which
grid in 2040 at the

wer sateilites, each of
-based stations. The

r rn lne snape oI a

out 18 hectares of
n so as to render
130-metre phase

g the Earth in the
'with a ray whose
:e [18]. The bearn
ran supply energy
Iatitude liom the

:li;'r lt ii i..j} ..i.. '. ' ,,.., .\ + i!i{i:: 
t \:i.:isl,i r;::rtr ii .j:: iiiri. jtjt; 

J.::jir iri.

Fig. 3. (Nagarnoto, Sasaki and N

transmrtting antenna is connected to a satellite side
lower part and provides about 10 MW of 2.45 GHz
cross-section diameter is ibout 2 km to the Earth's
could be directed * 30o to the West or to the East
within 200 sec. to the receiving antenna within
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SPS-2000 ii; a frame constrLlcted of light alurr
triangular prism, sized approximately 300 m, carryin
amorphous silicon batteries in a saddle_like confistr
unnecessary active directing [19]. One square Jf



equator. This providr:s for the supply of up to seve
continuous enelgy, A 1,100-km high equatorial orbit
choice rninimizes transport expenses urrd tf," di
onergy fiorn space [18].

hundred kW of
ill be used. T'his
for transrnitting

-scientific task.

romising projects
lasers is not as

el SPSs process.ing
. mlcrowave rays.
o[new branches of

1

2

3

SPS design and construction is a challenging
Of the developed projects, the most discussed ones
solar power and transmitting energy in the form
Notwithstanding the large investrnents, the developrnent
science and new technologies, the efficiency of the rnore
fbr the transmission of solar onergy on the tasis of po
yet sufficiently well strLrdied.

5. Conclusion
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HA
fIPOEJIEMU.NANENSA

CIIb THT4 KOBT4 CJI]b IIqEBZ
PA3B
EJI trEHTPAJIU

eKoJIo|I4qHo qI4CT

fl4r e ofpoMlfo, HO

vlcKura rbcToTa Ha
14 HENOCTO'HHA'T

H OT HAI{I4HI,].TE 3A

eHepfr4_{ rr
eHr4r He ca [rrpoKo
Ha o6ur<noneHzre

eJreKTpOrIeHTpaJrr4,

ACKOEKBATOPKIAJIIJA

Muneu lteemrcoe

PegruN{e

Crrcn.resara pa14trarJLrfl e Bb3o6HoBreM
eHepfr4eH v3TOrIHrrK. KonzqecrnoTo Ha cJIsHqeBaTa

KaKTo 14 ycr,poficTBara 3a KOHrIeHTprrpaHe Ha
yBeIr{qaBaHe Ha rbcToTara fi. 3a csxaJreHr4e. Te3U
[punoxr4Mr{ kr He ca KOHKypeHTHOC[OCO6Hr4
eneKTpocTaHrMV. orxasrr oT HiBeMHr4Te CJrbH

I43IIOJBBAHETO HA]IO3I4 ISTOqHI4K 3A NDO Ha eneKTparlecrBo e
cBbp3aHo c r.oJreMrr TpyAHOCTr4, KaTO OCHOBHTZTe C

cr:bHqeBaTa paluu\Lrfl Bbpxy 3eMHaTa [oBspxHo
xapaKTep Ha TA3u pal!4a\Lrfl (o6navnocr, Horr{).
npeoAoJrrBaHe Ha Te3r4 npeqKr4 ca Berre pa3 r4Te eHeprafrHr4
aKyMynaT o p 14 14 KO M 6 VHr4p AHprT e c Jrb Hq eB o _To nJrrl HH eprprprHla crrcTeMz,

ooaqe, 14 IOCTaBJIHeTO I4M Ha reocr4HXpOHHa x
op6kna, Mo)Ke Aa AoBeAe Ao cbBceM piBrr4r{Hr4 peey
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ANALYTICAI, EFtr'ECTIVE METHOD FOR VER
SATELLITE PASS OVER A REGION oF THE EI

Atanas, Atanassov

S o I ar -T e r r e st r i aI I nfl ue nc e s Lab o r at o ry, S t ar a Za g o r a

Abstract

,An analytical method is proposed in this work for vartificial earrh sateilite during its orbitir motion passes over a regiThe m.ethod is based on undisturbed Keppier,, opproxi*itti
approximation of the region by a circular sigment s.'Ii order tocondition, a conic surface is used with apex in the earth centre,
s.egment, The tangents of the conical sirfuce with Keppler,s p
intervals in which the satertite trace on thi earth suryaci-occurs
tmnsfonnation of thetse tangents in the plane of Keppler,s orbit
their crossing points with Keppler,s ellipse lies in tttz basis of the

rneasurements, it is important when the satellite pz
territory where the ground-based station is located.
meteorological character are solved on the basis of sate_l
is significant when the r;atellite is going to pass over a de
meteorological structure: (cyclone centre, fiont). The so
problems, connected with the study of the earth su
connected with the deitennination of the ternporal i
specific region. This is necessary in some of the ca

CATION OF A
SURFACE

whether an
tf the earth surface.
of the orbit and

the situational
out the circular

determine the time
the segmznt S, Thc

determination oJ
rnethod.

iments, it is
region of the
ground-based

over a definite
problems of

information. it
ite territory or a

of many other
from space is

pass over a

experiments

Ll9



of the conducted experiments, and fiom econonr int of view.

pianning. In other cases, the analysis is needed to
receiving satellite infbrrnation. In both cases this is

The problern for deterrnining a satellite
geographic region has a standard soiution. It is obtr
i1i1a1ion rnodelling by selecting a proper geomet
which determines the situational 

-.ondition. 
Tl

solution of the artificiai earth satellite motion equ
analysis, as concerns the model of the region, alio
the sateliite passes over the region as well as the
borders.

For the equation of the artificial earth
equatorial co-ordinate system (GeCS) we have;

'2-/7\ cl r _+( l) tt-----= = -I F,.

cl tt 
4tK '

with initial cond:itions ; 1.-(ro) , ut=
dt

ule the seances for
rtant fbr the quality

s over a definite
on the basis of the

model for region V
discretization of the
n and the respective

to determine whether
ments of crosr;ing its

)
, where r is the

satellite radius-vector; m - its mass and t_ the tirne. specific lbrrn of (1)

) can be

-+

d r(to

dr

orbi
of(

reflects the acceptod motion model. The solution of
the basis of analytical or numerical rnethods t1
discretization of the solution of (1) is obtained:

(2) ;, ;, lr,, ..., ;^, ...

Usually (2) is obtained in GeCS or in
(OCS). It is necessary to transform the solution
ordinate system (GrCS) :

-) -+
(3) f("oxs)=c{,oc.r(cxs)

In (3) C[6,6 is the transfbrmation rnatrix [3].
Problerns exist in which region V is restricte

contour (for exarnple, a state border). There are know
il_d l_".r:l"e the problern for crossing its borders by
[4]. Within the terms of different pro-blems, rhe appr
by a circular spherir;al segment of ttre earth surface i
and substantiated both physically and of geornetric

In
obtained on

any case, a

co-ordinate system
into Greenwich co-

lex outli
) present
ellite tra
f region
'sufficie
view. T
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application of such a sirnplifying situational
of the solution of the artificial earth satellite
considerable cornputation time.

The verification of the situational condition is
trne At and even within one satellite circle it is con

condition the discretization
motion ron requires also

by a step in the
with a rnultiple
connected with
ts an analytical
le period of the

the earth surf'ace
gment can be

ius Re and the

. Moving along

ppler's orbit at

This rneans tbat
its of the conic

ments t, unA l,

For distance 6

repetition of the respective computation procedure.
considerable cornputational expenses. This paper su
rnethod to apply the verification proced.rr. on." fb. o
satellite circle.

2, Formulation of the problem.

h surface ar; a
by a straight

circular cone with ang.te ry between the axis and the t and its apex is

We shall examine the considered region of t
spherical segment S (llig, 1). It is cut out of the earth

in the earth centre. Tho crossing poi't of the cone axi-s w
has Greenwich co-orrdinates (1,, @). Therefore, the
described by the fbllowing parameters _ angle y, earth

Greenwich co-ordinates l, and @, i.e. 5 (y,Rgt,l,,
with the earth surface, the cone tangents with the plane o

and t,, the Keppler's plane a'd the conic surface intercro
part of the Keppler's ellipsis is also restricted within the
surface and that it is located over segment S.

We shall discuss an approach, allowing to obtain

when the sateliite crosses the cone
the Keppler's orbit.

its two sides at mornents t, and t,. (Fig. 2). Between t two moments t,

-+ -+
generants 'c, and r,2 ich tangent with

on the time axis
S (Fig. 3). Ifthe two intervals intercross, then the condition fbr ing over tlLe

The relation between the intervals (t,,t,) and (t,,t
shows whether the artif icial earth satellite passes over sep

examined segment is f'utrilled.

3. Construction of an algorithm.
Let's assume that segment S fbrms a tangent with

fiorn the centre of S to K we can write down [5]:
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or

-)
tn ---7 ---7(4) _;R.-x )=6=sinV.R@

Inl

(4',)

J

where no is

rniddle and

)-+
no'Rc = sin Y.Bg

the null vector of K, {, -is the radi ector of the segment

Rn =l {" l- the Earth radius. The radi r of the spherical

segment centre {" .un be presented in the followin

In (5) roo ris the Earth angular rotation velocity
selected epoch (for exarnple, the mornent when

to is appropriately
ificial earrh satoilite
(4') we'll obtain:

Q=oo(t -to).

passes through the orbit perigee). If we substitute (5)
(6) Acos<p+Bsin{p*C=0,

where
[=rrx .sin@, B,=ny .sin@, C= sinV -nr.cos@

By solving (6) we determine {" ut the tangenting t, and t, as well
as the vory moments. Thus, for the tangent vector we write down:

-+)++
(7) t=(R"xn )Xn
-+

Vector t is determined in (7) inGeCS . We make a

J-+
(8) a =o(oce.,[

(oKS) (GeKS)

In (8) the transforrniation matrix 6soo" has the follow
cr11= coscD, cosf) - sin o . cos i. cos0
c[12= cosoJ . sin f) + sinol . cos i . cosO
o[r:= sin at . sin i

form [3]:

tion orfl ,- in OCS J3
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ctzr= -sin ot . cosO - sino .cos i . sin f)
ctzz= -sin ro . sin f) + sino .cos i . cosf)
Ct'zr= COS' ' Sin i

Ctlt= sin O ' sin i
O[32= -cos ,2 ' sin i
Ct33= COS i'

-+

After determination of the tangent vector r in
its crossing points with Keppler's ellipse in OCS:

rg) (q+c.) _,_ I _,\-/ 2 ' 2/- 2r-t'n=k.€a a \t -el
In the second equation of system (9) k signifies the tan
OCS. The foiiowing rrelation exists between the orbita
and the eccentric anomaly E [1]:

we can determine

's coeffioienl. in
-ordinates ((,r'1)

(10) € =a(cosE -e )

r.l =a Jt irlnz
where a is the J.arge orbital semi-axis, e - is the ec On the other
side, on the basis of Keppler's equation we can write do

(11) t =to*(E -e . sin B )l?"
After we find ouLt the eccentric anomaly E in (10 substitute it in

the specified(11), we determine the moments when the satellite
tangents.

4. Estirnation of theMethod.
The explained method is analytical and it is by linal

formulae. It is reducecl to a single application of the
procedure within the limits of one satellite circle. A
orbital elements, the procedrue call be repeated for the
The exarnined method is based on a situational condition

model is reduced to the determination of tangents r', a
transfbrmation oi the trangents in OCS is equivalent to
the situational condition in the orbital plane [6].

Based on a progralnme complex for situational anai
solution of the problems in [6], it was necessary to
programmes for ensuring the treated situational proble

A structural apprroach is applied for the me algorithrnization.

tive calculation
rrectioll of the

interval of tirne.
hose geometrical

, in GoCS. The
ansfbrmation of

, developed for
two new sub-

This means that
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transformation of the situational conditions to Kep
by the presence oI common sub_problems. In our
thrs is the crr:ssing of a straight line with Keppler,s

The lbllowing cases are possible fbr one Ei
- with suf1lcient orbital inclination equation

leads to deterrnination of four turrn.n,
croi;sings of segment S with Keppler's plar

- with srnaller orbital inclination equation

- with srnall orbital inclination segment S dor
The correction of the orbital elements of eac

basis of the selected rnodel of disturbances allows
approaoh fbr situational analysis within long interv
the efl'ectiveness of the computation procedlrre, eve
tirne the computation expenses are much less than b
orbit, perforrned with a step. The rnethod is appli
Keppler's approxirnation in the terms of the ia
admissible with a view to the solved problern,
problerns in many cases this is executed.

The ofI'ered rnethod lbr determination of
region of the earth surface, represented by a circular
exarnples, given in [6], are connected with a
situational condition in the plane of Keppler,s orbi
exarnples, there aro others, which allow to d
conlputation proceclure, applicable within the terms
satellite circle. Such situational tasks, for examole.
satellite pass through the shadow of the Earth, th; M
rts natural satellite). Analogons explanation can be r
tasks fbr determination of a sateilite pass through
magnetopause and the neutral layer, which ur" 

"*""the design of experiments of the type of INTERBALL

the development of algorithms for situational lysis, based on the
s plane is facilitated
and for these in [6]

ation u.o.rnd its axis:
has four roots which
nnected with two

) has two solutions
which determine two tangentr, 

"or*rpo to one crossins of
segment S with K:
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YKA3AHI4.fl 3A ABTOPI4TE

B reuaruqna'ra [opeArzrla ,,AepoxocrurauecKr.r r43cJreABauur n Errrapus" ce

orneq4rBaT oprIrI,IHalIHr,r lilaylHtr crartr],1, o"r o6nacTTa Ha aepoKocM}rqecKara HayKa 14 [paKTr.rKa.

Yc.nosus:
. Craruure rpst6ua pa 6r,,4ar npegcranenus 2 eK3eMnJltpa na aurnufict<lz esar. Eurapcrzre

aBToprr rpx6ra ga npeAcraBrr crarvr4Te ch u Ha 6:srrapcrn esur.
. Craruute ua anruuicru esur rp.r6na ga ce npe,qcraB;lT Ha AI,IcI(era Itnu CD.
. O6evrr Ha c'tilrilfl'ta (rxnovurenno ra6luqure Ir Jrareparypara) ne rpr6ea Aa rlpeBlrlrraBa

15 cran4apruz MarrrrzHonr4cHr.r crpanuqu (30 peaa Ha crpaHrrqa, 60 gnara na peg). llpu rovnrompen

BaprraHT - rupuQr "Tafiuc Hro poMaH", 12 nyur<ta. (Dopruar Ha neqarHoro norc 73120 cv. Orrope 8.2

cM, orAoJry 2 cu,, nsso, ArcHo no 4 cu. @oplrar ,{4
. Bcxa ctarut rpt6na !.a6rre npnApyxeua or pe3loMe (lo I/2 qaulaprna crpanzqa) na

6rmapcrr n na asrnuficxn egnr.
. Marepualz, nprrerrr 3a neqar urr't ny6nuxyeaHl4 B Apyr[ v3ra:':,l,ar, He ce flplreMar.

. Mepuzre eAI4HITIIII 3aAT,JIxI4TeJIHo ra 6'snar rto ClI.

. Anropure nperJrexAar eAHa KopeKTypa B orrpe.qeJreH cpor. ,{onycrar ce caMo noupaBKl4

Ha rperrrKr4, HanpaBeHI4 npu na6op

IIoApexAaue:
. Ha nrpnara crpaHrzrla Ha BcrKa cratux'rpt6na Aa6r\ar HailMcaHu 3aDIaBI4ero, uMeHara

Ha aBTopr4Te z uecropa6orara.
. Ta6nuuu rrrrocrparlvu. Ta6nuqure r.r reKcrbr K6M l4nlocrpaquare rpr6na 4a ce

npeAcraBtr Ha orAeJIHIi crpaHlzrlr{, Mscroro I4M B TeKcra Aa ce nocoqz B noJlero Ha ctorBerHara

crpaHr,rqa. Ha ru,p6a Ha rlJrrocrparlfinre (Qorocz, qeprexu, rpaQlrrz I-I Ap.) c MoJII4B .qa ce HanI4IrIar

3arJraBr,rero Ha erutLtrTa, vv'e:rrala Ha aBTopare, HoMepa Ha Surypara 14 Aa ce flocoqrl opI4eHTaII?Itra.

. Jlureparypa. I-Jurupauara nvreparypa ce rpeAcraBt Ha orAeJIeH JIIzcr uo HoMepaqzt,

norBrBarrla ce xpoHonorl4qHo B TeKcra. Zuero sa nr,pBllt aBTop ce AaBa c I4HBepcus'. Cr'e!'nar

3arJlaBl,rero :'ilacrurnflTa,3arJraBuero Ha cnr4caHr-rero (c6opnuna), ToM, roAI4Ha, KHI4xKa, crpaHI4IIa, a

npn nonorpaQr4r4Te - rpaA, Ll3AarencrBo, roAr{Ha, crpaH}rlla.

Ilplrnep: Hor npnrr,rep !

l. K p r c r a H o n, JI. K. C e p a Q I.{ M o B. - Cn. ua EAH, XX,79'14,Ne.2, c.29.
2. H e c r o p o B, l. (Dugura Ha HI4cKara fionoc(f epa. C., BAH, 1969, c. 63.

AApec. Anropure Morar Aa npeAcraBrr JrrrqHo MarepllaJrvre cu vlrv Aa rur Ll3rrpartr Ha aApec:

CoSur 1000

ya. ,,Mocxoncxa" No 6

Lluctury't sa KocMr,{irecKI,I It3cJIeABaHI,It 
- 

EAH
PeAanqzonna Koflerl4q Ha,,AepoKocMLIrIecKI4 I,I3cneABaHLIr n Eurapnr
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